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A Few Notes. 
i, m i\ The season for grafting is at 
! many have set what grafts they 
\ -d 11.•. There are others that have cot, 
v, would reiniud in season. It 
j ay to ratm eider apples, when other 
1 ter varieties can be produced just 
■ henpiv per bushel. Orchards may be 
e.i red macuri d, or mr.L lu d with -a\v- 
raw. c tat o!h< r material. In 
bans 1 he h links >h > lid receive a 
s< : j.: *•. nj uve n a fed by 
•• a:- i pruning. Young 
!••!.■ too catt !o should 
v. !.. a i.*wed wit-iiin their limits : they 
! e.ua- and attention. Leaning 
\i' 1 1 T aked upright. the soil kept 
a .eh Twill their roots, and the 
■' 11 " :e d as to form weil propor- 
i '■ tp* ly !:«•:* I-. A il suckers and olf- 
• ''s o to >• 1 aw.i\. Many of i.-ur 
t weliardi un' (day in 
ie t pi >•!•■! !o wa\ or other m:i- 
> I lu '-r should ! <• early attended 
oi<i \\iT ami solidly made, and of 
height. Fanners are apt to 
I- up" their lein “so they Will do 
■ r planting." and then plan to li\ 
ni !i Her This .'i'i>d intention, l'ko 
e.\ <de n fail-, of bedjg t arried in 
1 m up good and strong 
■ pa ■: ma s, ii i: lak» a day longer 
11■ K Ii i! proee:. W 011 1 1. 1 >oii't 
oi:im ii•- with the temptation 
i. (Pier"', or run the risk of 
them breaehv by poorly repaired 
I’ a tit th‘ fields and road- 
\ be ;: t id a later pel iod, but do 
ee! ti;e | aOUl’CS. 
0 .io Y m:i>s. \; out the build 
i: m Teh!ly rubbish deface the 
.od mat the ajU»< :traiK e ol the 
1 'on': keep tin wood-pile all 
i a'-o p .oit *i i, i- wagons, plows. 
boards, and all sorts nl tilings 
-roin:-eoii-dy a!>* i:t. it looks a lit.* 
a 1 tiei*»e wii pas- i.y. are apt to 
1 u v 111ii:_ of \ 'a. and set you 
mie ii 1 he slo\'( ns th:i* mar the 
: \ awl iip-et. the ‘-eternal 
in ini omit y, and rela- 
Li 1 f \ on are all ready 
■ 11 Ie, and the active campaign just 
.'mg; if your tools are all in order, 
eor seed at hand, your teams in con- 
i' -1 vo;ivm ;i hearty aitd eh* erful, 
*: > '111 an- up ready lor Spring’s 
o. 1 tin- ail *■ r harvest. prepare at once 
g ! hat it is better hue, t han 
-Y. 
\t-series of Poultry Rinsing. 
M n i'o'vm'.t'- would say, poultry is 
nt mi.: lilt* mui.ry 1 would 
1 d. ’:;ii any t liing he 
mpting in u id summer 1 lian the 
d chicken, done to 
I• dcr. it is not amiss, irioaseed, 
Vnd what is any Now 
: I hauksgiving good lor, without 
I--, n pi< ..nd turkey. Then fresh eggs: 
to:- iv lkla.-t and so little trouble! 
or-M them in the boiling: water, 
minutes breakfast is ready. 
M'-nf.on <11 thorn suggests puti'y 
t ~. :0 eiistards and dozens ol eon- 
o e .O to :: housewife's heart. A list 
i* 1 Ii *.t it. is not altogether on ac- 
•*u: •; i" r 111 lee. tile lor such luxur- 
:' ein in. »w how by ids time 
1o iase t ,• i-. of oreat ion 
I'i*"; !v .: n 1 w ; fi these senti- 
o* nts ,lei usjia mil i e.-ienniiiedi to have an 
; ...I i: .nu-. r,;a ..iniiiji 
■: a i< w v > n- »d. more 
1’ ns < -i• y in the 
tir'a _.ng ■ •lucking hen in 
eid -(Oration- tor famiiv honors. 
:! •• :ii all 1 ho ‘eggs she 
• o of. IIow little we 
we 1-rev, tog fo»* us ! 
■si- luil <•!' peckled 
1 ov'. r. a> misers 
t o j-- Whe*i at. Iasi tin* chicks 
ill o\ We J'ett- d t h<» 1 illV, 
1 >tit! id ai.is ! how loud they 
w IV lea le a da;, -• it was impossi- 
\ e ti.i it hind ti'. The sight ol 
or. tight ti, an 1: e king around. Irc-m 
boa. lion- mvw older, they 
.hi*he 1!i !.'!•• to.d improper 
•-•■in i u a:k. d into every Oj-ell 
■.. a iie- m ..**" welcome vis- 
» i..i '. i.i ,ha and l talked about 
-us. -a poultry -yard: certain 
'vd. i.i having one in a hurry. 
a wi-he-i our impudent pets large 
i\. We talked desperately, 
\v< m in at cm* ear and out at 
.wais w‘, improving their manners 
i;i1 the worst, the meanest, 
at d id. i> the way they g-' 
: a e; b. d-. Ilow tiny can dig and 
I hey i( 1 m it ! 1 believe they 
w o -,;:- a. 1 n'e-ymont, especially 
: y -an civ re tlm roots of some 
■i nd iei -eat -• pin*'. They go at it 
ha a -n i keep it up with persc- 
W i have practiced throwing 
a i- i- -i w cek -. but they laugh me 
1 f e 1 •!.’! liil very often 
a Mien- ai. i>t to he neglected in 
t or. 1 lid like to ask my 
r noticed tin pe< u- 
-! ,j I; y bist coming into 
o :!. about it. laid out, in 
:gh ■, hold a hen 
i naniented wil h 
a •: ii g in c\ v direction, (ler- 
ti m in 1. lie .*• a me style. 11. docs 
'‘•i'll \ <a in iias they get kicked 
mi' sy. ami it. is apt to 
del in- ha s ug jests that, u e 
mi, I <■: ilower the year round, 
•' p .m rest ('row-cu.-ises. 
1 a* e witii my severest 
: r -ueh an awful pun. 
imagine our fowls spare the vege- 
1 'lit 11o they are not so coii- 
\'• iui•_* 1 urkeys tind their 
a « iim amiss to them. 
1 .• urn * abl-age turnips, to- 
’urn. Melons, the 
-1 lavorit.e refresh- 
i l:k. sWe t *»t*n. 'l imy ap- 
aiaiest hough apples and 
e n-'-wreM and are sure L-) Im tiicre 
■ 
; ihhIiv readers have their ar- 
■ np that they can con- 
nd 1 don’t suppose we 
-• ii-, ;i. iai uv hr-»m them, but 
-i n a rin il.- as we. I 
1 :..-11 for hen-lioiises hat 
< ry i*’i" tiiey are b- yond our 
.- id. I wish some ol'your 
:« wiio know how, would tell 
•v o> -ii iid tf.- very cheapest olio that 
v ■ •: »«»il purpose, with fence 
•ii i"11■ 1 II might be doing a kind- 
•:ii. ol tiers beside. 
T ft-- H» :i!th Habits of Younfj Men. 
> ini.iijs and interesting table 
made b\ t houghtfu! physiologist 
: j: "t. showing each person where 
': ;._r‘ e and 1 am not sure that, a 
Hi i’i <-hi!,l do a better service lor 
: tl;;ui Seek the COUHSCl Ol’ SOIIIC 
ei-', ti ll him frankly all his 
such a table prepared, not 
v 1 '••:n against excess, but to 
•% A. .k places, ami point out 
'■ most likely t<> fail. Some 
ti 1 would, no doubt, read very 
1: i> ! 1 '.v 
a big dinner, which 
body did not need, sullicient force to 
:ii"e thirty tons of matter one loot. 
>iu ut i:. getting lid of several drinks of 
Hiii.' and brandy, force sullicient to raise 
t wut\ tons one loot high. 
bp tu in smoking six cigars, force sulli- 
< ni t:» r use ten tons one foot high. 
njh in in keeping awak ■ all night fit a 
lore.- suiik i«• iit to raise twenty tons 
ue loot high. 
*!M l,t in breathing bad air, force sufli- 
j1' 1 t;'" tifteen tons one foot high. 
beating a neighbor out, of #130 
11 1 i — transaction, force sullicient 
r list- : 1>. n ton* one foot high. 
nt in reading worthless books and 
ewtftpefs force sufficient to raise live 
tons om* foot high 
Spent in hesitation, doubt and uncertain* 
lone sullicient to raise live tons one 
•ot high. 
Total—120 tons one foot high. 
Iw-it for practiele and useful labor only 
1 imugli to raise lifty-Jivc tons one foot high, 
■ r t«* tu> j -.-s than one-third of a day’s 
work. 
i Sometimes there would be a draft on the 
I original capital of considerable force, so 
! there would not be enough to keep the 
! 1>0(I_\ warm, or the food well digested, or 
; tin* muscles plump and full, or the hearing 
I acute, or the eyes keen and bright, or the 
brain thoughtful and active. 
V. ry often a single debauch would use 
up the entire available power of the whole 
| sv -trm for a whole week or month. 
| There is no end to the multitudinous 
1 ways in which we not only spend our werk- 
i ing capital, but draw on the original stock, 
that ought never to be touched, and the 
j result is imperfect lives, rickety bodies, no 
I ability to transmit to our children good 
J health and long life, much physical sutler- 
ing and preitiaiuie decay, with all the ends 
! dt'e Unacconiplised llow sad is all this! 
I lb»w terrible to be born into this world and 
leaw it without adding something to its 
1 weal:i its virtue, and its progress, jller- 
| aid ..j Jleulth. 
1'he Art of Getting Along in the World. 
I A good many of younger readers have 
i their own fortunes to make, and will wel- 
; roan* any hints that show them the way 
and encourage them in it. It is an honor- 
j able ambition that aims at independence, 
; and almost; every right-minded young man 
I may attain it. While the most desirable 
I riches are those which are daily used, it is 
wise to provide lor future and increasing 
l wants, lie is rich who has, every day, all 
he blessings of a comfortable home of his 
"\vn, food, raiment, a pleasant fireside, and 
a sale and comfortable place of repose, as 
| the result <»! his daily labor. l>ut he should 
lay up something for the future. Some in 
their lolly have all their good things now. 
j They are rich while they are young, and 
|‘will be poor when they shall be old. There 
! are those equally foolish, who, in their 
false estimate, ignore this current living 
I wealth, and count only that which is laid 
up and unused, even so far as to surrender 
j the present best use of what they gain, with tlie vain expectation of future satisfac- 
tion in it. They become covetous, perhaps 
misers. As prodigality is foolish, so covet- 
ousness is hateful. Happy is In' who holds 
:n proper balance these words of divine 
wisdom “The hand of the dilligenl niaketh 
riel;;" ‘-If riches increase set not your 
heart upon them." 
l'.vi-ry young man should be encouraged 
trugaiiiv. with the hope «>I a good es- 
tate. 1 say “encouraged" because lie can 
hardiy belh-vo that a good estate is so sure- 
ly attainable by one who begins without 
any capital. The most essential requisites 
!•» ids success are patience and a cheerful 
hope. It he has industry, frugality, and 
good common sense, he may, with the or- 
| dinary blessing of Providence, have a sure 
expectation of independence. 
The true theory of good luck was well 
•xpressed by that wise old commander to 
his men: “Trust in tin* Lord and keep your 
powder dry." Good courage with the 
Lord's blessing will enable one to overcome 
1 the greatest difficulties. 
The means of obtaining wealth are of 
humble character. It. is not. the more ob- 
served and showy faculties of men that 
make them successful, it is only here and 
there one who gains a fortune by a brilliant 
I career. The humble virtues of industry 
; mid frugality are necessary to most men for 
success. Ordinary abilities often lead even 
hi great, fortunes, where* shining endow- 
incuts fail. 
As this is intended for young farmers, it 
is proper to say that you must expect at 
; first only very moderate gains. It belongs 
t" our profession to give moderately and 
i\\ly. Von will have to work hard, and 
leny yourself the luxuries which the rich 
may bav. Hut don't fret or be discouraged ; 
1 ir. will not hurt you •. you can well dispense 
With mail} good things now while you are 
young, to have them by and by. You had 
better be poor while you are young than 
; when you shall become old. 
't ou need not forego the comforts of 
domestic life. You will not go down one 
iotai in the social scale, or be any less use- 
ful as a member of society. You need not 
deny yourself Lie pleasures of intellectual 
ami refund culture; you must not shut the 
: hand of charity. 
Industry, though it is an humble virtue, 
• hu-s great tilings. “Seesl thou a mail dili- 
:p ut in Ins business? He shall stand before 
bbigs, lie shall not stand before mean men." 
Accumulation for the future depends on 
hue simple process of laying by a part of 
iiie income. It need not be a large part. 
T> ii dins a day, regularly invested, from 
the age of twenty years, will make the sum 
: of ten thousand dollars before very old age 
shall come. Every young man should be 
persuaded to lay by, however small his 
earnings may be, a part for the future. I 
I have known many instances of indepeud- 
1 cnee accumulated by sheer persistence of 
: men of little capacity and intelligence and 
tnider serious disadvantages. I have had 
m wral nun in my employ, who have attain- 
ed a comfortable independence by mere in- 
dustry. who begun rather late in life to lay 
! 'T the first dollar. One who begun early 
j is the owner of two goods farms. 
N w if sheer force will produce such re- 
| >ults, what may we not expect, when that 
;mv is guided by an intelligent judgment 
and managed by well trained skill? The 
management of a farm gives the best op- 
I port unity lbr the exercise of these. 
Let a farmer show superiority in one of 
Lie many details of his business, and that 
°ne tiling will make the dilference between 
I wealth and poverty. Let him know how to 
vu, lime by his early rising, and laying his 
1 I■1;11: for th" day, and directing his work- 
men so that lie gains an hour. That hour 
in time will make him rich. Now let him 
be wise iu many of the details of his farm, 
| Lis thorough cultivation, his selection of 
| good stock and ills care for them, his 
j watchfulness against waste, the improve- 
incut of his land, and his constant study 
\ tor advancement, and we shall not wonder 
to sec him get along in the world. He will 
not be rich, as the millionaires ol’our cities 
count riches, but the real dilference between 
him and them is not worth counting. 
| Sekim; is Hki.ievini;. A notorious 
:imj> was once brought before nil Onon- 
daga .lustier of the 1’eace. lie was ac- 
cused ,.f having “come the strap game” 
over a native. The portly Justice wish- 
ing to decide undurstnndingly, asked to 
j see a sample of ills skill. The party in- j staidly produced a leather strap, gave a 
-rientiiir whisk across the table, and re- 
marked : 
“Von see. .(ndge.the quarter under tlie 
"I rap ?” 
What!” interrupted the dignified 
functionary; “do you mean to say there is 
a quarter under there ?” 
“Sartin !” was the reply. 
“No such thing,” said the justice. 
“I’ll go you a dollar on it.” exclaimed 
the prisoner. 
“Agreed,” said the justice. 
With accustomed adroitness,Tlie strap 
was withdrawn, when, lo! there was a 
quarter. 
“Well,” said the astonished Shallow, 
“1 should not have believed it if 1 had 
not seen it with my own eyes. Here is 
your dollar, and you are lined five dollars 
for gambling, contrary to the statute in 
such case made and provided.” 
The elongated countenance of the gam- 
bler required no additional evidence to 
testify his appreciation of “the sell.” 
"John House, why wilt thou do so?” 
This was said by Thomas Hazard, one of 
New Bedford’s substantial Quaker mer- 
chants sixty years ago, to Johnny House, 
a negro in his employ, whom he found 
before a magistrate, and that not for the 
first time, charged with stealing. “Why wilt thou do so, thou foolish man? thou 
always gets caught.” “Why, Massa Haz- 
ard,” says Johnny, “I don’t get caught half 
the time.” 
The Pall Mall Gazette, the model of cor- 
rectness of diction and accuracy of ex- 
pression, in describing an Alpine accident, 
says of some guides who escaped that “the 
rope snapped just below them, and a 
couple of eminent members of the club, an 
earnest American, three guides, and four 
porters were hurried into eternity, carry- 
ing with them rope-ladders, ice-axes, and 
provisions.” 
Ask Me no More. 
Ask me no more—the moon may draw the sea; 
The clouds may stoop from Heaven and take 
the shape 
With fold 1<» fold, of mountain or of cape ; 
Hut <>, too fond, when have 1 answered thee! 
Ask me no more. 
A-k me no more—what answer should I give? 
I love not hollow cheek or laded eye; 
Yet. O mv friend. 1 will not have thee die! 
A^U me no'more, lest 1 should hid thee live: 
Adv me no more. 
A'k me no more—thy fate and mine are sealed: 
I v|rove against the stream and all in vain, 
l.et the great river take me to the main: 
Xo more, dear love, for at a touch 1 yield : 
Ask me no more. 
[ Allred Tennyson. 
The Managing Wife. 
Ezra Newlon had just finished locking 
over his yearly accounts. ■ Well." asked 
his wife, looking up, '‘how do you come 
out?” 
‘•1 find,” said her husband, ‘dliat my 
expenses during the last year have been 
thirty-seven cents over a thousand dol- 
lars." 
“And your income has been a thousand 
dollars?” 
“Yes. I managed pretty well, di>^'t 
I?” 
“l)o you think it managing well to ex- 
ceed your income?” said his wife. 
“What’s thirty-seven cents?” asked Mr. 
Newton, lightly. 
“Not much, to be sure, but still some- 
thing. It seems to me that we ought to 
have saved, instead of falling behind.” 
“Hut how can we save on this salary, 
Elizabeth? We haven’t lived extrava- 
gantly. Still it seems to have taken it 
all.” 
“Perhaps there is something in which 
wemigltt retrench. Suppose you mention 
some of your items." 
■•The most important are house rent, 
one hundred and lifly dollars, and articles 
of food, live hundred dollars.” 
“dust half.” 
•■Yes, and you’ll admit that we can’t 
retrench there, Elizabeth. 1 like to live 
well. I had enough of poor board betoro 
1 was married. Now I mean to live as 
well as 1 can.” 
“Still we ought to be saving up some- 
thing against a rainy day, Ezra.” 
“That would he something like carry- 
ing an umbrella when the sun shines.” 
“Still it is well to have an umbrella in 
the house.” 
■1 can’t controvert your logic, Eliza- 
beth. but 1 am afraid we shan’t be able 
to save anything this year. When I get 
my salary raised, if will be time enough 
to think of that.” 
■Eet me make a proposition to you,” 
said Mrs. Newlon. “You say one-half 
of your income has been expended on 
articles of food. Are you willing to al- 
low me that sum for the purpose ?” 
“You guarantee to pay all bills out of 
it ?” 
“Yes.” 
“Then I will shift the responsibility 
upon you with pleasure, lint 1 can tell 
you beforehand you won’t be able to save 
much out of it.” 
“Perhaps not. At any rate 1 will en- 
gage not to exceed it.” 
“That’s well. 1 shouldn’t relish having 
any additional bills to pay. As 1 am paid 
every month, I will at each payment 
hand you half the money.” 
The different characters of husband and 
wife may be judged from the conversa- 
tion which has been recorded. Mr. New- 
ton had but little prudence or foresight. 
lie lived chiefly lor the present, and 
seemed to fancy that whatever contingen- 
cies might arise in the future, he would 
somehow be provided for. Now, trust in 
Providence is a very proper feeling, but 
there is a good deal of truth in the old ad- 
age that (lod will help lliose who will 
help themselves. 
Mrs. Newton on the. contrary, had been 
brought up in a family which was com- 
pelled to be economical, and although she 
was not disposed to deny herself comforts, 
yet she felt that it was desirable to pro- 
cure them at a fair price. 
The tinto at which this conversation took 
place was at the commencement of the 
second year of their married life. 
The first slop which Mrs. Newton took, 
oil accepting the charge of the household 
expenses, was to Institute the practice ot 
paying cash for all the articles that came 
under her department. She accordingly 
called on the butcher and inquired : 
“How often have you been in the habit 
of presenting your bills, Mr. Williams'?” 
"Once in six months”, was the reply. 
“And I suppose you sometimes have 
bad bills?” 
“Yes, one-third of my profits on the 
average, are swept oft' by them.” 
“And you could afford I suppose, to 
sell somewhat cheaper for ready money?” 
“Yes, and 1 would be glad if all my 
customers would give me a chance to do 
so.” 
L \\ 111 111 II1UI11 .111 » 1 1 J 1 111! II, Dtilll 
Mrs. Newton. “Hearafter whatever 
articles shall lie purchased of you will ho 
paid for on the spot, and we shall expect 
you to sell as reasonable as you can.” 
This arrangement was also made with 
the. others, who, it is scarcely needful to 
say, were very glad to enter into the ar- 
rangement. Heady money is the great 
support of trade, and a cash customer is 
worth two who purchase on credit. 
Fortunately Mrs. Newton had a small 
supply of money by her which lasted till 
the iirst monthly installment from 
her husband became due. Thus she was 
enabled to carry out her cash plan from 
the beginning. 
Another plan which occurred to her as 
likely to save expense, was to purchase 
articles in large quantities. She had soon 
saved enough from the money allowed 
her to do this. For example, instead ot 
buying sugar a few pounds at a time, she 
purchased a barrel, and so succeeded in 
saving a cent or more on the pound. 
This, perhaps, amounted to a trille in the 
course of a year, but the same system 
carried out in regard to other articles 
yielded a result which was by no means 
a trille. 
There were other ways in which a care- 
ful housekeeper in able to limit expense 
which Mrs. Newton did not overlook. 
With an object in view she was always 
on the lookout to prevent waste, and to 
get the full value of whatever was ex- 
pended. 
The result was beyond her anticipa- 
tions. 
At the. close of the year, on examining 
her bank book —for she had regularly de- 
posited whatever money she had not oc- 
casion to use in one ot these institutions— 
she found that she had one hundred and 
fifty dollars besides reimbursing herself 
for the money during the iirst month, and 
having enough to last another. 
“Well, Elizabeth, have you kept with- 
in your allowance?” asked her husband 
at this time. “I guess you have not 
found it so easy to save as you thought 
for.” 
‘T have saved something, however,” 
said his wife. “How is it with you ?” 
‘That’s mflrc than 1 can say. I Iowover, 
I have not exceeded my income, that’s 
one good thing. We have lived full as 
well, and i don’t know but better than 
last year, when we spent five hundred.” 
“It’s knack, Ezra,” said his wife, smil- 
ing. 
iUCimoil IIUW 
much slio had saved. She wanted some 
time of other to surprise him with it when 
it would be ot some service. 
“She may possibly have saved up twen- 
ty-five dollars,” thought Mr. Newton,“ or 
some such trifle,” and so dismissed the 
matter from his mind. 
At the end of the second year, Mrs. 
Newton’s savings, including the interest 
amounted to three hundred and fifty dol- 
lars, and she began to feel quite rich. 
Her husband did not think to inquire 
how she had succeeded, supposing as lie- 
fore, that it could be but a very small 
sum. 
However ho had a piece of good news 
to communicate, liis salary had been 
raised from a thousand to twelve hun- 
dred dollars. 
lie added: “As I .before allowed you 
one-half my income for household expen- 
ses, it is no more than fair I should do so 
now. That will give you a better chance 
to save part of it than before. Indeed. 1 
don't know how you have succeeded in 
saving anything Urns far.” 
As before, Mrs. Newton merely said 
that she had saved something, without 
specifying the amount. 
Her allowance was increased to six 
hundred dollars, but her expenses were 
not proportionally increased at all; so 
that her savings lor the third year swell- 
ed the aggregate sum in the savings bank 
to six hundred dollars. 
Mr. Newton, on the contrary, in spite 
ut his increased salary, was no better olf 
at the end of the third year than b.fore. 
IIis expenses had increased hy a hundred 
dollars, though he would have found it 
difficult to toll in what way his comfort 
or happiness had been increased thereby. 
In spite of bis carelessness in regard to 
his own alfairs, Mr. Newton was an ex- 
cellent man in regard to his business, and 
his service s'wero valuable to his employ- 
er. 1’hey accordingly increased bis sala- 
ry from lime to time, till it reached six- 
teen hundred dollars. He had steadily 
preserved the custom of assigning one- 
half to his wile for the same purpose as 
heretofore, and this had become such a 
habit that he never thought to inquire 
whether she had found it necessary to em- 
ploy the whole or not. 
Thus ten years rolled away. During 
all this time Mr. Newton lived in the 
same hired house for which he had paid 
an annual rent of one hundred and iifty 
dollars. Latterly, however, he had be- 
come dissatistied with it. It had passed 
into the hands of a new landlord, who 
was not disposed to keep it, in the repair 
which he considered desirable. 
About this time a block of excellent 
houses was erected by a capitalist, who 
designed to sell them or let them as he 
might have an opportunity. They were 
more modern and much better arranged 
than the one in which Mr. Newton now 
lived, and he fell a strong desire to move 
into one of them. He mentioned it to his 
wife one morning. 
“What is the rent ?” inquired she. 
“Two hundred and twenty-live dollars 
for the corner house; two hundred for 
either of the others.” 
“The corner one would be preferable, 
on account of the side windows.” 
“Yes, and they have a large yard be- 
sides. I think we must Hire one of them. 
I guess I’ll engage one to-day; you 
know our year is out next week.” 
“1‘lease wait, Ezra, till to-morrow, be- 
fore engaging one.” 
"l' or wnat reason t 
“I should like to examine tlie house.” 
“Very well, 1 suppose to-morrow will 
he sullieiently early.” 
Soon after breakfast Mrs. Newton call- 
ed on Squire l.ent, the owner ot tin: new 
block, and intimated her desire to be 
shown the corner house. The request ho 
readily complied with; Mrs. Newton was 
delighted with all the arrangements, and 
expressed her satisfaction. 
“Are these houses for sale or to let ?” 
she inquired. 
“Either,” said the owner. 
“The rent is 1 understand, two hun- 
dred and twenty-live dollars.” 
“Yes,I consider it worth at least twenty- 
live dollars more than the rest.” 
“And what do you charge for the 
house to a cash purchaser?” asked Mrs. 
Newton with subdued eagerness. 
“Four thousand dollars cash,” was the 
reply, “and that is but a small advance 
on the cost.” 
“Very well. 1 will buy it of you,” add- 
ed Mrs. Newton quietly. 
“What did 1 understand you to say ?" 
asked the Squire, scarcely believing his 
ears. 
“I repeat, that 1 will buy this house at 
your price, and pay the money within a 
week.” 
I “Then the house is yours, lint your 
husband said nothing of his intention, 
and in fact 1 did not know—” 
“That ho had the money to invest, I 
suppose yon would say. Neither does he 
know it, and 1 must ask you not to tell 
him lor the. present.” 
The next morning Mrs. Newton invited 
her husband to take a walk, but without 
specifying the direetio n. 
They soon stood in front of the house 
in which he had desired to live.” 
“Wouldn’t you like to go in?” she asked. 
“Yes. It's a pity we havn’t got the 
key." 
“1 have the key,” said his wife, and 
forthwith walked up the stops and pro- 
ceeded to open the door. 
“When did you get the key of Squire 
llent?” asked her husband. 
“Yesterday when I bought the house,” 
said his wife quietly. 
Mr. Newton gazed at his wife in pro- 
found astonishment. 
“What on earth do you mean, Eliza- 
beth?” lie inquired. 
“dust what I say. The house is mine, 
and what is mine is thine. So the house 
is yours, Ezra. 
“Where in the name of goodness did 
you raise the money ?" asked her husband 
his amazement still as great as ever. 
“I havn’t been a managing wife for 
ton years for nothing,” said Mrs. New- 
ton, smiling. 
With some difficulty Mrs. Newton per- 
suaded her husband that the price of the 
house was really the result of her savings, 
lie felt when he surveyed the commodi- 
ous arrangements of the new house that 
ho had reasons to tie gratelul for the pru- 
dence of his managing wife. 
IIow a SmtEWD Man Got an Office. 
Tin! following conversation, between a 
well-known oilicial and bis friend, took 
place recently in front of the St. Louis 
Custom House: 
‘•Where have you been ?” 
“To Washington to see the President 
for the purpose of securing an appoint- 
ment to office.” 
“Did you get the appointment?” 
“I did.” 
“Well, since you are an official, 1 ad- 
vise you to go and get a new stovo-pipe 
hat; if you and your friends can’t afford 
the expense, I will lend you fifty cents to 
get the coruscations ironed out of the 
shabby one you now sport. It looks as 
though a Briton, a hill, or Horace Greeley 
had fallen on it.” 
“No, I will not smooth away a wrinkle. 
I will wear it as it is, and bequeath it to 
my heirs as a rich legacy. It was the 
cause of my appointment.” 
“The cause of your appointment!” IIow 
so ?” 
“Well, you see, when the President saw 
me with tiiis hat on ho mistook mo for a 
relation, and immediately gave me the 
position I asked for.” 
“lie thought you his relative on account 
of your hat! Ilow ?” 
“Yes; he saw the ‘dents’ in it.” 
To illustrate t hat the homestead law was 
a great thing, it was stated at the Farmers’ 
Club in NewYork, that a young man and 
the girl to whom he was engaged, em- 
igrated irom the East, each entering a 
homestead of 100 acres, and as soon as the 
patents were obtained, they married, and 
as a result of their native shrewdness, be- 
came the wealthiest, persons in their sec- 
tion. This story is beat by another, of a 
married couple, who weyt to Oregon when 
that state gave 020 acres to settlers; as they 
wanted to obtain all the land thoy could, 
they got a divorce. This enabled them 
to receive .'120 acres apiece, after which 
they became reunited, and held 010 acres 
of land. 
Hunt of the Seal. 
St. Johns (N. F.) Correspondence (March 10) of the 
Boston Traveler. 
During the lust few (lays our city lias 
been a wonderful scene of bustle and ex- 
citement. Amid ringing cheers and with 
Hags Hying, our sealing licet have taken 
their departure tor the ice-fields, where, 
tor the next two months, they will be en- 
gaged in the capture of seals, amid perils 
ana hardships that are enough to make 
the stoutest heart quail. They have start- 
ed under very favorable auspices this 
year, with open winter and a favorable 
breeze. The outfit, too, is unusually 
large. 
Not less than 10,000 hardy, active men 
sail from the various harbors of New- 
foundland, about the 1st of March each 
year, in pursuit of the seal. The vessels 
in which they embark n ary in size from 
80 to 150 tons. Of late years steamers 
have been introduced; and, as in all other 
branches of industry, steam threatens to 
drive away all competitors. Last year 
there were ten steamers engaged in the 
seal fishery; and this year five additional 
steamers have been added to the fleet—a 
sufficient proof that this method of car- 
rying on the fishery is found more remu- 
nerative than the old system. The su- 
periority ot steamers over sailing vessels 
in clearing their way through heavy ice, 
in pursuing their prey rapidly in spite of 
winds and currents, in holding on to a 
well covered seal meadow” when reach- 
ed, when, by a change of wind, a sailing 
vessel would be driven oil', must be very 
obvious. The seal hunters infinitely pre- 
fer a berth in a steamer to one in a sail- 
ing vessel, although in the former the 
crow get but one-third the proceeds of 
the voyage divided among them, and in 
the latter one-lialf. The steamer can 
make two, and at times even three trips 
to the ice fields, so that the probabilities 
of success are vastly increased by the em- 
ployment of steam. 
Last year the ten steamers averaged 
lG,t)00 seals each—valued at three dollars 
per seal. One steamer in two trips bro’t 
in 32,000 seals, thus earning in two 
months, $90,000. It is thus evident that 
when successful, there are few commer- 
cial adventures more profitable than seal 
hunting, lint, then, there are many 
blanks to a prize; and after battling for 
weeks with the billows, amid these ice- 
covered seas, where over hundreds of 
square miles the seals are to be sought, 
the poor men often return to port, their 
vessel clean” and their prospects dis- 
mal. The profits ol the enterprise are, 
however, on the whole very large, when 
we take into account that the number ot 
seals taken each Spring ranges from 350,- 
000 to 500,000. 
The seal hunters, or, as they are called 
in the vernacular, soilers,” like best to 
fall in witli that species of seal called the 
harp.” It is so named from the old 
male animal having in addition to a num- 
ber of spots, a broad curved line of con- 
nected blotches proceeding from each shoulder and meeting on the back above 
the tail, forming a figure something like 
an ancient harp or lyre. The female has 
not this harp, neither has the male till af- 
ter his second year. The young, when 
born, are covered with thick white fur, 
and are called by “the soilers” white- 
coats.” When about six weeks old they 
shed this whitecoat and a smooth, spotted 
skin appears. They are then young 
“harps.” When 12 months old, the males 
arc scarcely distinguishable from the fe- 
males; and during that season they are 
called bedlamors.” The next season 
the male has assumed liis harp. They 
are never seen on the coast of Newfound- 
land except during the breeding season, 
and come from the Arctic solitudes for the 
purpose of bringing forth their young. 
The mothers leave their young on the ice 
and fish about in the neighborhood fm 
(heir own subsistence, returning occasion- 
ally to give suck. The young ones arc 
fattest when three weeks old. 
It is said to be a pitiable sight when the 
mother seal returns for the purpose oj 
suckling her young, and finds her white- 
coaled darling gone, a mass of flesh 
which she fails to recognize as her lost 
offspring, being the only relic. Her 
signs of grid are then quite touching. 
In addition to the harp there are the 
hooded seal,” the square flipper” and 
the bay seal.” The last is found only 
on the coast. 
Soon after the sealing vessel reaches 
port with her fat cargo, the skinners go 
to work and separate the fat and skins. 
Tlie latter are then salted and exported 
to England where boots, shoes, harness, 
portmanteaus are manufactured from 
them. The fat, after being weighed, is 
thrown into huge vats, where the oil is 
extracted by heat and pressure, then 
drawn off and barreled for exportation. 
This is a tedious process; and of late 
years, the great innovator, steam, has 
beem called on to quicken the extraction 
ot the oil. By steam driven machinery 
the fat is rapidly cut into minute pieces, 
then steamed, stewed, pressed, and the 
oil passed into stout casks. By this pro- 
cess the work of two months is complet- 
ed in a fortnight. Not only so, but the 
disagreeable smell of the oil is removed, 
the quality improved, and the quantity 
increased. The refuse, when mixed with 
the earth and bog, makes a good fer- 
tilizing manure, fhe average value of 
a tun of seal oil in Newfoundland is $152. 
It is used largely in lighthouses, for ma- 
chinery, and in the manufacture of the 
finer kinds of soap. 
Romance of a Ring. 
A correspondent of the Boston Traveler, 
writing l'rom Newfoundland, gives the 
following romantic story of a ring: 
“As I am on the subject of curiosities I 
may mention that I was shown, the other 
day, by a gentleman here, a plain gold 
wedding ring, to which a curious story 
attaches. A fisherman of Trinity Bay, 
on opening the stomach of a codfish one 
day last summer, found in it, to his aston- 
ishment, this ring. It is rather massive, 
and on the inside are engraved the words: 
‘God abov continew our lov.’ 
“Judging by the orthography of the 
motto, one would bo inclined to conclude 
that the ring must be tit least a couple of 
centuries old ; but then it may be a mod- 
ern engraving of an ancient line, the spell- 
ing being left unaltered. Perhaps some 
of your readers may be able to point to 
the authorship of the motto. But the ques- 
tion is, where did the codfish pick it up? 
Wits the golden circlet placed on some 
fair, taper linger before the altar,the Mush- 
ing trembling bride, half tears, half smiles, 
holding up her hand to receive the emblem 
in piiguieu aueeuon on wimjn inn 101111 
lover uad got inscribed the motto, ‘God 
abov continew our lov?’ Did some yeais 
of happy wedded life follow, and then did 
a terrible calamity close the scene? We 
picture to ourselves a storm in the wild 
Atlantic—a silking ship—husband and 
wife clasped in one another’s arms going 
down into the ‘dark, unfathomed caves 
of ocean’—pale and ghastly they are laid 
on the floor of the great deep; the tangled 
| seaweed is intertwined with the long,fair 
; hair. The delicate hands become the prey 
of fishes, and the golden circlet finds a rest- 
ing place in the maw of an all-devouring 
cod. Strange destiny! but stranger still, 
the ring is drawn with the fish into the 
boat of the fisherman, and is now a curi- 
osity in the hands ot strangers. Who 
knows but were the tale I have told wide- 
ly circulated on the wing ot the press, it 
might meet the eye of some surviving rel- 
ative of the wearer who could identify it 
by the unusual motto, and to whom it 
would be unspeakably precious. I am in 
a position to guarantee the truth ot the 
story. The evidence is conclusive that it 
was found as I have described, and the 
strong probability is that it came from the 
wreck of some unfortunate vessel that per- 
ished near these shores, or perhaps far 
out in the Atlantic." 
Injured Husbands. 
The following item of nows is making 
the grand tour of the newspapers with- 
out eliciting any special comment from 
the virtuous editors thereof: 
Served Him Right—At Gainesville, Illi- 
nois, much excitement was created on the 2:id 
of February by the hilling of John ( rowdy 
by James Kllct, Kllet has been married but a 
few months to a handsome and accomplished 
young lady of Springfield. Crowdy had been 
an old flame of hers and, a week before his 
death, visited Gainesville on some commer- 
cial business which is believed to have been a 
mere pretext for seeing his former sweetheart, 
tie visited the house on several occasions dur- 
ing Kllet's absence, and when the latter learn- 
ed tlic fact he promptly shot him dead on the 
street. There is little doubt, even if there was 
no criminal intimacy, that ('rowdy's designs 
were of the basest character and the injured 
husband stands fully justified before the com- 
munity. He lias not been arrested. 
If we were looking out for a healthy 
place of residence, with a view to mak- 
ing our days long in the land, we should 
in view of litis notice, give Gainesville, 
Illinois, an extremely wide berth. The 
untimely late of Crowdy is not calculated 
to lure timid tourists to that charming 
village. Mr. Kllet is evidently a man 
of strong prcdjudices and acts upon his 
convictions of duty with most unpleasant 
celerity and without the tedious prelimi- 
nary process of accumulating facts. For 
aught we know we may have had the 
pleasure of lovely Mrs. Kllet’s acquaint- 
ance in the days when she bore her maid- 
en name, with which the newspapers 
does not favor us. It is far from unlike- 
ly that the irascibile Kllet, might behold 
in us, as lie beheld in Crowdy, a plotter 
against his “domestic peace” and the “do- 
mestic peace” of Mr. Kllet must be main- 
tained at all hazards. True—that lofty- 
minded husband might, after the shoot- 
ing, discover his little mistake and apol- 
ogize for it, lmt apologies addressed to 
corpses are as impotent as flattery to 
“soothe the dull cold ear of death.” 
The fact is that the “in jured husband” 
business is growing to be an intolerable 
nuisance and should be abated by a few 
examples of stern and summary judg- 
ment against these chartered murderers 
who neglect their wives and go about 
gunning after the people who don’t ne- 
glect them. We don’t believe in the “in- 
jured husband.” in ninety-nine cases 
out of every hundred he is a fraud. The 
Hon. Daniel K. tickles was the first con- 
spicuous person in these States who as- 
sumed that role and everybody knows 
that he shot a better man than himself 
for the practice of precisely the kind of 
arts in which Daniel’s own virtuous soul 
delighted to disport itself. The acquit- 
tal of that wretch was a precedent of ter- 
rible consequence. It has been stretched 
by the arts of pettifoggers and the tender 
mercy ot sympathetic judges until it cov- 
ers almost every imaginable case in which 
a married gentleman, smarting under 
fancied attempts against his “domestic 
peace,” may choose to elect a victim from 
among his wife’s acquaintances and blow 
his brains out. The class of fellows who 
avail themselves of this benignant prece- 
dent arc not, as a rule, persons of strong 
domestic tastes addicted to fireside enjoy- 
ments and fond of nursing the baby. On 
the contrary the wives for whose “honor” 
they get so savagely solicitous when it 
begins to tarnish and grow shabby, often- 
times only discover the unsounded depths 
of love in the hearts of their precious 
husbands when these worthies go to mur- 
dering their neighbors by way of setting 
their own hearthstones on eomforable 
foundations. A blackguard who kicks 
the partner of his bosom habitually, blacks 
her eyes, threshes the, infants and breaks 
the furniture, is the man of all others to 
vindicate the “honor” ot his house with a 
six-shooter. And when lie has killed liis 
man everybody sympathizes with the he- 
roic unfortunate, llis trial is a farce — 
his acquittal a certainty. Ladies weep 
as they did in the McFarland case, and 
throng to kiss the big hog who pushes 
liis triumphant snout back into sot icty 
and grunts victorious. 
There is no kind of excuse, in this coun- 
try of all others, for permitting men to act 
as private executioners of those who have 
incurred their vengeance. The “honor” 
ot the married ladies who have to lie set 
right before society with gunpowder, is 
not worth fighting for—and the perfect 
case with which the “injured husband’’ 
can gel a divorce and turn his faithless 
consort adrilt, opens to him a peaceful 
remedy for his wrongs that leaves him no 
pretext tor substituting murder in its stead. 
We strongly advocate the hanging of 
the very next “injured husband” who 
turns up. A salutary execution or two 
would work wonders in reconciling tha! 
homicidal humbug to the loss of his “do- 
mestic peace.” lie only shoots now be- 
cause it is quite safe to do so and makes 
him famous. When he has to choose be- 
tween a deed that leads, straight and sure, 
to the gallows, and a suit for divorce, as 
halms for his wounded honor, our word 
for it, he will prefer the tame and secure 
litigation to the lively but perilous pistol 
and the bronchial dillicullies of a public 
execution. [Eastern Argus. 
Practical Joking. 
Chambers’ Journal tells the following 
among other stories of practical joking: 
The ancients used to indulge in practical 
jokes to a considerable extent; for instance, 
the Thracians, at their drinking parties, 
sometimes played the game of hanging. 
They fixed a round noose to tlie bough of 
a tree, and placed underneath it a stone 
of such a shape that it would easily turn 
around when any one stood upon it. Then 
they drew lots, then he who drew the lot 
took a sickle in his hand, stood on the 
stone and put his neck into the halter. 
Then the stone was kicked away; il he 
cut himself down w.th his sickle, well and 
good; but if ho was not quick enough lie 
was hanged outright; and the rest laugh- 
ed, thinking it good sport. 
Nero’s jests wore likewise very practi- 
cal. “What a fat fellow that Senator is !” he 
observed the other day to a courtier; “sec me 
cut him in two!” and he did it in the most 
facetious manner. 
A French auditor of accounts in the sev- 
enteenth century was a great practical 
joker all his life, and even played a trick 
after he had lost the power of enjoying it, 
for ho left tour large candles to bo burn- 
ed at his funeral, which had not been burn- 
ing fifteen minutes before they went oil' 
as fireworks. 
When a lady condescends to a practi- 
cal joke, it is generally a very neat one. 
M. Iioncroft, the rich financier, was very 
stingy to his wife in the matter of pin mon- 
ey. One day a lady, closely veiled, and 
very anxious not to be recognized, called 
upon him and borrowed a large sum, leav- 
ing her diamonds as a pledge. It was my 
wife. 
mo Jt rencn lineves sometimes uscu to 
steal so funnily that even their victims 
were half inclined to pardon them. 
The Duke of Fronsac, nephew of ltich- 
elieu, was coming out of the opera one 
night, in a splendid dress, embroidered 
with pearls, when two thieves managed to 
cut off his coat-tails. Ho turned into Ids 
eluli, where every body laughed at him 
and so he found out what had happened, 
and went home. Early next morning a 
well-dressed man called at the Duke’s ho- 
tel, and demanded to see him at once, on 
a matter of most vital importance. Mon- 
sieur deFronsacwasawakened. ‘Monsieur, 
said the visitor,’ I am officer of police. 
Monsieur, the Lieutenant of police lias learn- 
ed the accident which happened to you on 
yesterday, on leaving the opera, and 1 
have been sent by him to request you-to or- 
der the coat to be placed in my hands, 
that we may convict the offender by com- 
paring it with the mutilated tails.” The 
dress was given up, and the duke was in 
raptures with the vigilance of the police; 
but, it was a new trick of the rogue who 
had stolen the tails, by which he got the 
entire garment. 
Sitting Up with a Sick Friend. 
[From the Louisville Ledger, April 13.] 
Taking caro of the sick is one of the 
cardinal principles of secret societies. Odd 
Fellows, Masons, Knights of Pathias, 
Sons of Temperance, Sons of Malta, lied 
Men, the Knights of K. Clampus Vitus, 
and even the Ku-Klnx make it a point to 
take care of the <iek. The member who 
is so unfortunate as to contract any of the 
current fevers, break a leg in a coal hole, 
get a pistol bullet through his diaphragm 
or look upon the wine when it givith its 
eolor in the cup until he getteth snakes in 
lbs boots, has a dead sure tiling on having 
some one to watch—sit beside his bedside 
in the silent watches of the night, to cool 
his levered brow with wet rags, and re- 
mind him when it is lime to quackle down 
his medicine. Fraternity and self-interest 
combine to insure careful nursing, for if 
the sick member is allowed to die the breth- 
ren are assessed to pay the undertaker, the 
sexton, and the brass band which plays 
the dead march in going to Cave Hill, and 
Champagne Charley oil the return. This 
is all right. Hut,sometimes, when alodge 
is weak and the season sickly, sitting up 
with the sick is rathe binding on the 
robust members of the order. So it prov- 
ed with a well known gentleman who lives 
on Main street, between Brook and Floyd. 
Night after night he was compelled to 
watch with a sick brother. He would 
come home, swallow a hasty supper, go 
out to visit the sick, and come home about 
tin* time the clarion cock in the adjoining 
yard sent forth i!s greeting to the auroral 
dawn. Singularly enough, he would 
come smelling of champagne, cigars, and 
other febrifuges. His wife l egan to grow 
uneasy. She thought that this sick busi- 
ness was well enough in its way, hut that 
he was carrying it to excess. This sus- 
picion was intensified by the discovery of 
some long blonde hair, which bore exter- 
nal evidence of having been crimped, ad- 
hearing to her husband’s garments. ILa- 
lmir was black, and she didn’t crimp it. 
She said nothing, however, but mentally 
resolved to learn something further about 
this sick friend. Accordingl}’, on Tuesday 
night, when the humane husband started 
for the bedside of bis sick friend, accom- 
panied by a lady companion, she followed 
him. lie was tracked to Lafayette street, 
where he suddenly disappeared. As they 
wore diliberating on the best means of re- 
covering the lost trail, Mr. Kd —. a 
friend of the husband, came along, and 
the lady inquired of him if he knew where 
the missing man could be found. His 
presence was imperatively required at 
home. F.d. didn't know where lie was, 
but if the wife would go back home he 
agreed to hunt him. She said she would, j but she didn’t do it. She went around tin- 
corner and watched Kd. until she saw him 
enter a certain house. Betorc that house 
she took her position, and watched and 
watched. In a few moments her husband 
came to the door accompanied by hi> sick 
friend, who was fair, frail, and gorgeous, 
with an abundance ot enameled shoulders 
and a wealth of scrambled hair. There 
was a kiss at the door, a shriek just out- 
side, and a moment after a rush of an en 
raged woman, and a rapid succession of 
keen strokes from a cowhide, impartially 
divided between the husband and t he sick 
friend. After receiving a round do/.en he 
comprehended the situation, and receded 
from tin* premises with :i speed that was 
almost marvelous. The husband out ot 
the way, the infurated wife concentrated 
her iavors on the fair one with the golden 
locks. .V “yaller” chignon, about the 
size of a hornet's nest, was torn otf 
and trampled under foot; silks were torn 
to ribbons,’and sharp nails plowed deep 
furrows through the t hick coating of paint. 
Shrieks of rage and howls of anguish wore 
melodously hieiided. Finally, exhausted 
and satiated with gore, tin wife and her 
companion left the <c»*ne of carnage, bear- 
ing with them a blonde chignon and an 
immense panier as trophies. A- lor tin* 
husband, he has not been seen since. It 
is presumed., however, that he will not sit 
up with any more sick friends; in fact, 
tin* probabilities arc that lie is sick him- 
self. and wants to send for .McHinni- 
Singular Affair. 
Tlioo. Will* I, proprh-tor <>f the Brooklyn 
< )jnlr:i house, and Mis. Anna M. Yates,both 
! persons (>f wealth and Iiii^li social standing, 
I Friday, wen* held in l\i>oo dollars hail, 
I each, by Judge Svtidder, at New Bnins- 
i wiek, N. ,1.. lor suhonuition of murder in 
i procuring James Baxter to take the life of 
Saimn l Whitehead, a wealthy and respect- 
Uible citizen of Washington, N. d the fa- 
1 ther of Mrs. Yates, and the father-in-law 
of Willels. Baxter, who had been cni- 
j ployed as valet by Whitehead, declares 
| in his allidavit, made, he says under tin* 
promptings of his conscience and the ap- 
prehension of death, that on or about the 
lirst of July, 1S70, Willets, Mrs. Willels 
and Mrs. Yates' o tie rod him Sl.uou and a 
home lortlie remainder of his life, if he 
would serve them by killing his employer. 
They suggested he should get the old 
man drunk, and burn the house, with 
Whitehead in it. Their reasons tor hav- 
ing Whitehead put out ot the way are 
unknown to Baxter, but he supposed it 
was (or the purpose of securing his 
property. A month later Baxter says he 
made an attempt by pouring oil upon the 
door of Whit ••head's bed room, after the old 
gentleman had retired. The house was 
burned, but Whitehead escaped through 
tin* window to the roof of the shed, after 
he had been badly burned. Oil another 
occasion he was requested by Willets ami 
Mrs. Yates to entice Whitehead to the barn, 
and then kill him, but the scheme fell 
through. lie was then hired to waylay 
Whitehead, and kill him, this he did not 
dare to do, for fear he would be killed by 
another hired man. 
The Bowdoinham Bank Robbers 
These criminals are constantly devising 
plans to make their escape from the State 
Frison, and it requires unceasing vigilance 
on the part of Warden Rico to keep them 
troni getting out. Only a few days ago 
Maguire, one of the trio, made an in- 
effectual attempt at releasement. He is 
the youngest of the robbers, and works in 
the tailoring department. Near where 
lie sits hangs the overseer’s coat. Having 
made himself a black vest and a pair ot 
pants of the same color, together with a 
cap of the same material, and having pro- 
vided himself with a bosom and neck tie, 
lfti concealed these garments in a charcoal 
box without being observed. Watching 
his opportunity he took up the box, in 
which lie had also concealed the overseer’s 
coat, and asked for permission to to get 
the box replenished with charcoal, which 
was granted. I instead, however, of going 
to the shop where the coal is to be found, 
| he passed out into the yard, slipping 
under the carriage shop and there, in a 
; twinkle, donned the garb which he had 
brought with him. Then summoning all 
his boldness he went to the guard room. 
A new man, recently employed, was on 
duty. Maguire, was not recognized, and 
was allowed to enter. He was making 
his way to the outside door which com- 
municates with the street, and at the next 
moment would have enjoyed his freedom, 
when he was stopped. The Warden’s 
son, a young man of lrnetcen, happened 
to be in the guard room at the time. 
Maguire was recognized by him at a 
glance, and springing forward lie was 
just in season to stop him, and lie ordered 
the prisoner to his cell. Maguire express- 
ed his disappointment at his failure, but 
submitted without resistance. He now 
wears a ball and chain as an ornamental 
appendage to his ankles. 
“Wliar is Europe to America?" said a stump 
orator, “Nowliar I Wliar is England? Nowbar! 
They call England the mistress of the sea; but 
what makes the sea? The Mississippi! And 
all we’ve got to do is to turn the Mississippi in- 
to the Mammoutli Cave, and tile English navy 
will be tloundering in mud. 
! ee After Gettysburg. 
I(ien. J. D. Imbotlen m Ike Galaxy.] 
When night closed upon the grand 
scene, our army was repulsed. 
SILENCE AND GLOOM 
prevaded our camps. We knew that the 
day had gone against us, but the extent 
ot the disaster was not known except in 
high quarters. The carnage of the day was 
reported to have been frightful, but our 
army was not in retreat, but we all sur- 
mised that with to-morrow’s dawn would 
come a renewal of the struggle; and w« 
knew that if such was the case those who 
had not been in the light would have their 
full share in the honors aild dangers of 
the next day. All felt and appreciated 
the momentous consequences of linal de- 
leat or victory on that great field. Those 
considerations made that, to us, one of 
those solemn and awful nights that every 
one who fought through our long war 
sometimes experienced bolero a *rr» it 
battle. 
Few camp-fires enlivened the -vene 
It was a warm summer’s night, and tin- 
weary soldiers were lying in groups on 
the luxuriant grass of the meadows we 
occupied, 
DISCUSSING THE EVENTS OK THE DU, 
or watching that their horses did not 
straggle off iti browsing around. About 
11 o'clock a horseman approached and di 
livored a message from General Lor. that 
he wished to see me immediately. 1 
mounted at once, and, accompanied l>\ 
Lieutenant McPhail, of my stall', and 
guided by the courier, rode about two 
idles toward Gettysburg, when* half a 
dozen small tents on the roadside were 
pointed out as General Lee’s head-qu u 
tors for the night, lie was not there, but 
I was informed that I would find him with 
General A. 1*. llill, half a mile further on 
On reaching the place indicated, a dicker- 
ing, solitary candle, visible through the 
open front of the tent, showed where 
Generals Lee and Hill were seated on 
camp stools, with a county map spread 
upon their knees, and engaged m a U>\\ 
and earnest conversation. They ci d 
speaking as l approached, and. after tin- 
ordinary salutations, General Lee din-.-u-d 
me to go to his head-quarters and wait 
for him. lie did not return until about 1 
o’clock, when he came riding alone at a 
slow walk, and evidently wrapped in pro- 
found thought. 
There was not even a scntinal on dut\. 
AND £<> ONE OK ins ST A !•'!’ WAS AUDIT. 
The moon was high in the heavens, shed 
ding a Hood of soft silvery light, almoM 
as blight as day, upon the scene. When 
lie approached and saw us, he spoke, 
reined up his horse and csseyed to dis- 
mount. The effort to do so displayed <.* 
much physical exhaustion that I stepped 
forward to assist him, but before I reach- 
ed him he had alighted. He threw his 
arm across his saddle to rest, himself, and. 
fixing his eyes upon the ground, leaned 
in silence upon his equally weary horse,t lie 
two forming a striking group, as motionless 
as a statute. The moon shone full upon 
his massive features, and revealed an ex 
pression of sadness 1 had never seen upon 
that line countenance before, in any of tin 
vicissitudes of tin* war through which he 
had passed. L waited for him to speak 
until the silence became painful and em- 
barrassing, when, t<> break it and change 
the current of his thoughts, 1 remarked 
in a sympathetic tone, and in allusion to 
his great fatigue : 
“General, this has been a hard day on 
you.” • 
This attracted his attention. He look 
ed up and replied mournfully: “Ves it 
has been 
A SAD, SAD I)AV TO I S, 
ami immediately relapsed int.> lii< though 
ful mood and attitude. living unwilling 
again to intrude upon ills rellections, 1 
said no movo. After a minuto or two lie 
suddenly straightened up to his full 
height, and, turning to me with more an- 
imation, energy, and excitement of man- 
ner than 1 hail ever seen in him liefnre. 
he addressed me m a voice tremulous 
with emotion, and said: 
“General, 1 never saw troops behave 
more magnificently then Pickett's Pivisjou 
of Virginians did to-day in their grand 
charge upon the enemy. And if they had 
been supported, as they were to have 
been—but, for some reason not yet fully 
explained to me, they were not « 
would have held the position I Id-x so 
gloriously won at such a fearful lo- -I 
noble lives, and the day Would have bci ■ 
ours.” 
After a moment he added in a brne d 
most of agony: 
“Too bad! Too bad! Oh. too bad 
t Nr.vt’.U sii.Yi.i. t utu;i:t 
as long as 1 live his language, ami his 
j manner, and his appearenee and expres- 
| sion of mental snll'ering. Altogether it I was a scene that a historical painter 
| might well immortalize had one been for 
Innately present to witness it. 
j In a little while he called up a serv ml 
j from his sleep to take his horse; spoke 
: mournfully by name of several of his 
friends who had fallen during the day. 
anti when a candle had been lighte 1 iu- 
j t iled me alone into his lent, where, a 
j soon as we were seated, he remarke I 
“Wo must return to Virginia. \ 
| many of our poor wounded aspo-silm- 
j must be taken home. I have sent lie 
you, because your men are fresh, to guard 
the trains back to Virginia.” 
Perils of Fishermen. 
Tin? (rlouecster Advertiser publishes a 
list of llu* melancholy disasters which have 
hefallen the Georges fishing licet this se:i 
son, ami by which sixty-three human 1 i\«• 
I and six vessels were lost. Two M,hooncr 
I were lost in the gale of February hot 
with t wenty-three souls on board, and tour 
others went down in the? storm of the :.'ud 
instant, and forty men met watery graves 
many of them in the ]»ride of life, leaving 
some twelve or fourteen widows and thir- 
ty children fatherless. Many of these fain 
iles are in circumstances of the greatest 
destitution, and tit object.-' for charily 
which is solicited in their behalf in sueii 
amount as warm, sympathizing hearts 
may dictate. 
Bai’TIZINu Tin: Bauy. In an eastern 
town there is a woman who is extremelv 
deaf, and her alllietion has caused an ex 
tremeiy unpleasant mistake, of which her 
infant child is the victim. She took this 
babe to church the other day to have him 
baptized. While she was waiting in the 
vestibule she thought she would keep him 
quiet by feeding him from a bottle of milk. 
While the. child was still taking his sus- 
tenance the mother was summoned to the 
church with the announcement that the 
minister was ready. In her agitation she 
drew tin*, bottle from the babe's mouth 
hurriedly when the gum nozzle came otV, 
and a part of the milk was spilled upon 
the child’s new clothes. When the clergx 
man took the child in his arms, he looked 
down at it, and asked the mother what 
name should be given it. She. with her 
mind troubled about the accident, thought 
he was asking how the clothes became 
soiled ; so she answered : 
“Nozzle came oil.” 
llather surprised, he asked again for 
the name, and she, thinking he did not un- 
derstand her, bawled out: 
“Nozzle came otV, I say!” 
Whereupon that astonished divine poni- 
ed water on the child's head, and said 
“Nozzle-came-otf Ferguson, 1 baptize 
thee,” etc., etc. 
What this woman wants to know now 
is, whether the legislature or something 
can't have that child’s name changed to 
Ilenry, or Lueullus, or William,or some 
other more euphonious appellation. 
Wo are told that tho fact that “men of 
princely fortune are building palatial man- 
sions along the base of the Kooky Moun- 
tains, far from any present city, shows us 
how this country is opening up. At Den- 
ver the grade of civilization seems actu- 
ally higher than that of the more Kastern 
cities. In elegance of building, in finish, 
in furniture, in dress and equipages, that 
city is not behind any this side oCtlie At- 
lantic border. The total absence of squal- 
or and visible poverty, and ot coarseness 
and rowdyism surprise visitors. Railways 
are carrying over this magnificent region 
a full blown civilization, with all its moral 
and material powers.” So says a writer 
in the American Exchange and Review. 
and Anarchy, the latest New*. 
v M.w s—h.SO A. M. A l’aris 
■ vitiday says that a sortie was 
S ■ .-.lav in the direction of Issy, 
veins were ropulseil with 
:;iid lied to Paris. Thor 
friends, who refused to open 
the Vangirard quarters. 
■a .- panie at Yauvres, where the 
d -ertid their positions. llen- 
l; •-«,•!. .i;i- ordered the right sleeves 
let ut' iff as a punish- 
says the govern- 
withiu three hundred 
r rt< Maillot. 
flus. it "ill speedily be brought 
,, efort announces that the ammuni- 
: turning short. 
.iri s liat i> been issued for the arrest 
< iuibetta. 
1: 'tnar.-k is inelined to give up the 
t: iu-i'ts <m a strict payment of 
indemnity The main points of 
..t peace have boon agreed on 
I'.istnaivk and l'avre. 
,\nk. ■•ut. May 7. The third Peace 
to-day. was attended by 
1' aid 1'uero’. Uisniarek and 
ini. Erlangei tltc banker, 
-in: part of the time. The Con- 
i! four hours, and agreements 
u In 1 as t.. the main points. A 
m bodying t lie results arrived 
in drawn up to-morrow, and on 
"ill be sent to the French As- 
\ m l ilt, (.i rman Emperor for rat- 
ition. 
Urn: : telegraphed to Bismarck 
,\. saving '‘While strictly ad- 
g 
■ the preliminary stipulations,' I 
n tiling to afford all possible facilities 
a]i t, understanding. 1 am 
luily discuss tin'means for the 
tpt.f "iun of anarchy and for the 
ut a legal government in 
ii.'i'i ilists are vt-rv active in the 
!:«triets ol Franco. 
M:i\ 7—Evening. Yesterday 
Versaillists reconnoitered, 
ranks wore decimated Ijv the 
ot the communists, and they 
Kossell visited the outposts 
t! ■ night and returned at five this 
ll's mother is a Scotch 
At tite beginning of the war the 
;\e-l a; li.mrge.'. and coming to 
h-mandcd active service, but be- 
■ u; _vd he thought of journalism. 
!.; ot the Temps, however, pef- 
i him to remain in the army. It is 
... opinion that Trance has at 
; i in him a true soldier. 
V :. hold ill the Church ot St. Nich- 
in Champs Elysces, last night, M. 
I tposed that tin Commune sum- 
Vi -aiiiists to liberate Blancqui 
ti tui t ty-fotir hours, on pain of pnt- 
Atelihishop of Paris to death ia 
<.• r- fu-al. Tile proposition was 
: i.y aeelamation. 
X itional 11 imrd of the 79th battal- 
w muled in tile late affair at Issy, 
that they were surprised by the Ver- 
>• mmander, who refused quarter. 
tlu Guards received twenty-five 
a d- ..in in the mouth, four in the 
iw it, the left shoulder, six in the 
■a. atid several others on the hands 
inn- 11. lay two hours, and erawl- 
1 ••• an outpost. 
Funerals in the Quartiei ties Gobelins 
a.mmeraldo. The Avenue PTtalie 
51,i> aged with hearses, 
ih- Alt 11ini. i*t mi: Pi aii. Ba.stii.i.. 
A great meeting of men over fifty years 
h piaee in the Place Bastile. Five 
i-nn.l were present and marched to 
and demanded arms. They say 
■ \ want to show the young men how 
gin. Anns wen promised them. 
■mii a. Mays, h is again rumored 
■ : Napoleon lias gone to France seeret- 
\ lug upon the disalVeetion in tlu> ar- 
a siip]>ort in an attempt to claim 
■ throne. 
The Springfield Murder. 
< Hu v Mayl. The following are fur- 
: parti ulars of (lie limnler of Sharon 
I i.daic at Springfield. 111. Tyndale I-'ri- 
.1', evening. determined upon a visit to 
—. ] ..nis. placed in liis wallet fifty dollars 
in addition to a small sum less than five 
■ .'Sr- whirl] he had in his pocket, and in- 
•• tiding t" tike tile train which passes 
nth ..a the Chicago <V-St. Louis railroad 
\. M.. rose at 1 o'clock, took his 
Ming sack, hade his wile an alfection- 
■ d 1 *\ i■. and lelt the house. This 
ast time lie was seen alive by any 
i mis When his body was ibund 
ut o'clock A. M. there was a 
: _r bruise over the lelt forehead and 
:i, 1.1. wldeh extended down the cheek, 
ia da right -ide of the back ofhishead, 
1 eliind the ear. was a pistol bullet 
ami ini" whieli a probe was passed 
M l e- in a fronting and slightly 
.1 diieeiinn. and the wound was 
.iri’t iii.-nntaneou.sly fatal. The 
: "llai "I the deeeaseil was torn open 
tieektic was found some distance 
hi- body. Near tin* body was found 
stiek two feet and two inches long, 
_rs barreled cartridge pistol tied to a 
a of cartridges andbirdshot. The 
pocket derringer. Some lulls 
town hair and a few hairs from 
el and board of Tyndale were found 
gi •mni. Several fragments of brick 
»i al-o found lying about. 
1 1-n tty ertain f: urn the evidence be- 
: j11 oi u om r's jury that some unknown 
iiiu-t have been aware of Tyndale’s 
u a takingthe morning train south 
dunking. doubtless, that he had a 
g* " n: ,>f money,determined to possess 
I \ 11•!a 1 • wa.'a well built and power- 
i, an and it attacked as doubtless he 
would make a desperate resistance. 
I :■ i ber took Ins pocket book and tif- 
dollars. but left some smaller sums, 
lb Iiiii :• d I'm hi gold watch but this was 
-i iii ."I by a steel chain. A travelling 
,i ns hit on the ground. The robber 
murderer being obliged to depart. 
1 in.l.hie leaves a wife and live children 
ot whom except two are men and 
•men grown. The Mayor of Spring- 
ill m- 'Hi red s*p h to reward for the arrest 
oal e. Uivirl i"ii ot his murderer and donbt- 
tin- reward will be largely increased 
T\ udale's friends. 
f viidale was about i>.~> years old and a 
•• airman of very considerable scientific 
t. :iiiuii> lit -. In 1 si; t lie was elected Sec- 
tary of State and has resided in Spring- 
: 1 since, having principally lived at 
Uollevillc where his remains will be tak- 
ii to-day for burial. 
lu-.-al excitement prevails at Spring- 
ul and the city is full ol rumors of the 
rre-t of' the perpetrator. One man was 
i.-t'd and lodged in jail but lie proved 
alibi and was discharged. 
Hulloll, the Learned Murderer. 
I'Ik- May l'iv the execution of llullolV is 
\. ii a-the thirteenth of .May—less than 
week hence; yet the only concern ho 
iieoiile-ts as his eml approaches is lest 
i.i- hook—a treatise on philology—should 
■ have justiee done to its merits when 
la i- gone. He has lately been corre- 
ponding with l’rol. Seelye, of Amherst, 
a thi-subject, and not long since was 
-ited liv 1’rol. Mather, of the same col- 
a to wliotn he expressed tlie tleep 
ti ling lie has mi this point. He desired 
tin- prolessor to test his knowledge ol 
• iri k. and in the conversation showed a 
vi rv remarkable familiarity with the 
i,rock authors, particularly Xenophon 
•mil Homer, scenting to know !>y heart 
nearly allot Xenophon’s Memorabilia in 
■in original. He is certainly one of the 
n.vt extraordinary instances on record 
great scholastic attainments, combined 
w uli a tile of low and desperate criminal- 
it v There is no chance that his sentence 
will lie reprieved or extended, and evert 
indication that his present temper o 
mind will continue till death. 
Mr. Avery I>. Putnam, a Now Yotl 
merehant, on Wednesday evening of Iasi 
.v<-'k received a fatal blow from a blud- 
geon in the hands of one Foster, will 
u In mi he had some words in a street car 
in oiise.|nencc of the latter having usci 
iii'iiliing language in the presence o 
ladies under the protection of Mr. Put 
tin. Foster was arrested and committei 
1., jail. Mr. l’utnam was a native o 
U "reester and was at one time in tin 
1.. »okselling business in this oily. Fo: 
some tear' past he had been in the com 
ini"ioii btvine-s in Pearl street Nev 
Volt. 
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Seeing with Different Eyes. 
The rent conqueror of the late rebellion 
was Gen. Sherman. While Grant3atbefore 
Richmond, with overwhelming numbers, 
and at each engagement sacrificing men 
by thousands, Gen Sherman was march- 
ing from Atalanta to the sea, destroying 
the very vitals of the confederacy, with 
scarcely the loss of a man. The brave 
and victorious leader is always the kind 
and considerate pacificator. Cruel revenge 
has no part in his nature or purpose. 
Hence we find Gen. Sherman tendering to 
the vanquished who surrendered to him 
the most liberal terms—simply that of 
laying down their arms and resuming 
their allegiance and the pursuits of peace. 
Cowardly oppressors like Ilutlor, woman- 
hangers like Bingham, are the men who 
cry out vengaenec, who demand that the 
screws of torture be tightened, and who 
desire to enjoy the writhing of the victim, 
though statesmanship and humanity bo 
outraged and the country suffers. 
The recent declarations of Gen. Sher- 
man. in his speech at New Orleans, are 
timely. Just as the cruel and unwise 
provisions of the Ku-Klux bill are thrust 
before the people, backed by the (’residen- 
tial proclamation, the man who cut the 
Confederacy into halves by the line of his 
unparalleled march, and opqped the gates 
of Richmond to Grant, gives in a public 
speech this truthful and generous opinion— 
1 probably have as stood means of information 
as most persons in regard to what is called the 
Ku-Klux. and alii perfectly satisfied that the 
thing is greatly overestimated; and if the lvu- 
Klux hills were kept out of Congress, and the 
army kept at their legitimate duties, there tire 
enough good and true men in all Southern 
States to put down all Klu-Klux or other hands 
or maitraders. 
How pitiable and mean seem all the 
pains and penalties of the new law, and 
the threatenings breathed out in the pro- 
clamation, beside this large-hearted senti- 
ment. 
liven Gen. Grant, himself, after a tour 
through the South, when the war closed, 
discovered nothing to excite his appre- 
hensions, save the misconduct of the 
negroes, and so reported on his return. 
He found the leading and infiuential men 
accepting the results of the war, ready to 
resume allegiance and become good citi- 
zens. But the sentiments ot General 
Grant are unhappily not those of Presi- 
dent Grant. The soldier has become the 
scurvy politician. The mingled cup of 
power and ambition has turned his head, 
and the extremists of Congress have taken 
full possession of hint. Violent measures 
generally work their own cure. We shall 
look to see wholesome results even from 
this unwise action, and that the ultimate 
though protracted result will be the 
triumph ot the party of conservatism and 
reason. 
Mr. Boutwell proposes to have the Cus- 
tom House officials wear uniforms. There 
is no doubt sufficient of the “sodger” 
about them generally to warrant this step. 
Wc shall look with great interest to see 
the measure carried out in this vicinity. 
People along the line from Stockton to 
this city will he dazzled by the Hash of 
bright buttons and gold laee. The sub- 
ordinates, too, will put on an improved 
.appearance in a neat suit of navy blue, 
with buttons marked “Grant.” The 
special detective, who from the Lincoln- 
ville heights, sends ltis sharp eye over the 
bay, will probably have a fox embroider- 
ed on his collar, as typical of the cunning 
ways by which tlie army ot smugglers 
that infest our waters are to be circum- 
vented. at SI per day and expenses. The 
effect of this new regulation will be very 
striking upon the minds of plain people, 
and cannot fail to impress them with a 
due sense of the magnitude ami grandeur 
of the governing minds at Washington. 
Festivities at Waldoboro. 
A correspondent, whose letter in full 
we regret that we have not the space to 
publish, sends us an account of the cele- 
bration of May Day in Waldoboro. The 
Fantastic Parade, under the Marshalling 
of Mr. Miller, was a very pleasing specta- 
cle, which drew crowds of beholders to 
the streets. A company from the eastern 
part of the town join 2d the procession, 
accompanied by a band of very original 
instrumental music, consisting of a snare 
drum, a circular saw and a fiddle. Mr. 
Emerson Mank, in behalf of the new com- 
ers, addressed the crowd of Fantaslics and 
spectators, who responded with three 
cheers. Negro minstrels among the mas- 
queraders gave some singing and danc- 
ing of an amusing kind. The Calico liall 
in the evening was a very pleasant affair, 
and was kept up to a late hour. It oc- 
curs to us that the hitherto staid and 
steady going people of that ancient town 
are getting very gay. But we know of no 
good reason why they should not enjoy 
lile while it lasts, which, after all, is true 
philosophy. 
—Only think of it! That Lewiston 
Journal man has had a hox of ripe straw- 
berries sent to him—a follow who has nc 
sympathy with the genial South that 
ripened the luscious fruit. Never was n 
good tiling so misapplied. 
—There is no longer any mystery aboul 
the fate of Joy, the man complicated will 
Mary McCarty, whose body was found al 
Saco Beach. On Sunday the body of Joj 
was found near the same locality, am 
fully identitied. 
The Business Future of Belfast; 
Now that the railroad to our city ha9 
been completed, and has passed into the 
control of a company that guarantee its 
efficient operation, the time has come lor 
our citizens to cast about and see how its 
advantages can be made to contribute to 
the growth and business prosperity of 
Belfast. We have never lost faith in the 
original purpose with which a railroad 
from this city to the interior was projected 
—that of drawing to the nearest tide-wa- 
ter the heavy freight which naturally 
seeks such an outlet, and of conveying 
thither the corresponding class of supplies. 
At the head of a bay. navigable for all 
classes of vessels, and which penetrates 
fitly miles toward the interior of the State, 
it must be apparent at a glance that our 
city has unusual advantages for business. 
For certain classes of trade, within a 
radius of nearly a hundred miles north 
and west, it can, with proper exertions to 
that end, be made almost tiic sole inlet 
and outlet. 
ne large ami increasing cuiisuiupuuji 
ot coal demands a nearer tide-water ac- 
cess for that heavy freight than it lias had 
hitherto. Salt, corn, plaster, sugar, mo- 
lasses, iron, and all the goods coming un- 
der the general classification of dead 
weight, will always bo economically 
carried for long distances by shipping, or 
as near its destination as possible. And 
so of the outlet from the country above to 
our port for shipment. From Portland to 
Bangor the Maine Central or its branches 
do not touch a single open, salt water port 
except Belfast, unless it be Bath. If a 
cargo of shocks for a West India port or 
lor the Mediterranean lie ready for ship- 
ment at any town on the lines of the road 
above us, where can it be put on board to 
better advantage than at Belfast ? So of 
slate, tv lien the road which is to be rapid- 
ly extended from Dexter, shall touch the 
quarries—and so of all products, mineral, 
mechanical and agricultural, which the 
large and growing communities above us 
will seek an outlet for. With only or- 
dinary encouragement these will fall to 
us as surely as the falling apple gravitates 
to the earth. 
Belfast possesses other natural advant- 
ages to be improved. The same position 
which makes her the natural outlet and 
inlet for this region, will give her, if skill- 
fully used, a large and constantly grow- 
ing general trade with the same people. 
It a steadily increasing wholesale busi- 
ness does not spring up in Belfast, as a 
result of the opening of this road, it will 
be mainly because our business men lack 
enterprise and the penetration to see their 
golden opportunity. In the last six months 
men who were never before seen in our 
streets have bought goods and taken them 
home by rail—in some instances cleaning 
our market out of certain kinds of merchan- 
dise. This beginning needs only to be 
fostered to grow into a large and lucra- 
tive trade. 
That "the Lord helps those who help 
themselves," is as true in business as in 
politics or war. Wo cannot slumber with- 
out being overtaken by the fate of the 
sluggard. Energy, activity, enterprise, 
are the talismen that transmute our labors 
into gold. We see in the active army of 
runners sent out by the merchants of 
Portland, Boston and New York, so many 
long arms reached abroad to search the 
country for trade and gain. By the same 
means a portion of the trade can be 
brought to our city, and the profit saved 
to our traders. We have among us busi- 
ness houses, with large capital, controlled 
by men ot brains, energy and capacity, 
that can easily expand into wholesale es- 
tablishments. Some of these, to our per- 
sonal knowledge, have made very prom- 
ising beginnings in supplying goods to 
traders in the country towns above, and 
propose to enlarge that trade. But we 
want this idea to pervade our people gen- 
erally. 
The traffic in fresh and cured fish, 
which is very large along the line of the 
Central road, is done wholly by the city 
of Portland. From Bangor to Lewiston, 
and along the Kennebec river to Skowlic- 
gan. the tresh cod, mackerel, halibut, 
lobsters. &o., come by rail from Portland. 
Belfast is just as well situated, and even 
better, to do this business. Shall it be 
lost for lack of a little enterprise and en- 
ergy ? 
lie manuiueiuring eapauinue.s oi mu- 
city should he improved. If the demand 
for ships of American build ever revives, 
no port i" .Maine can furnish all classes of 
tonnage to better advantage. The native 
woods for frames, spars and iinish can be 
easily reached by railroad. Southern oak 
ami pine can be landed atom- yards easily 
and cheaply. Our builders are not sur- 
passed in skill and faithiulness. Even 
with the depressed condition of shipping 
generally, there will be always a demand 
to some extent for coasters and fishermen 
which can be supplied here to advantage. 
Shipbuilders should bear in mind that it 
is low water with their-business now, and 
that there must be a tuf'ii in the tide some 
day. How soon it may be, depends upon 
the enlightenment of Congress; and we 
do not choose to believe that it can al- 
ways be hostile to a branch of industry so 
important. 
The success with which the manufacture 
of paper is carried on at the three mills in 
our city, shows that industries can be 
made to thrive with us. The unfinished 
enterprise of Air. Fierce upon the same 
water power should be started anew, and 
made to contribute to the prosperity of 
the locality. It has unsurpassed ad- 
vantages for many kinds of manufactures, 
The grinding and preparation of refined 
salt tor dairy anil other purposes, is suc- 
cessfully done at Bangor and other places, 
and might be carried on here with profit. 
The iron foundry and machine shop which 
we have might do thrice its present busi- 
ness. In short, there, are hundreds of 
industries, great and Ismail, which the 
enterprise of brains, capital and labor 
can make successful in our city. It has 
been too much the fashion to cry down 
this locality on the part of those within 
its limits, when the truth .is that no more 
attractive, healthful, and, with fair op- 
portunities, thriving city, is to be found 
anywhere. Are not these consideration s 
worthy of attention, and shall we not 
make some efforts at this favorable time 
to seize the benefits which fortune is 
presenting to us ? 
—Biddeford is to have a divorce suit, in 
which the fair libellant claims $200,000 
damages and alimony, and not a cent off. 
T. II. Ilubbard, Esq., appears in support 
of the claim. Let the reporters up there 
sharpen their pencils. 
—Whatever may be General Butler’s in- 
fluence in the republican party, it cannot lie 
denied that lie exerts a wonderful power over 
democrats. [Kennebec Journal. 
So does a skunk. Either of them can 
cause a decent man to turn out for him. 
Magnanimous. The city physician of 
Rockland receives the same salary as the corre- 
sponding otiicial in Portland. lie is the only 
one of our city officials who is liberally paid, 
lie being a democrat, we cannot account for 
his election and the exceptional liberality of 
his salary, except on the hypothesis that the 
eitv council desired to set a brilliant example 
of'Republican magnanimity. [Rockland Free 
Press. 
Without regard to the motive, it is evi- 
dent that a satisfactory result will be 
reached, and that Rockland will get what 
the whole country so much needs—whole 
some Democratic doctoring. The Union is 
in the condition of David when he ex- 
claimed "Purge me with hyssop, make me 
clean.” 
-The following local item trorn the 
Portland Advertiser, is full of information 
touching sanitary and temperance matters 
in that city— 
A horse with soap cart attached ran away on 
Brackett street yesterday, scattering soil soap 
and ashes behind him; thereby rendering the 
services of the Board of Health entirely super- 
fluous in that locality. In his wild career a 
man was knocked down, but being drunk was 
not much damaged. 
—The Pullman palace ears, for the night 
trains on the Central Railroad, have 
reached Bangor. They are described as 
marvels of elegance and comfort—pro- 
vided with berths and even private apart- 
ments, warmed by hof water pipes, and 
furnished with every convenience. 
—A correspondent of the Portland Argus, 
writing from Bangor, comments as fol- 
lows on the prospects of the extension of 
the Winterport Railroad— 
Measures will he adopted to extend the line 
to, Belfast, ensuring at an early day a short line 
to Portland. But the chances arc in favor of 
a direct line through" Searsimmt, Union, and 
Warren or Waldoboro, striking tiic Ivnox & 
Lincoln Railroad, for which a charter was 
granted in 1870. 
—The Kennebec Ice Companies have fol- 
lowed the example of the Rockland Lime 
burners, and gone into consolidation. A 
man can’t get ice enough to cool a tumbler 
of punch, without the consent of flic whole 
interest. 
—“What is religion ?” is the heading of 
a leader in the Maehias Republican. After 
reading the article carefully, we are com- 
pelled to give it up. 
—Belfast lias thirty rum-shops. [Riverside 
Echo. 
And the Maine Law is in full operation, 
under the administration of Sidney Per- 
ham! 
—Bangor is agitated over a coining 
billiard match in that city, with two on a 
side. Norombega Ilttll is to be the arena. 
—Broken hearts are valued at $8000 in Waldo 
county. [Kennebec Journel. 
That’s the asking price, and rather 
above the views of purchasers. Besides, 
the market is overstocked. 
The Stave Machine. 
Mr. Palmer, whoso machine for jointing 
staves is claimed by Mr. Hall to have been 
modelled upon his ideas, desires us to say that 
lie denies the charge in every aspect of the ease. 
His invention is the result of patient and close 
study to supply a want long felt, and his ideas 
and their application are his own. Mr. Palmer 
has shown us a ertilieate from Mr. Alfred 
Patterson, an intelligent mechanic of this city, 
who has seen each of the machines, and is on 
terms of friendship with both claimants. Mr. 
Patterson certifies that the machines are dis- 
similar in every respect, except that of striving 
after the same result. Mr. Palmer says he will 
in lime vindicate his fairness and honesty in 
the matter by the practical workings of his in- 
vention. With this statement, the controversy 
must close, so far as our paper is concerned, 
unless the parties choose to go into the adver- 
tising columns. 
Letter From Rockland. 
Correspondence o! the Journal. 
Rockland, May s, isTl. 
There is very little local news hereof interest. 
The weather for the past month has been so un- 
favorable for fanners that very little progress 
has been made with their spring work. 
The “dead lock*’ in our city government in 
regard to Road Commissioner, has at last been 
broken, and the matter settled by the choice of 
four Road Commissioners instead of one. The 
result will be that the city will have to pay four 
loafers instead of one, for the ensuing year, and 
the roads and streets will not be materially im- 
proved. However, I am happy to say that an 
order lias been passed by the city government 
to establish a grade for Main street, in the 
locality called the Brook, and persons wishing 
to erect permanent buildings there, can do so 
without fear of being at some time left in mid- 
air, or buried beneath the street. 
The matter of a public hall, in connection 
with a masonic building here, has, I am inform- 
ed, been abandoned, and our hopes in that re- 
spect have been blighted. We are sadly in need 
of a large public hall in this place, for without 
one we are debarred from having any amuse- 
ments of high order. No fit place is to he had 
in which to have them, and though this city is 
said to he one of the best “show towns’* in the 
State, our people seldom see here from abroad 
anything but a Jim Crow minstrel troupe or 
take part in anything of a higher order than a 
“shindiar danceand these are well patronized. 
Messrs. Nathan A. Harwell and Albert Amos 
have purchased property at the Brook, recently 
occupied by (J. A. Clark and Colby EMridgo. 
They intend to erect a substantial brick block, 
when the grade of the street has been establish- 
ed, and we are in hopes they may he persuaded 
to build a hall in connection therewith. 
Ship building will not he carried on to any 
j considerable extent, either here or in Thomas- | ton, the present season. Two small coasting 
vessels are now on the stocks in this plat*4. 
Davis Tillson and others are building a small 
steamboat to run between Rockland and the 
granite quarries on the Islands. 
Large corporations seem to he the rage in 
this locality. In addition to the Cobh Lime 
Company, which was the subject of controversy 
of late, another has recently been organized 
called the Bodwell Granite Company,embracing 
the quarries owned by Bodwell, Webster A Co. 
on Vinalhaven, Davis Tillson’s on Hurricane 
Island, (so called) and those of Cobb, Wright, 
Si Co., on Spruce Head, South Thomaston, and 
others. Whether this is to he a “gigantic mo- 
noply” or not I have not been informed. 
I am yet unable to say whether we shall be 
favored with railroad communication with the 
outward world this season on not, though 
there seems to he a little more activity mani- 
fested in pushing forward the work than there 
was a year ago. The whole affair has been 
under a Mosaic dispensation since the start, 
and it looks as though this modern Moses had 
all eye to the welfare of Bath, as the one ot old 
had to Israel. But one thing is certain; if the 
latter had been dependent uj>on this modern 
Moses a railroad transportation of the Israelites 
out-of Egypt, they would have had to remain, 
unless he had been more active than he has 
been in the construction of the Knox «fc Lincoln 
Road. 
I am informed that the people of Camden are 
now making an effort to build the portion of the 
Bay Si River Railroad, between this place and 
Camden, the present season, and that the Di- 
rectors of that road have voted to expend the 
money already subscribed for that purpose. 
Nomen. 
Burglary. On Tuesday morning, at an 
early hour, the dry goods stores of Williams 
& Uetchell and F. T. Hines & Co. in Bangor, 
were entered and robbed of $4500 worth of 
silks. On Wednesday morning, as we learn 
from Capt. Pinkham, Express Agent on the 
Richmond, before the boat left Bangor, the 
Baggage Master called Detective Walker’s at- 
tention to a large trunk and clothes bag that 
had been cheeked for Boston at an early hour. 
They were opened, and found to contain the 
stolen silks. When the boat passed this place, 
at 0 o’clock, the burglars had not been discov- 
ered on hoard, ami it was thought they were 
not with the baggage. 
Letter From Boston. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
'Boston, May 7, 1871. 
SEMI-CENTENNIAL ANNIVERSARY. 
The principal event ot' tlic past week 
in Boston was the semi-centennial cele- 
bration of the Boys’ English High School. 
Great interest was felt in the occasion, 
and it was a surprise even to Bostonians, 
as they stood in double, and sometimes 
triple lines, in the streets through which 
the procession passed, to see so many of 
our most useful, prominent and honored 
citizens, graduates of tins High School. 
There were clergymen, ex-mayors, and 
members of Congress. The procession 
was quite long, and contained represen- 
tatives of all the classes which have grad- 
uated since the school was established, 
from 1821 up to the present time. The 
exercises in Music Hall were exceedingly 
interesting. There was unveiled to the 
admiring view of the vast audience a 
marble burst ol Mr. Shcrwin, late master. 
It is a work of art of the highest order, 
and the likeness perfect. It was ex 
ecuted by one of the graduates ot the 
school. The effect of the unveiling was 
peculiar, producing mingled feelings ol 
sorrow and delight, which cannot be de- 
scribed. 'file music by the choir of the 
school was excellent, as were also the ad- 
dress. poem and oration. The poem 
abounded in line passages of thought, 
pathos, wit, and humor. The course of 
study in this institution is, except in the 
Greek and Latin, up to the ave rage of the 
Colleges in this country. 
TRINITY ClltliCll, 
over which the liev. Phillip Brooks is 
settled as Rector, (Episcopalian) has ob- 
tained an act of the Legislature, giving 
permission tosellthe church property, and 
the society has purchased a site for a new 
church on Clarendon St., near Boylst on. 
The society is in a very nourishing con- 
dition, and requires a much larger church. 
The new one will be. a very elegant build- 
ing. 
A DISTILEltY T'JtUEU<iU(n:Xl>, 
was discovered at the South End, in this 
city, the other day. A fire broke out on 
the premises, and a fireman, working at 
the fire, discovered another fire under a 
vat. Word being sent to Mr. Ilayes, the 
revenue inspector, ho proceeded to inves- 
tigate the matter, and found live vats, 
under what was seemingly an innocent 
cooper’s shop and a vinegar factory. The 
cooper’s shop had a double lloor. the 
under one being covered over with loose 
earth. A trap door through these gave 
entrance to the lower regions, where the 
illegal transactions were earrried on. 
lloth partners were arrested and held in 
81000 each for carrying on an unlicensed 
distillery. 
ItOSTON TlIllATUE. 
Joe Jefferson has been giving his inimi- 
table Rip Van Winkle at this place, every 
night except Saturday, to crowded houses. 
Saturday night Mrs. J. li. Booth received 
a benefit. The house was crowded, not- 
withstanding the storm which was raging 
last and furious out of doors. Mrs. 
Booth’s friends presented her with an 
elegant set of silver complete, valued at 
about $400. It was given as a testimonial 
of their appreciation of her as an actress, 
and their respect for her as a wife and 
lady. 
THE AKMY OK TIIK POTOMAC 
will hold their annual re-uni'at in this 
city Friday next. The literary exercise.-, 
will bo given tit the tiiobe Theatre, and 
will consist of a prayer, an oration, unit a 
poem. The end of the programme is a 
grand banij.net in the evening at the 
Revere House. President (Irani lias boon 
invited to lie present, but it is not known 
whether lie will come or not. One news- 
paper is very positive that he will come, 
accompanied by Mrs. (Irani. Another is 
just as positive that he will remain in 
Washington. 
Illtll'.l a. 
Our Skating Rink has been sold, and is 
to lie converted into a market. It will be 
called the Tremont. 
A sad ease was that of a lilt le girl about 
-1 years old A policemen ingoing his 
rounds found the child entirely nude. 
The brute of a father, in a tit ot drunk- 
ness, had turned the little one out of 
doors. 
Amission has boon sl.-mod in tins city 
called The Flower Mission. lt< object 
is to distribute fruits and ilowrrs to the 
siek and suffering poor. It lias it ollice 
at the Hollis Street Chapel, and is opened 
twice a week to receive donations from 
| those who are provided with an abundance 
ot those beautiful gifts of heaven 
Letter from Bucksport. 
Correspondence ol' the Journal. 
lU CKSl’OIlT, M:iV Is?!. 
I Last week was quite lively here. On Monday 
i e vening, May 1, the Unitarian society gave a splcn- 
! <did entertainment at Lyceum Hail, consisting or 
i the May Day Drama entitled The (lips ho, in w ieli 
I was introduced the May Pole Dance hy the children, 
and songs by them and the older members. The 
Shadow Pantomimes were very laughable, showing 
the latest styles ot the tonsorial and dental art. The 
third part was a pantomime ot the Mistletoe Dough, 
rendered in the following manner: The song wa* 
tirst read, giving the*audience an idea of what to ex- 
pect. Then it was sung and the acting kept pace 
with the story. The wedding scene was very beau- 
tiful, in which was introduced the grand square, ant 
other new dances. The evening’s entertainment 
was concluded by an acting Charade, entitled flu 
Counterplot, by T. S. Arthur. This was full of fur 
and running over by the additions made by the com 
pany. The exhibition was a grand success iu ever} 
way. Our old favorites never played better, anti th< 
new ones, now for the first time publicly Introduced 
have surprised and captivated us by their acting. 
On Tuesday evening, Gilbert Haven, editor o 
Zion’s Herald, lectured at the Methodist church be 
fore the students ol East M. C. Seminary, subjoc 
‘■To-day and To-morrow.” On Wednesday evening 
Prof. Townsend, of the Boston Theological Semi 
nary, lectured nt the same place, subject “Adapta 
tion.” To both of these lectures the public wen 
admitted, giving the community a great treat, bu 
highly spiced with radicalism. It being annivorsar 
week of the Seminary, many former students wen 
here, with friends of the institution. The Camdci 
Brass Band furnished the music, and gave good sat- 
isfaction to all. 
At the’select declamations, on Wednesday after- 
noon, the prize for excellence was awarded t< 
Walter E. Chase, of Unity. On Tuesday afternoon 
the graduating class, composed of Misses Matte 
and Lizzie Morrill ol Williamsburg, Judith A 
Nichols of Searsport, Abbic M. Stone of Livermon 
Falls, Matilda W. Helmcrshause-n of Bucksport 
Albert F. Page Bucksport, and Willard F. Fifield. 
Hampden, took part In the exercises, acquitting 
themselves finely. At the close of the exhibition 
diplomas were presented to the above students 
The Camden Band, with its splendid new Instru 
meats, made a fine appearance on the occasion. 
The Institution is in a very flourishing condition 
It is the design of the trustees to finish the gradin' 
of the grounds this year, which will add greatly tt 
their appeaarance. They have been too long neglect 
ed. The festivities of the week were terminated l>: 
a grand soiree, given by the students at the Seminar; 
building that evening. The Band discoursed it 
excellent music on this occasion also, and altliougl 
it was quite a stormy night, the reunion of the ol< 
and new students was accounted to have never beei 
of more interest. HANCOCK. 
.The ship Bazaar, of Richmond, from New Or 
leans for Liverpool, with cotton, has been oul 
since Jan. 4th, and is supposed to be lost. The 
ship Alicia, also of Richmond, has been oul 
from New Orleans, for Bremen, since Feb. 10th 
and her loss is feared, (’apt. lodge, of the Ali 
eia. had his wife with him. 
Supreme judicial Court. Waldo County. 
CUTTING, J., PRESIDING. 
Stale vs. Frank E. Whitcomb. Indictment 
for keeping a tippling shop at Searsport. The 
defence offered was that the prosecution was on 
account ot the respondents political convictions 
—that he didn't vote right. Many witnesses 
testified to having drank ale at his rdiop, and the 
respondent himself admitted the fact ol' sales 
within the time covered by the indictment. 
Judge Cutting, interrupting the plea of the 
County Attorney, charged the Jury that if they 
believed Whitcomb's own testimony, they must 
convict him, which they did after loss than five 
minutes absence. lie then plead guilty to two 
other indictments. Boyle for State. Xickorson 
for defence. 
n i: uailkoau uan'.\ 
On Thursday afternoon the first case of t he 
Belfast & Mooscheud I/ikc Railroad Co. against 
the non-paving subscribers to its stock was put 
on trial, ihc defendant being Calvin Moore, a 
sub a ii>i*r to five shares. Jewett and M' Lellau 
appeared Ur the orporation, and Abbott and 
Williamson for the defem-.-. The grounds of 
defence were a-; follows-— 
That if promises to pay were made, said 
proini.-os were eonditionai, wliich base not been 
performed; that tie- asscsMiicnts wen* illegal; 
that the road was not built to Newport, as by 
the terms o! the subscription it should have 
been; that the capital stock of the railroad was 
not definitely lived before the assessments were 
mad.*; that the company acted in leal faith in 
deciding that the amount to build the road had 
been subscribed by responsible subscribers; and 
that the proceedings of the plaintiils in building 
the Railroad were illegal and void. 
The company claimed that it-1 ads were re- 
gular, legal and in good faith, to prove which 
it- record* were put into the case, and its ot- 
liccrs examined. Axel II ay fin'd, W T. Col- 
burn ,|1. 1.. MiMiken. W. II. Burrill, \V. H. 
Simp-wii, .John 11. R>uimby, and others were 
-worn and examined. On Friday morning Mr. 
Abbott moved a non-suit, and was about to 
argue it, when Judge Cutting remarked that 
the case was a very important one, indirectly 
involving £100,000, more or less, against towns 
and individuals. lie was satisfied that it would 
ultimately go to tin* full bench. He would 
therefore suggest that, dispensing with the jury, 
the parties put in all their testimony, and allow 
the case to go at once to the law court. To 
which the parties a-sinted. The other eases 
were continued. The time to Monday noon 
was occupied with the case, the evidence being 
very voluminous. At that time the court ad- 
journed without day. 
Ben. Butler and Brick Pomeroy. 
I>11 tier feels keenly the special attention 
which Brick Pomeroy h as given him for 
several years, and has recently made a 
eharaHeristio attempt at revenge. He 
caused the following letter to he tele- 
graph'd to the papers of the Associated 
Press 
Washington, April 10, lsTl. 
My Dear Sir—1 have tin*, honor to acknowl- 
edge the receipt of your letter of April l.">, 1S71, 
informing me of your eonnection with the ease 
of M. M. Pomery and hi wife, applicant for 
divoree. Mrs. Pomorov applied to mein a very 
ladylike and proper note stating that she de- 
sired to engage my servVcs as counsel, and I 
saw no objection to’taking a retainer in the ease. 
1 did not intend to inlon her that 1 should do 
it gratuitously, blit 1 mn.oubtodly should have 
done >o except that l ‘ould have compelled 
Pomeroy to pav my tee. I am glad to he in- 
formed that tiie fact of my employment having 
heroine known to her husband, lve has conclud- 
ed to make a settlement with her, giving her 
s-jo.Odi) in cash, as you inform me. and paying 
stiuO a year toward the education of their child, 
it is certainly very agreeable to know that l 
have been able, to’make the man disgorge the 
money he has made out of me in favor of a 
woman whom lie lias injured and abused, and 
who. 1 am informed, is an estimable lady. By 
abuse of me, and pai drring to the worst pas- 
sions and credulities of his readers, he lias been 
able to sell bis paper so as to make a living for 
himself, and men a competence, as I under- 
stand. Now, in justice he should pay me a 
portion of that, and if my employment by his 
wife as her counsel, lias caused him to take a 
1 art of that which belongs to me and provide 
Ibr her sustenance. I shall have the satisfaction 
of knowing that, while he has injured and 
abused me, I am in fact supporting his family. 
1 have done some haritabie acts in my life, of 
which ! have no disposition to boast, but none 
upon which 1 mon pride myself t han of bring 
tin* bcncfadoi and supporter of tin■ family >>t 
••Brick” Pomeroy. 1 may never need to use the 
information which you give me, blit if l do. 
you may be sure that 1 never bring my inform- 
ants into trouble. I do not mark this letter 
cither private or confidential. 
1 am, very respectfully, yours, 
lb F. IU'TI.f.i:. 
To-, Fs< |. 
But Mr. Pomeroy tells a different story 
about the matter, and in a letter publish- 
ed in the New York Tribune says— 
••Mrs. Pomeroy never applied to B. F. Butler 
;is above Dated; never retained him as counsel 
p.r anv iit; never asked his advice in any 
matter. < Hi learning tint the writer of this anil 
the ladv m question had lived apart since isfli, 
he wrote to her ottering his services to act as 
counsel in any matter she would retain him for. 
To this letter from him no attention was paid, 
the more as then was no necessity lor his aid, 
or counsel, as there is no truth in the statement 
that the persons were in distress or need. 
‘•They have lived apart, In-says, since lstfl, 
tin! a final separation lias Ka n agreed upon 
and a settlement of s:><),000 made for her bene- 
fit, without the aid, inlluenceor assistance of B. 
Butler, or any other meddler in the atl'airs of 
a. most estimable lady, who neither needs nor 
asks the friendship of such a person, or financial 
assistance from any quarter.” The statement 
,,f Mr. Pomeroy is verified by Mr. (’. F. Fritcher 
Fnioii square. Mr. W iliam <i. Biis-ey of 
Wall street, to whom Den. Butler’s letter was 
addressed, says: “The facts as published arc 
correct, but I deem it my professional duty to 
state in addition that the application tor divorce 
was solely on the ground of desertion, and that 
there has been no imputation of immoral con- 
duct on the part of Mr. Pomeroy: neither lia> 
there been, in the defence, any charge of any 
kind brought against Mrs. I’omorey, question- 
ing her character as a wif* or lady.” 
The Connecticut Election -Governor Eng- 
lish will Refuse to Yield to Mr. Jewell. 
\i w Y.okk. May T. Gov. English of Con- 
necticut was interviewed yesterday on the sub 
jeet of the recent election, and when asked if In 
’thought, the Legislature would throw out tin 
vote of the Fourth Ward "f New Haven, is rep 
resented to have said : ’’It may lie that the\ 
mav do such a thing, not because they have an\ 
right to do so, as the facts are now known ahou 
tilt election, hut because desperate men wil 
hesitate at nothing. The party here are onh 
following in the footsteps of their fellows a 
Washington. Eneroaehments upon the right- 
of the people and of the individual States hav< 
been going on gradually until W“ have reaehet1 
a prospect that i> anything hut hopeful. Tin 
lie n who favor and foster these encroachments 
are hold men. and the question of the light of a 
thing has no weight with them if it interfere: with” their plans. I have no ambition to hi 
Governor for the sake of the Governorship 
but I have struggled against these encroach 
ments of tin1 Radical party on our liberties 01 
principle, and I will not give up the tight whei 
the dangers seem thicker than ever.” Heim 
asked what he would do if the vote wasthrowi 
out. the Governor said lie would refuse to giv» 
tip the otliee to Mr. dewell, ami abide the dc 
vision of the court. 
lI vitTi oui), Ct., May 0. 
In view of facts shown in the investigation ii 
Xrw Haven, it is probable that the Legislative 
Committee, on the canvas votes will report t< 
the 1 iCgislalure on its reassembling on Wednes- 
day afternoon that Marshall .levvell is eleetei 
Governor by the people, and that a resolutioi 
will be otfered declaring him elected. Whet he 
there will he a discussion on this, and it 
passage delayed, is not known. Neither is i 
yet known what day will be celebrated as in 
nuguration day, or whether there will he pubh 
inauguration ceremonies and the usual parade 
If tin* passage of the resolution is delayed be 
vond Wednesday, it is probable that the Gov 
i-rnor elect will take the oath of olliee soon afte 
being declared elected, and that he will com 
lnunTcate l*v message with the General A- 
scmblv on Tuesday of next week, when lie wi 
be formally inaugurated, and the usual parad 
and ceremonies which have characterized ele< 
turn day from time immemorial, will be observ 
il. It has been hinted that If-Jewell is declare 
elected, the Democrats in the Legislature wi 
resign. 
Captain Hall, of Arctic cxploratio 
fame, having obtained the fostering aid c 
"uvernmeut from the last Congress,,is noi 
1 i at work fitting out his ship, and expect 
to start his expedition for the North Pol 
within the next month. The ship i 
: named the Periwinkle, and is of aboi 
four hundred tons burden, one hundre 
! ! and thirty-eight feet in length, twenti 
eight feet in breath and thirtee 
feet in depth of hold, and will 1 
! rigged as a top sail schooner. She i 
strongly built with solid frame, the bow 
iron sheathed for a distance of forty fee 
as a protection against the ice, and “has 
; hoisting propeller for use in workin 
through the floating ice.” A nov 
!j peculiai'ity in her machinery is that one I her boilers is so constructed as to n 
i blubber for heating. 
THE KU-KLUX LAW. 
Proclamation of the President. 
Washington. Dec. 4. 
By the President ot the United States of America j 
A PROCLAMATION. 
The act of Congress entitletl “An :n-t to en- 
force the provisions of the 1 till amendment to 
the Constitution of the United States and tor 
other purposes.'* approved April -Oth, in the 
year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 
an<l seventy-one. being a law of extraordinary 
public importance, I consider it inv duty to i<- 'ne this, mv proclamation, calling the attention 
of the people of the United States thereto, en- 
joining good citizens, and especially upon pub- 
lic olliccrs. to be zealous in the enforcement 
thereof, and warning all persons to abstain 
trom committing any of the acts thereby pro- 
hibited. The law of Congress applies to all 
parts of the United States, and will be enforced 
everywhere to the extent of the powers vested 
in the Executive. But inasmuch as the necessity 
therefor is well known to have been caused 
chiollv by persistent violations of the rights of 
citizens of the United States by combinations 
of lawless and disallected persons in certain 
localities lately the theatre of insurrection ami 
military conflict, 1 do particularly exhort the 
peopl- of those parts of the country to siij-pi --. 
all such combinations by their voluntary ctl'ort- 
through all the agency of local law-. and t<> 
maiutaiu the rights of all citizens of the Unit, 
States, and to secure to all such citizen-- tli* 
equal protection of the law-. Eully r-iMe «.? 
tin* responsibility imposed upon tlie Exeniti'-u 
bv the act ot Congress to which public opinion 
is now called, and reluctant to call into -:. 
any of the extraordinary powers Hereby con- 
ferred upon me, except in cases oi imperative 
necessity. 1 do, nevertheless, deem it my duty 
to make known that i will not hesitate to ex- 
haust the power thus vested in the Executive 
whenever and wherever it shall become nee. s- 
-.arv to do so lot the purpose of securing to all 
citizens of the United States the jieacelul enjoy- 
ment of the rights guarranteed to them by the 
Constitution and law-. It is my earnest wish 
that peace anil a cheerful obedience to the law 
may prevail throughout the land, and that 'ill 
traces of our late unhappy civil strife may be 
speedily removed. These ends can hi easily reached by acquiescence in tin- results of the 
• ontlici now written in our Constitution, and b> 
the due and proper enforcement of > qual.jusi 
and impartial laws hi every part of our coiintn 
The failure of local eoiumuuitics t<* furni-h 
such means for the attainment of the results 
earnestly desired, imposes upon the National 
CJovernmeut the duty of putting forth all it- 
energies for the i*rotecti.»n of its citizens ot 
every race and color, an 1 for the restoration of 
peace and order throughout the entire country. 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto -ot my 
hand and caused the seal of the United States 
to be affixed. 
Done at the city of Washington, this the Ad day 
of May, in the year of our Lord eighteen 
hundred and seventy-one. and of the inde- 
pendence of the l'nit»'d states the ninety-fifth. 
(Signed) IJ. S. DBA NT. 
By tiic President. 
Hamilton Fish, Secretary “f State. 
Democratic State Convention of Kentucky 
—Resolutions Adopted. 
Fuankfout, Ky., May I The Detno- 
cratie State Convention yesterday nomi- 
nated IV II. Leslie for (tovernor, d. (I. 
Carlisle for Lieut. Covernor, l>. 11. Smith 
for Auditor, .1. W. Tate for Treasur- 
er, II. A. M. Henderson for Superintend- 
ent of Public Instruction, F. A. Dawson 
for Register of the Land Otiioe, and John 
Kodmau lor Attorney (funeral, file con- 
vention resolved : f irst— That wise states- 
manship and true patriotism require uni- 
versal and nnc|Ualiticd amnesty. Second 
—That the industries of the country di 
maml the abolition of the present mode ot 
raising revenues by which a portion of 
the Republic is oppressed and robbed to 
enrich monopolies and certain sections, 
and the speedy adoption of a system by 
which the burdens of taxation will be 
equally and justly distributed and the t ax- 
es actually paid may reach the treasury. 
Third—That the preservation of liberty is 
possible only through the States. \\v 
protest against every act by which the 
States are deprived of this just and con- 
stitutional power and State tribunals 
ousted of their proper and necessary juris 
diction, and we are ready to join in all 
lawful and just measures to revise the 
tyrannical act of the party in power 
whereby it. is sought to strip States of all 
rights and concentrate, all power of the 
Covernment in a great centralized de-pot- 
ism.” Fourth "We indorse the address 
recently issued by the Democratic mem- 
bers of Congress, and unite in condemn- 
ing all acts by which unconstitutional 
aiid despotic, powers were conferred on 
the President, by which, with the use of 
the army and navy, the suspension ot the 
writ of habeas corpus, the power to de- 
clare martial law, call out the militia and 
invade the States without the request, m 
their Lxocutive and Legislature, and 
other undefined mean?; lie an lesiroy 
the freedom ot elections, the independence 
of the judiciary and the sovereignty ol the 
States!" Fifth—“Kentucky unalterably 
opposed to every form of lawKssm ss, 
whether committed under cover of un- 
constitutional enactments or organized 
bands; and we pledge ourselves, as oc- 
casion may arise, to use every legal means 
to prevent the one. and have enacted such 
laws as experience may demonstrate to 
be necessary to put down the other and 
furnish protection to life, liberty and 
property under laws enacted by our own 
Legislature and administered by our own 
courts.” 
Masonic Anniversaries. 
Last week witnessed the convocation of 
the; (irand Masonic bodies of tin* Sia.it*. at 
Portland. 'L in* attendance was i.i .•. 
and great interest manifested in the <»c< .. 
sion. I'lie following otlieer- were chosen 
by the several organizations for tin* en.-n- 
ing year— 
({rand Lt>D«;i:. John II. Lymle of Banuor, 
(i ram I Master: David ('argil' of Angu-ta. 
Deputy Crand Master: Albert. Moon* ul XoriIt 
Anson, Senior Cram! Wardmi: ll- nry II. 
Diekev of Lewiston, •Iirnior <«iMii'I Warden: 
Mose- Dodge of Port land. ‘.rani Treasurer: 
Ira Berrv of Portland. < irand Secretary : « Hiv.-t 
Corrish of Portland, Freeman Bradford ot 
Auburn, Win, Preble ■ f Portland. t mnmiitr" 
on Finanecs Albert Ai:ith< r of Ito-klaml, amt 
Joseph M. Haves of Halit, Trustee of Charity 
Fund. 
(1 ran'd (’iiArria:. Stephen .1. Young ot 
Brunswiek. Crand High Priest: Jn»>. W. Ballon 
of Bath. Deputy ({rand High Priest; lloraee II. 
Burbank of Limerick, Crand Kim:; Hemv I. 
Paine of Portland, Crami Scribe; A. M. Bar- 
ton of Portland, (irand Treasurer; Ira Berry 
of Portland, (iraml Secretary: J. 11. I'riim 
moiul. Oliver Cerrish, N'athan Woodbury. 
Committee ot Finances: Iti v<. Silvam:- Ha\ 
ward, C. C. Dwinel, Win. F. (iibbs am! 
Mason, (Jraml Chaplain'': Henry L. I\iC a 
Belfast, (J. C. of II.: Augustus P o a 
(iardiner, C. P. s.: Beni. -M- ,,f ( 1 1 
(i. IL A. C.; (ieo. H. Fret man •! 1 ■- ,m i- 
(i. M., :*.d \ ail; .Joseph V. I.oeke ..! Port, mb. 
C. M.cJd Vail: Carlos Nudb of I,, u -t.o 
M„ 1st Vail: W. H. Smith of Portland. An-io 
F.* Kingsle v of Fast Machias, W.H.tiriv a 
Hoillton, beamier Weeks of It- '-klaud, Hand 
Steward- ; Warren l’bilips of Port!-md. < ■: m I 
Sentinel. 
({rand CopnCI!.. Cordon It. Harden ot 
Portland, (irand Muster: B F. Flint oi Calai- 
Deputy (irand Master; Augustus Bailee ot 
(iardiner, It. 1*. (Iraml Master; Charles Tayloi 
of Kiiitv, P. («• Master: Clrirles Kobe' ■ 
1 Portland, (iraml'rreasutvr ; Ira Berry of Boi l- 
land, (irand Secretary; ltov. B. S. Aivv o 
Tbomaston, (irand Chaplain: Fli.jah Smith o 
Saco, (iraml Marshal: A. 1. Mather of Book 
land, (iratid C. of <L; W. F. Washburn «.f Bel 
: fast, (irand Conductor; Warren Phillip- ol 
Portland, (irand Sentinel. 
(iRANt» CoMMAXDKKY. Henry II Dielo-yo 
Lewiston, (irand Commander: d. II. Drum 
mond of Portland. 1 >epnty (iraml ’ommamh r 
W. It. C. Kstes of Skowhegau, (iraml General 
t Leander Weeks of ltoeklaml, (irand apt 
(fen.; Rev. WF. (iibbs of Portland, Cram 
Prelate: (’has. Fobe- of Portland, (irate 
Treasurer; Ira Berrv of Portland, Cram 
I Recorder: I). C. Palmer of (iardiner. Cram 
, Senior \\ ardeti: -J. T. Woodward of Augusta 
(irand .Junior Wsirden; A. B. Marston of Ban 
gor, Standard Bearer; J. M. Have- of Bath 
l (irand Sword Bearer; (iilmau P. Littlelleld «< 
Biddoford, (irand Warder; Warren Phillip- ■ 
Portland, (iraml Sentinel. 
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A Poutkait. Mr. l’uleifer, the a<Tomplish<-.. 
official reporter for tlx* Courts, who be-dde-. tin 
performance of his stated duties, hoops his o 
opened and pen sharpened lor anvlhing lha 
may add to the interest ot the Lewiston ■lour 
mil, thus sketches one or two of our loeal I* ea 
celebrities— 
In the course of this trial, the M-uiorVouiwI 
Jewett and Abbott., occasionally relieve th< 
tedium of the proceedings by personal allusions 
Jewett charges his brother Abbott with putt in; 
leading questions so that a narrative of the tes 
timony contains not the language of the witness 
blit of the counsel. Abbo^ charges brothe 
Jewett with a constant inteWrcnco with his ex 
ainination. Judge Cutting quietly admonishe 
brother Abbott to be kind to bis brother Jewel 
for when he. was gone he never would see hi 
like again. This seems to be a judicial recogn 
tion of a well-known character. For an all-al 
sorbing and impetuous earnestness and a blim 
ing devotion in the interest of his client. Mi 
Jewett is not surpassed by any counselor in th 
State. He rarely goes through a trial wilhou 
putting on his war paint. Then cue victim, wo 
to the unhappy white man he. meets in his patI: 
lie has no mercy; all epithets of denuneiatio 
are at his command; all vocal and facial ex 
pression and all the arts of pantomime. W hei 
Jewett address a jury, attacking oppression r 
high places, pleading for injured innocence, es- 
pecially in a “woman case,” the citizens genei 
allv turn out to hear him and nobody sleep 
while he has the lloor. If. his charaetensii 
sayings were preserved during any session » 
court, they would enliven whole columns < 
llarner’s i)rawcr. 
in 
Generalities. 
Work 1ms begun on the Improvements of the 
anitol/for which Congress appropriated $100,- 
mim. 'I'li. I»i.i odors about the hall have not 
hh i. hi-,i !>\ imperfect ventilation so mu* li 
t" the mr-l.-an condition of tin- seats in the gal- 
leries, ami tohaeeo «j 11 i 1 a in.! cigar stubs m the 
lieate.il r> gisters, wlii* h are to be fixed so they 
.ain't be use*.! for spittoon-. 
A gallery in .Sing .'sing Prison across which 
the men wire marching to dinner, Friday, 
gave way, precipitating owr eighty convicts 
some to the next gallery below, and others to 
tin* stone pavement, fortv feet beneath. It is 
feared that two of the prisoners are f.itallv in- 
ill red. 
Mr. Samuel Ladd, of Warren, who lost the 
sight of one eye several years ago, was struck 
by a piece of rock in the other, while at work 
oh the Knox A Lincoln Railroad, recently, 
with su h force that it is feared he will he ren- 
dered entirely blind 
The following announcement lately appeared 
in a country paper “IMward Kdon, painter, 
is requested to <• mimunic ite with his brother, 
when lie will hear ">»m thing to his advantage 
—his wife is dead." 
-hip Winnifivd. from < arditl, with fourteen 
hundred tons «,f railroad iron for the F.uropcan 
and North Amen.*..!* railroad ha- arrived ut 
Bangor. 
!'!».• (, i.. m• iv> licit the house of Mrs. Wil- 
Iron if * I! of Rockland, w as entered early To.-- 
dav morning. it Mr-. Hall was awakened, 
and giving the a'arm, frightened away the in- 
tru.hr. 
Flic N. V. Journal of ( ommeree thinks that 
th. lTnited stato treats the ^southern people 
with le>s consideration and < (mediation than is 
shown by the Rritish ti.minment toward the 
maleontcnts ..t' Ireland. It thinks the Ku-Klux 
is sort o' rival to the Union Leagues, which 
have controlled the South since tile war. 
Th black caterpillars are worse in Arkttu- 
-a- than ever was known before, and are "trip- 
ping the. leave-, in the forest. 
Deacons hav* to walk circumspectly out in 
low.a. one of them lias .just been reduce*! to 
the ranks for looking on at a base ball match. 
A I'C.n ido, which -wept over Raton Rouge, 
La., hh.-w down the penitentiary. uuroolVd tie* 
T. s. \rsemd and a cliureh. and demolished 
rai "iigai-huU"* ", killing and wounding 
several colored men. Loss £100,000. 
A man in Rangor, by advice of a neighbor, 
put kerosene oil on a eovv to kill lice. Th** 
poor animal is now hairless in spots and looks 
as if >he had an india rubber hide. The Whig 
says that the neighbor's head i" in danger. 
A lloek of eleven sheep, belonging to Mr. 
Asa Rarker, of .\apl«*s, which wen quietly 
grazing in a pastin'. w.-iv attacked by a num- 
ber ol'ilogs belonging in the neighborhood and 
all killed but. one—a large buck—which suc- 
ceed* l in escaping. 
.It-an Inf low has sent to ( apt. .1. U. Moses 
of Portsmouth, an elegantly hound copy of her 
illustrated poems with an autographic inscrip- 
tion, in \nowlcdgemeut of the eourtesy ex- 
tended In r in naming the ship of whieli ( 'apt 
M »-t > is tin* prineipal owner, after herself. 
It i- a slander to say that nothing is raise ! 
on tie-farm at ( happa-pia. (>M t lively g. >es 
up on Saturday and raises- 
At a recent New York parly, a young lady 
sallg with touching lie. t l 111 -adde-l Wlie|| 
I -ini'." when a ttn-ai horrid man remarked 
“Wi ll Miss, l know in one who lias greatei 
occasion." 
The editor of the defunct. L aveuvvortli Time- 
winds up his valedictory as follow- Tin* play 
i> over and we are played. May the PUP curses 
of the Apocalypse -ei/• your d—d city. Amen. 
\ I lavana 4iotcl «*ard reads a> follow-' 
I UK in >111 Wni:tl) IK*!lit 
Xum. s,) San. Ignacio -liver. 
Plaza \' ieja. 
In this establishment -<-1 a- the Kuropeau 
style receive-, lodgers which will hud an splen- 
did assistance > in < aiinir a- iu liahitatlou 
therefore the master count with the clement 
necessary. 
The Savannah It-publican declare-* its con- 
viction that niiiel\-tune out ufevery hundred 
of Southern eou-'uu alive- hold the following 
sentiments : “1st, Vtriean slavery is fewer 
abolished : 2 1. Ivpial civil rights to all citizen**; 
riiiver-al sullVasre recognized and le.pjie-- 
d in; md the future io determine whether 
it shall he perpeluate.l or repealed." 
As a -c.itnan, named Th una- < avke, was 
eat ini; hi- dinner yesterday, ai In- boarding- 
house in ('lark** street, lie fell hack insensible 
and apparently dead. 1 >r. McShcehy was railed 
who imun dial. lv opened the 'esophagus and 
extracted a pii -e <d meat weighing about two 
ounces. Tlie mall i- doing Well. P*o-lo|l Post. 
Portland grocers are making raids on tin* 
j small thieves who li l«*!i I mm lln*ir store- while 
hanging about. 
M s-rs. W. S. \ov 
dependent. send u- 
work, being tin* aimi: 
receip'- expeinlitur- 
A of the Saco In- 
neat speeimeil 1 a their 
report of the city Mail-, 
.V 
\ single ii-|| 11' > u in l.oui- r**< iv ed I at *•- 
lv a consignment **f mackerel which were 
carried them from v-w York in twenty-eight 
ear-, each full, the aggreg it* weight «.f' which 
wa- oiin.iinn lbs. 
An unlllek) ii I■ •: lk"f ill lfoultou.got 
only "lie dollar iu -m-ip p-oin M Ymiiin. an t 
left li is good li.it in exchange for an old our. 
The old Knov man-ion, at rhmieisloii, be- 
ing d« nmlished. 
The Port hunt Press understands that lb< lh- 
lvetors of tin* Maine Central road will make 
an excursion over tin* mad from I’o-ton to Ran- 
gor, in c nnpanv with the otlieers of the lias- 
tern and P. A P. roads, on a Pullman pal a- •• 
train >m day thi- week. 
The Portland U« milai >r ha- b.*eu indicted, 
for libel, in -barging tl*p certain m m was 
complicated in < recent forgery. The 1’ditor 
retracts, and that ought t<» -ulti> -•. 
< i rant i- said to have struck < new bran* h "I 
till llent family m* ir St. 1 mi-, and i- inv.*-ti- 
•raiing its pe.hgrer with a vn*w *»t appointing 
it- male inemiicrs to oili •*. l>et. Kr* Pi 
The r* ei-ipls of e_. at l’. '-toii market on the 
bill, were tin* largest on record. Hie total r. 
eeipt- were about do/eil, of which about 
do.;’.()() do/.eii arrived bv the P»o<t<m and Lowell 
Kail road. 
Tb1 Kiii>\ md Phi 'In Kuii'o.i i have lin n 
track obstructed by another -!id<•"* in that 
il*-' p < ut in W *!vv i di. 
The Maine Parmer pr.-diets * w* t summer, 
because the winter has been characterized by 
unusual drought, and “one evtivin- of aimo- 
pln-rle condition in tin* passim* year- iisiiallv 
.-ue coeds another." 
The linn of Wort m m A P-i'b pu'di-her- 
of the Koeklaii I (he: lb ha- b a dissolve I. 
M r. H'ortm m rel n -. 
< »niX!< \'4»ti•* 1 N’ ii-'l.t' P. Tri-d sin. 
non ;ii tin; session tor jiis services in 
M. \iiM in our now h»ng-:igo wir and 
p. |. Hut will’ll he Went to get I»is money 
0 tin- Treasury Detrutment In* found 
(ieuerul Uutlcr had stopped tin* payment 
on claim of > per rent. tor attorney teen! 
< in nothing 14* t through Congress that 
lot*-' not pay toll to this man [Spring 
1 i 1 1 *! Uepubli ’:iii. 
(Vrlainiv, nothing ran pass from wLkl’i 
“loir m.av extorted that lit* iloc.s <a 1 >t* 
demand it. lie resisted amnesty, alter rv 
prated and voluntary pledges to propose 
it, I (realise ••loll'’ could he levied in re 
moving disahilities; and it is notorious 
hero that his exactions are just as unscru- 
pulous as they were at New Orleans, 
when plunder was the only recognized 
meaning of patriotism, and loyality con- 
sisted in eonverting cotton, plate, and 
spoons into personal wealth. Ueneral 
t Jordon has just branded him iu Boston, 
as he is appreciated in Congress m\ 
statement of his, rellerting upon the chai 
aeter of any man in tin* co nmunity, K 
unless otherwise endors *d, eatitled to no 
consider it ion." [Washington Patriot. 
Marine Disaster. 
Poeivi. im». M i} >. 
<Mi S.itiirda} afternoon a vessel was disrov- 
t*ri*d bottom iif. about three miles eastward ot 
.Martinieii- Itoek IL-ht house. and was hoarded 
!»y a boat’* ii-a 0 an ttie baht station. No 
person wfound on In 1. She proved to lie 
the >ehooner ib-org<- Henry, of Hrooklvu. 
Her ma-t< and sails, and a portion ol tier stern 
with the name were Moating alongside, as was 
also her boat fast, to the main rigging, bottom 
lip and badly stove. Portions of a hundkei 
ehiet or garment, probably used a-a yiena! 
wen found in the main rigging. If is feared 
that the crew are all lost, although IlnTe 1- 
1 possibility, in ease of a eollbion with another 
vessel of wiiieli there are imli- ations. tli it thev 
may have been taker. oil'. 
A Son Shoots ms rather. 
Cleavf.l.\M', O April _'7. M M 
t Kennedy, a farmer " years old, residing 
in Solon township, was killed hy his son 
this morning. They had been on unfrieud- 
ly terms lor some months on account of 
trouble in regard to property. Early this 
morning his lather went to the place where 
his son lives and informed tin* latter he 
came to take away a horse and buggy and 
then clean out him and his wife. The 
old man then entered the barn, where the 
| son followed him. \\ hen tin* son entered 
the father seized him hy the throat and 
swore he would kill him. Believing he 
meant what he said, the son drew a re- 
volver to save his own life, and tired three 
balls into his father's head before the lat 
ter fell. 
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Local Items, Ac. 
int County and City. 
\ im;; t.. Uol.t. li. Thomas’s 
v -.t: y of tlio I hvlaration of 
I v on or about the 4th of 
... 11 happens to by Sunday, or rains. 
on tlu ‘till. Mackereloccur 
r; th tuir time, and there i- no postpone- 
.-nut ofSundays or the weather. 
1 n:.t kul i- a military looking ti.-h, and 
'• _ot tiding niottlcii bine uniform. lli> 
a way- tit him. Th* are matle o! some 
it* .. ii minu- -<■ do> or nap. -<• to speak. 
up.|, iogrec an Jold fashioned 
tt in o-t pattern. 
•, kin* 1- "l maekorcl there 
\ i a n,a, k* n l. thehor^e mackerel, 
i last i- the « hap that sum- 
.y \ nge army of them are unar- 
,, •,hii iv probably part of the 111:1* k- 
;.i, t which the celebrated Orpheus 
., i; .. a niretl. Maeken-l are verv prolific, 
u. piy l.t-ier than the lightning calciila- 
1 m«!• 1 a great deal to the wealth of the 
,, t belli sc 1 \ es into brigades 
11,-11 .pe tie in- Ives round in the ditlerent 
n that bv their multiply- 
mi*! >li\ iding, that they are well 
ilh niaties. which is the ease, as We 
*i .1 mackerel that bad not passed 
;i«-j j• oj his lilt* in a school. If a pair 
k* ! undertook tonatne all t heir children. 
lidn't eive them more than one name 
tin v invented a lot of new ones. 
1 u healthy fish, and never hau the 
Tin- i- aceoiinted for from 
tint -tab'll show that there never 
a-;*'- 1 noiia- 1 *ii hand at any one time, 
n a !'.imi!> •! mackerel there w*>iil*l he 
n il on* a single m* ask*. 
handsomer ti-.li swims than the 
t * \*a pling the skate. They look 
null they wer*1 modeled alter some plan, 
1:* 1 -lung together ill u earelos- way, as a 
..! iuai.\ ; their brethren arc. They have a 
w* rtu appetite, and like Oliver Twist are 
•, v\ .i- w iiiting 111 * r< though when they can’t 
a e v will tak* less. They are not fast id i- 
I in w ill it anything from a bullet to a bit 
v* flannel shirt. We would not advise 
••i:u t.'ieni **!i tlaimel. not at the present price 
•1 the article. 
; :ke luo-t military peopl* they are fond of 
r*. mg. an*! jig dancing seems to be there best 
til iet when they get formed on t<» a .iig 
•an.mt seem to tear themselves away. Like 
1 many people, mackerel are worth more 
aid dead than aii\■ 'They are peculiarly 
;.*r M-ing eaten. 'Their framework is 
dotl *rt of'evenly, and a man can eat a 
when li«* is in a hurry, when lie would 
ii*. 1.1 death on a shad or herring; as it does 
r-sjuir* nun h urging to entice the bones all 
wiw-u he has a good square meal before him. 
A mackerel b a good tish for a beginner to 
!■* tidi for. Then is undoubtedly skill in 
ii g trout, or mosquitoes in the dark, and 
a 1y 1- requisite in capturing a Ilea; but 
hat « an cat' ll mackerel can’t dig clams, 
iking om tinker.-, and do a wholesale job 
requires 1 man t» rise carlv, before the 
w is ort the grass and the little birds have 
•mim-nced singing their morning praises, lie 
■.»t:-t 1 ln'ii hire "t steal a boat ithe latter is the 
1 w ay and procure some wash bait which 
a li-h l.a-lt made by running the sweet scent- j 
■ I p**rg •• through a sausage cutting machine. ; 
K *w th*- boat lightly, love, over the sea” to 
“in desiiv*! spot, ainl then tit* her firmly to the 
-• ittom and proceed to“cast you hreml upon the 
voters,’’ or in other words sling over some 
iu-di I*, ait two jigs with most anything you can 
tun! in the boat, and throw over your lines and 
nt .1 time with patience,’and when you get a 
pull in. 1 >on’t stop to take oil'the tisli. but 
die line a -nap ami the hook will tear out 
:.i- _'i!!- a- easily as a thin handkorchict will 
'• *r. that i- tending out on a bad cold. After 
•.ic- ti>h a git biting, all that is necessary to 
.!.» i- t*» -it -till until .11*1 ugh jump into the boat 
*•• till it. Catching jii i* kerel. when they bite 
-harp, i- like selling circus tickets, dreadful 
lli-iv While tli .--'llool ia-ts. Wll**ll ill V stop 
t.ituig, that b about a- good a time a- you can 
-*i*'*i tog*, home. We can't tel! just how many 
smart men can catch in an hour, but wo 
-h nild -ay that mine five hundred thousand 
would be its many as they ought to expect to 
l*. 1 W* >*tild tell a good deal more about this 
n- 1 it mm fovbids In ase any one wishes 
i.* 1. am more on this subject he can write us 
I** I haps \\. will tinker this up again. We 
ill now \\ iml up our line. 
Mr. Phillips, of tin Maine Central Railroad, I 
w in town on and Tuesday, looking 
.>\*-r our r:iilro;iil pr-qiarainn to taking posses- j 
->i. lit inform* us that tl)«* road will In* put j 
in!oiir<t rab- condition. that now and handsome 
p:***enger tar* will he run. and everything 
h.iii* t » makf travel and freighting satisfactory. 
\ iit-w and more commodious depot will he 
built at the junction at Burnham tliis summer, 
.i! ! a telegraph line constructed along the road. 
••nsidt-rahle excitement was caused in our 
ity on Monday hy the disappearance of a young 
idy. Her parents had been absent, ami on rc- 
1 ruing in the morning could learn nothing ex- 
pt that she had been last seen standing l»y the 
well. Alter a long and anxiousseureh she was ; 
it.mid toward* night, at her aunt’s where she 
(im! gone i.i pas* the day—a good deal more 
■■■■nifortahle plaee than the bottom of the well. 
Mid besides, a very pretty girl was saved to 
hnake up the bevy of beauties of which Belfast j 
ho- a right to be promt. 
It will be seen, bv the notice in another eol- 
omn, that we are to be favored with another 
tore by Mrs. Livermore. Some of our lead- 
ing ladies ami gentlemen were so much pleased 
with her first appearance, that they have n- 
aged her to come again. Wo eati only say 
that all who attend will be richly repaid. Iler 
ond appearance has no connection with the 
the former lecture course. 
Si e the advertisement of Simonton, Bros. 
*. rt. That firm has tilled up their elegant store 
in II ay ford Block with undoubtedly the best and 
i-huh-j-st stock of dry good* ever brought to this 
it}. The polite clerks will take pleasure in 
bowing lh«* new styles to all who may desire 
to inspect tls-m. 
The high wjiU in I'nity pond, and sea raised 
by tie* strong north-east wind, so washed the 
railroad embankment as to endanger the track 
on Monday. The construction train of the 
Maine Central was busy for a couple of days In 
repairing the damage. 
At Monroe Centre, on Monday, Tilton Elliot 
w a* drawn around the shaft of a stave mill, by 
hi* ->at getting entangled, and was .severely in- 
jured. His arm was broken in two places, the 
opposite shoulder dislocated, and he was other- 
wise injured—hut it is thought that he will live. 
A May snow storm astonished people here- 
abouts on Friday morning last. It was damp, 
and soon disappeared with the rain that follow- 
ed. In the northern part of the State, the snow 
.fell to the depth of live or six inches. 
Komic C vi.i A cow belonging to Mr. O. ( 
Uu.tvell, of Freedom, enters the list of compe- 
titor*: for extraordinary veal, with a calf t lat 
vmigili*'d Bin pounds at birth. 
Tlo 4uun of whom we last week made men- 
tion, a* making a meal out of a swill barrel, 
was an escaped inmate from the Insane Hos- 
pital. The authorities are making inquiry 
for him. 
The fall of snow oti Friday last was a curiosity 
to a compositor employed in this office. Born 
and educated in the West Indies, and just 
arrived from there, la* had never before seen that 
cooling substance. 
The few warm days of this week have started 
the grass, swelled the buds, and coaxed out a 
few dandelion blossoms in sunny spots—those 
golden prophesies of coming summer. 
Ther family of Capt. Wilson Hichborn, of 
of Stockton, met with a sad affliction in the 
recent death of a lyoung daughter who was 
visiting friends in Portland. 
api. Jjcwiri lcyun, 01 scar. i>. iv. Arey, oi 
this port, loading at Boston, fell and broke his 
leg on board the vessel last week. 
The calieo horse seen on the street on Tues- 
day wasn't the immediate forerunner of a circus, 
as the boys hoped. 
Mr. A. E. Durham keeps an excellent assort- 
ment of everything in the line of fish, at his 
store on Main street. 
Judge Dickerson has finished the term at 
'Wiscasset, and returned home. 
Mrs. Monroe and daughter arrived home from 
the South on Monday. 
"ttoili CaK£. The grass is now “a wearing 
01 the green".it is the general opinion tlial 
wo shall have some better weather than tin 
present sample, .sometime.The Maine t en 
tr.il took the road yesterday.Measles are ii 
town—quotations not given—what few are of 
feivil in the market liud ready takers among tin 
children.“The pi ice of liberty is eternal vig 
ilau- the price of talking pooty talk to gush 
inu u-males. £2,000—as decided by C ourt. 
Dandelion greens are the thing ju»t now. 
Strawberries are in the Ilaugor market. Wc 
viw some from the fruit store of A. E. Pole 
an ! we maertfi/rd the berry.Mr. Davit 
Pierce tells us that helms had rhubarb of his 
own raising, for several weeks.Rev. Mr. 
Racon preached at the Universalis! < hurch 01: 
Sunday.Mr. Muzzy, who has preached for 
the last two Sabbaths at the Unitarian, left the 
city Tuesday.The green peas and other gar- 
den -a>s that is up, must want to go back into 
th< ir little beds during this cold raw weather 
.Ueo. Russell, the agent of the Eastern Ex- 
pre« C ompany on the cars, look a partner re- 
cently—it was a wife.Indications are favora- 
ble for a good < rop of peas this season, if the 
trust doe> not kill the buds.Indwell's 
Dramatic Troupe gave a representation <>] 
Uncle Turn's Cabin at Ilavfurd Hall, Saturday 
evening.The Adclphians arc coming back in 
June. We hope they will be well patronized 
... Thi- cars on Saturday were crammed with 
children taking a free ride upon |tbe road. 
Tlie » huoi boy- are now struggling with the 
game of base ball. It i- Common spurt with 
th an during rcccs.-.Shad and alewivcs have 
put iu an appearance in our market—Crosby 
Tm: l'vi:. l>r. F. Knight, 4>«*nlist ;md An- 
rist, of Dost on, lias discovered a now treatment 
Tor diseases ofthe Eye, by which he has been 
able to cure some ol the most desperate cases 
of blindness ever known, without pain or the 
use of instruments. .Some of these eases have 
been pronounced incurable bv those who are 
considered as the hpst oculists in the country, 
while others have been discharged from hospi- 
tals and infirmaries as hopelessly blind, lie 
has also had astonishing success in treating 
Cancers without knife, plaster or pain. The 
Doctor'.' card mav be found in another col- 
umn. 
■•1 was as Wr.vK as a Baby," observed one 
ofthe young lady employes at Many's dry goods 
store, ••when 1 commenced taking Blanta- 
mon lliTTF.r.s; and now I am on my feet from 
morning till night, without ever feeling over- 
latigued." This remark was made about six 
months ago to a pale, emaciated girl who was 
making some purchases at Maey’s. ‘‘The hint 
was taken," says the young woman in a letter 
to the proprietors; “1 began taking your Hit- 
ters the next day, and am happy to tell you 
that they have completely restored my health, 
strength and cheerfulness.” 
If llenne is as good looking and has as many 
good qualities as may be presumed from using 
111' Pain-Killing Magic Oil, we don't wonder at 
hi> popularity. 11 is Magic Oil, ns a pain-kill- 
ing agent, is a success. Everybody that tries 
it says “It works like a charm.” 
i? 1.0(H) ui'WAKi) is ottered by the proprietor 
of Dr. Pierce's Alt. Ext. or golden Medical Dis- 
covery for a medicine that will equal it in the 
cure of “Diver complaint'’ or ‘*Billiousness,*’ 
Constipation ofthe Dowels, Bronchial Threat 
and Lung diseases, severe coughs, and asJ a 
blood purifier for the cure of Seroluloii< diseas- 
es.Boil'. Eruptions. Tumors. Pimples, Blotches 
and Rashes appearing upon the face. Sold by 
druggists. 
A no rin-'it ( .'ask of Droxcm iti s ci iti; i>“ 1 
was persuaded to try Fkli.ows’ CoMPorxn 
S vittT’ of 11 v i*< UTiosi'ii i'Ks tor Bronchitis, 
from which I ha 1 sutiered much. 1 have used 
only tim e bottles, and my health is now better 
than it lias been for years; there is a .general 
demand for it from all parts. 
“Yours respectfully. W. J. NELSON, 
“Bridgewater, N. S.. *2nd March, lStJ'.i.” 
S*:a Moss Fauink from pure Irish Moss for 
Blttnc Mange, Buddings, Custards. Creams, A:.-, 
Ac. The cheapest, healthiest, and most deli- 
cious food in the world. 
I>r. Wing has been a student ever since lie 
commenced to learn the A. D. A C. Whether 
he is at home or abroad medical books are -al- 
ways with him, and every opportunity is occu- 
pied in study and observation. iiwPL 
For Nf.i k u.oia. Immeasurably the best 
known cure for neuralgia, rheumatic pains, 
headache* and ailments of that nature, that has 
yet been brought to public notice, i* Briggs' 
AUevaiitor. This valuable compound is pre- 
pared by Dr. d. Briggs, the celebrated chiropo- 
dist. and like hi- corn curative is an undoubted 
Bilks! Dr. J. Briggs' unrivalled Bile Rem- 
edy i> mild, soothing and reliable for Internal 
External, Bleeding and Itching Biles. It af- 
fords immediate relief and rapidly cures the 
most distressing cases, except those requiring 
surgical operation. 
F< w individuals arc aware that the debases 
of the feet, if not fatal to one's life are ••crtainly 
a* annoying as can be. and the remedy is sim- 
ple and sure: the corn, bunion, or inverted nail 
must be skilfully and carefully treated, and the 
pain entirely ceases. The best w ay to obtain 
this relief is to lmrchase a box of Briggs’ Alle- 
\ iator or Curative, can be obtained at any drug- 
gist store. Sold by Richard II. Moody, S. A. 
Howes & Co. Belfast, L. Curtis Jr. Searsport, 
Roberts & Ilichborn, Stockton, Mudgett A 
Siblv, Prospect, J. W. Seavev, Frankfort, and 
all druggists generally. lni3S. 
SPECIAL NOTICES 
Consumption, 
m (IKt AND ITS 1‘ItKVJESTrVTE, 
By J. H. SCHENCK, M. D. 
Many ;t !iuin:in being has passed away, for whoso death 
u.is no other reason tlia.11 tin.- neglect of known 
am! indisputably proved means of euro. Those near and 
.i* .ii* t‘> family ami friends are sleeping the dreamless 
lumber into which, had they calmly adopted 
k> k: .{OSEi»n S3. SniEMICS KPIl'LE 
TBEATMEM. 
and availed themselves of his wonderfully efficacious 
medicines, they would not have fallen. 
In. Schenck lias in his own case proven that whoiv- 
cvi sufficient vitality remains, that vitality, by his medi- 
cines and his directions for their use, is quickened into 
healthful vigor. 
In this statement there is nothing presumptuous. 
To the faith of tho invalid is made no representation 
that is not a thousand times substantiated by living and 
visible works. The theory of the cure by J>r. Schenck's 
iiH-diciiuis is us simple as it is unfailing, its philosophy 
requires no argument. It is self assuring, self-con- 
1 he Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills are the first two 
v capons with which tho citadel of the malady is assailed. 
Two-thirds of the eases of consumption originate in dys- 
pepsia and ft functionally disordered liver. With this 
condition the bronchial tubes “sympathize" with tho 
stomach. They respond to the niorbiJio action of the 
liver. Here then comes the culminating result, and the 
setting in, with all its distressing symptom*, ot 
COSSIUPTIOS. 
The Mandrake Pills .are composed of one of Nature's 
noblest girts—the Pedopliillum Peltatuni. They possess all 
the blood-searching, alterative properties of calomel, but 
unlike calomel, they « 
LEAVE SO STIXG BEUIAD.” 
The work of cure is now beginning. The vitiated and 
mucous deposits in the bowels and in the alimentary ca- 
nal are ejected. The liver, like a clock, is wound up. It 
an .uses from its torpidity. The stomach acts responsively, 
and the patient begins to feel that lie is getting, at last. 
A SI PPLY OF«GOOD BLOOD. 
The Seaweed Tonic, in conjunction with tho Tills, per- 
meates and assimilates with tho food. Chylificatimi is 
m <w progressing, witlioutits previous tortures. Digestion 
becomes painless, and the cure is seen to be at hand. 
There is no more flatulence, no Jexacerbation of the sto- 
mach. An appetite sets in. 
Now comes the greatest Blood Purifier ever yet given 
by an indulgent father to suffering man. Schenck's Pul- 
monic Syrup comes in to perform its functions and to 
liable it aiut complete the cure. It enters at once upon its 
work. Nature cannot be cheated. It collects and ripens 
tlie impaired and diseased portions of the lungs. In the 
ibrm of gatherings it prepares them for expectoration, 
and 1m I in a very short time the malady is vanquished, 
the rotten throne that it occupied is renovated and made 
new, and tho patient, in all tho dignity of regained vigor, 
steps forth to enjoy the manhood or womanhood that was 
GIVEXjl'PiAS LOST. 
Tho second thing is, the patients must stay in a warm 
room, until they get well; it is almost impossible to pre- 
venttaking cold when the lungs are diseased, but it must 
bo prevented or a cure cannot be effected. Fresh air and 
riding out, especially in this section of tho country in tho 
fall and winter season, are all wrong. Physicians who recommend that course lose their patients, if their lungs 
are badly diseased; and yet, because they are in the house 
they must not sit down quiet: they must walk about tho 
room as much and as ft.st as the strength will bear, to get 
up a good circulation of blood. The patients must keep 
in good spirits—be determined to get well. This has a 
gn at deal to do with tho appetite, and Is the great point to 
To despair of cure after such evidence of its possibility 
in the worst cases, and moral certainty in all others, is 
sinful. i)r. Schenck's personal statement to the Faculty 
of his own euro was in these modest words: 
‘•.Many years ago I was in the last stages of consump- 
tion confined to my bed, and at one time my physicians 
thought that I could not live ft week; then like n drowning 
man catching at straws, I heard of,and obtained the pre- 
parations which I now offer to the public, mid they made 
a perfect cure of me. It seemed to mo that I could feel 
them penetrate my whole system. They soon ripened the 
matter In my lungs, and I would spit up more than a pint 
of offensive yellow matter every morning for a long time. 
As soon as that began to subside, my cough, fever, pains 
and night sweats all began to leave mo, and my appetite 
became so great that it was with difficulty that I could 
keep from eating too much. I soon gained my strength, 
and have grown in flesh ever since. 
*• 1 was weighed shortly after my recovery," added the 
Doctor, “then looking like a mere skeleton; my weight 
was only ninety-seven pounds; my present weight i S two hundred and twenty-live (226) pounds, and for years 1 
have enjoyed uninterrupted health." 
1 >r. Bchenck lias discontinued his professional visits to 
New York and Dos ton. lie or Ills son, I)r. J. II. Schenck, 
•lr., still continue to soc patients at their office, Jio. la 
North Sixth street, Philadelphia, every Saturday from *J A. -M. to 3 l*. M. Those who wish a thorough examina- 
tion with the Respirometer will be charged $5. The Rcs- plromcter declares the exact condition of the lungs, and 
patients can readily learn whether they are curable oi not 
The directions for taking the medicines are adapted to 
the intelligence even of a child. Follow these directions! 
and kind Nature will do the rest, excepting that in some 
eases the Mandrake Pills are to be tuken in increased 
doses; the three medicines need no other accompaniment* 
than the ample instructions that accompany them: First, 
create appetite. Of returning health hunger is the most 
w elcome symptom. When it comes, as it will come, lei 
the despairing at once be of good cheer. Good blood at 
once follows, the cough loosens, the night sweat is abated, 
in a short time both of these morbid symptoms are gom 
U])r.C8clionck\s medicines are constantly kept in lens of 
thousands of families. As a laxative or purgative, tin 
Mandrake Pills are a standard preparation: while tin 
Pulmonic ftvrup, ns a cure of coughs ami colds, may b< 
regarded as a prophylacteric against consumption in anj 
nf Us forms. 
Price of the Pulmonic Svrup anil Seaweed Tonic, 
a bottle, or f.7.60 a half dozen. Mandrake Pills, 26 cent: 
a i*o\. For sale by all druggists and dealers. 
^ GEO. C. GOODWIN k GO., Agents, Boston. 
©EEEAS® CtBBlSKti 
Corrected Weekly for the Journal. 
Corn Moai, 
Rye Meal, 
Barley, 
Beans, 
Marrowfat 1’ 
Oats, 
Dried Apple. 
Cooking, do. 
Butter, 
Lard, 
Beef, 
ApTs, Baldwin, 1 
Veal, 
Dry Cod, 
Bull-AST, Wednesday, May 10,1871 
$S.00tol 1.00 Round Hog, 0 to 
05 to l.oo Clear S’t Poric$20 to 
1.50 to 0.00 M utton per lb. 0 to 
1.1.; to 1.25 Lamb per lb. 00 to 
05. to 1.00 Turkey per lb. 25 to 
05 to 70 Chicken per lb.20 to 
2.00 to 2.75 Duck per lb. 25 to 
.*as,1.00to 1.25 Geese per lb, 15 to 
75 to 00 11 ay per ton, $ is to 
85 to 00 Lime, $1.25 to 
h to 00 Waslien Wool 40 to 
75 to 1.00 Umvas'd 30 to 
25 to 28 Pulled 4o to 
20 to 00 Hides, 51-2 to 
17 to 00 Call .Skins, 10 2-5 to 
17 to 18 Sheep Skins 1.00 to 
s to 10 Wood, hard,$5 50 to 0, 
5 to 1.50 VVood, solt. $4.00 to 
»'• to > Dry Pollock, 5 to 
8 to 10 St raw, $8 to 
THK CELEI i RATED 
H O M E 
* T«.« U II ISin UKS ! 
Are endorsed and prescribed by more leading Phy- 
sicians than any other tonic or stimulant 
now in use. They are 
% *n;s: ibks.vi.vuve 
For Fever and Ague, Intermittants, Hiliousnes 
and all disorders arising from malarious causes* 
They are highly recommended as an Anti-Dyspeptic, 
and in case o! Indigesticn are invaluable." As an 
Appetizer and Kceuperant and in case ol Cenerai 
Debility, they have never in a single instance lailod 
in producing the most hajipy results. Thev .are 
particularly 
HEIEl'imi, TO l'Kn.4LE^ 
Strengthening the body, invigorating the mind, and 
giving tone and elasticity to the whole system. The 
Home stomach Hitters are compounded with the 
greatest care, and no tonie-stimulan tlias ever belore 
been ollered to the public so pleasant to the taste 
and combining so many remedial agents, endorsed 
by the medical fraternity as the Pharmaeopieia, it 
costs but a little to give them a fair trial, and 
KVEH1 iniLV SHOl Ll» H IVE 
.4 IIOTTLE. 
JAS. A. JACKSON & CO., Proprietors, 
Laboratory lOo & 107 N. Jd st., St. Louis, Mo. 
For Sale S»y all fifcruaglut* ami Healeni. 
( inKp C S' .V- ISS^-TOSH, 
BASE BALLS & BATS, 
FANCY GOODS AND NOTIONS, 
FIREWORKS!, 
at wholesale. 
CUTTER, HYDE & CO., 
f.J CHAUiNCY STREET, .... BOSTON, 
And take no other. See that the portrait of Dr. 
Clarke is upon the label ot each bottle. No oilier 
is genuine. They arepucrly vegetable and will not 
intoxicate. tfsp 
M. A. CULLNAN, 
HOUSE PAINTER, 
rAl’KlillANGlNG, GRAINING, GLAZING, 
\V 111T L \V ASHING, I N A M K1.1 N G 
AND VARNISHING. 
Painting and Papering Front Entries, 
Parlors and Sitting-Rooms made a 
Specialty. 
GRAINING WITH "MACHINE,’' IN OIL. 
All work done in the best manner. Orders 
lett on Slate promptly attended to. 
Shop over FRANK 1>. KNOW ETON’S Store, 
High Mreet. Itelfaiit. He. 
MAR 1M El). 
In Monroe, Mt> 1st, by Kev. J. Walker, Mr. tleo. I A. Thompson to Miss Hannah L. Could, both of 
Brooks. 
In St. Ceorge, April J.', Mr. John II. Wall to Miss 
Mary F. Long, both ot St. Ceorge. Mr. Frederick 
Watts and Miss Sarah Emma Hart, both ol St. 
1 >1 K1 >. 
[Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and <toc} 
must be paid for. J 
111 Scarsport, May 7, Nancy, wife of Phineas Pen- 
dleton, Esq., aged .vi years f> inontlis. 
In this city, sth inst., Mrs. Hannah, wife of Geo. 
Patterson, aged 71 years, Bangor and Port land pa- 
pers please copy. 
In Scarsport, April 30, dohn Emmons, aged 01 
years, s inontlis and 7 days. 
SHIP NI AWS. 
BNUll or 1IKLIMKT. 
ARRIVED. 
May 1. Sells Ahby (Jalc, Ryan, Boston; Elizabeth, 
West, do. 
Sdi Ida S. Burgess, Burgos?, Arroigo, I*. K.; C. If. Dyer, (Hr.', Johnson, \Y indM.r, N. S.; ( lara, 
Mansfield, Stockton. 
0. Ii T Crocker, Harding, Georgetown, DC; Jack Downing, Patterson, Rockland, 
SAILED. 
May Schs Cameo, McCarty, Iloston; Hen. 
Meade, Cunningham, do; James Jewett, Coombs, Fishing. 
»fhs Uelvidcrc, Pendleton, Fishing; Morning Star, l rye, Camden. 
Capt. Coombs, ot sell Mary A. Rowland of Reifast, lrcnn liangor lor Middletown, which arrived at New- 
port 4ih inst., reports that lie was run into on the 
‘-’d, on Nantucket Shoals, by sell 1. 1) Sargent, of 
Sedgwick, and had starboard quarto- stove. Damage to the L 1) S unknown. 
.Mr. John W. Cummings has built a fine looking yacht at \\ est Pembroke. She is twenty-one feet on the keel and nine feet six inches beam, fity-three incites deep, 
Robert M. Cummings is getting launching way? ready at East Machias lor launching the new schr Saarbruck. She is allowed to he a good model and a 
thoroughly built vessel. 
A ship of l‘J04 tons burthen named the S C Blanch- 
ard was launched from Blanchard's yard in Yar- mouth on Thursday. 
Messrs. Thurlow & Sioutcnburgh are building at Richmond a large ship for Thus. ,J. Southard & Son. of about 1100 tons, to be completed and launched tins season. 
Sell Sarah Hall of Winterport), Gilmore, from Mobile for Havana (before reported as the Sarah), 
sprung aleak off Tortugas, and was towed into that 
harbor, where she sunk 20th inst. She was stripped ot her rigging and materials by Govt sell Matchless, which towed her to Key West. ’A dispatch from 
Key West, dated 30th inst., states that the hull and 
cargo of sch Sarah Hall was sold at auction 27th for 
something over $000.j 
Portsmouth, N H, May 0—Sell Suliote, of Boston, which lias been ashore here on the nicks in tin- 
river lor several weeks, was got oil* to-day by aid of the United States steamer Speedwell and scows from 
the navy yard, and was towed on the beach, where the balance of her cargo of coal will be removed, and the hyle in her bottom stopped. 
riie barque George Annie, of Harrington, Capt. Dy«r, which sailed from I iverpool April <*, for Bos- 
ton, has been abandoned at sea. The crew were 
saved and landed at a British port. The George Annie was 5;VJ tons register, built in 130s at Harring- ton. She had a cargo ol salt. 
Brig R. S. Hassell. (Belfast) Clifford, from Liver- 
pool lor Cardenas, put into St. Thomas 22d ult in 
distress, having been dismasted. 
Administrator's Sale. 
"I IT ILL BE SOLI) AT PUBLIC AUCTION BY 
Y V virture of a licence from the Court of Probate 
for the County of Waldo, on Tuesday, the 20th day of June. A. D. 1871, at one of tiie clock in the after- 
noon, upon the premise*. So much of the real es- 
tate oi Alexander Dow, late of Palermo, in said 
County, deceased, intestate, as will produce the sum of two hundred and Jil'ty dollars for the payment of the said deceased’s just debts, charges of administra- 
tion and incidental charges; said real estate consists 
of the Homestead ot said deceased in said Palermo, and consisting of about 30 acres, subject to the wid- 
ow’s dower therein. JOHN < RE ELY. 
Belfast, May U, 1*71. 
WANTED! 
STATE OF MAINE BONDS 
APPLY AT THE 
BELFAST SAVINGS BANK. 
JOHN I!. QU1MBY, Treasurer. 
Belfast, May 2, 15S7I. 3uT3 
iTionr 
THE UNDERSIGNED, WHO HAS IIA1) 
experience as a book-keeper, accountant and Clerk, desires employment in the above capacities, or in 
any other which he can fill. Employers can be 
furnished with evidences of qualifications &c. Ad- 
dress, care of Journal Office 
ALEX. M. G.RAISBURY. 
Belfast, May 2, 1871. 3w43* 
THE EYE. THE EYE. 
nil. K. 04 NJUUT lias discovered 
‘new treatment l'or the EYE and EAlt,bi 
which he is curing some ot the worst case' 
> rr KUOW11, 
without instruments or pain, 
CANCERS I 
Dr. Kxikht’s new treatment lor Cancers sur- 
passes all others now in use. It cures without knife, 
plaster or pain, ami heal* without a scar. Every 
kind of disease treated with great success. Humors 
of every kind eradicated from the system. No 
charge lor consultation. 
3m-H Office, SO Dover Nt., Howtoii. 
For Sale. 
rpiuo spaus, income, blocks, chains, X. Anchors, &c., nearly new, of a wrecked schoon- 
er about 125 tons, new tonnage. They may be soon 
at Hampden Corner. Enquire of F. G. ROGERS, 
Hampden Corner, or at the Saloon of the subscriber 
on Central Street, Bangor. J. IK<M;i:iKM. 
Bangor, April 28, 1871. IwH* 
^JLOTUGi DR1EAM! 
I HAVE PURCHASED THE STATE RIGHT 
of one of the best improved patent CLOTHES 
DRYERS ever offered to the public,which I am sell- 
ing very cheap. Please call and examine for your- 
self, and you will take one along with you. 
CARL & MORRISON, Agents, Belfast. 
JOHN A. BRIGGS, Belfast, Me. :hvil* 
L E C T U II E ! 
By MRS. M. A. LIVERMORE of Boston. 
Many citizens interested in hearing the above dis- 
tinguished lecturer again upon one of her favorite 
subjects have secured her services lor Wednesday 
Eve., May 17th, at 11 A V FORD HALL. Licture to 
commence at « o’clock. Tickets :«i cts. Sold at 
Washburn’s Bookstore. l’er Order. 
Belfast, May », 1871. lw 
THURSDAY, MAY 11, 
GRAND 
OPENING 
O F 
SPRING 
-A. 1ST ID 
SUMDIIER 
DRESS 
GOODS 
A T 
SimontonBros.&Co 
o 
The public are cordially invited 
to examine our goods and 
prices. It is always a 
pleasure 1'or us to 
show them 
whether 
you 
PURCHASE OR NOT. 
You will find a good line of 
REAL 
A N ID 
JAPAN SILKS 
I 1ST 
PLAIDS 
AND 
STRIPES 
Every effort will be made to se- 
lect choice goods and give 
them to our customers 
at prices that can- 
not fail to 
please. 
Simoiitoii Bros. & Co, 
r great bargains 
X If 
BOOTS & SHOES 
A I 
HADDOCK’S 
No. 2S Custom House Square, Prog, Age Building. 
—o- 
JUHT OPENED! 
A Large and New Stock For Spring and Summer. 
All the New and Latest Styles for 
Ladies, 
Misses’ 
and 
Children, 
Men’s, 
Roy’s, 
and 
Youth’s. 
The best assortment of INFANT’S 
1BOOT*. SHOES A If 1» AXKLE-TIFJ, 
to be found in Belfast. 
ALL AND SEE 
Belfust, May 10, 1871, 5\v44 
MAZING. 
Mrs. A. L. Pierce, 
Takes pleasure in returning thanks to her numer- 
ous customers, in and out ol the city tor their kind 
nnd liberal patronage lor the past year, and wishes 
to intorm the public in general, that she has pro- 
cured a large assortment ot the latest style 
Baspe, Dress and Over-Skirts, 
and is now prepared to Cut, Make ami Trim, 
in every variety ot style. fcgpWISHING ALL TO 
BEAU IN MINI) THAT A PERFECT FIT IS 
GUARANTEED IN EVERY INSTANCE. 
ROOM 62 MAIN STREET, 
Belfast, Maine. 
T H E 
Sprague Mower. 
The BEST and CHSAPBTlmr iu the World. 
STRONG, SIMPLE, CONVENIENT, 
DURABLE AND ATTRACTIVE. 
Light Draft, Easy Handling, Perfect Work. 
Office of the Sprague lowing Machine Co. 
Providence, It. I„ January, 1S71. 
To the Farming Community of the United 
States. 
In presenting the Sprague Mower to the notice 
of the Farmers of this country, and in soliciting 
their patronage, the manufacturers feel no hesitation 
in making the statement that they are calling atten- 
tion now to a new and untried experimental ma- 
chine, but to one that has been subjected to the most 
Thorough and trying tests in many sections of the 
country, and In all the various and dillicult kinds of 
works which are required from a lirst-class Mower, 
the results obtained from these trials have been most 
satisfactory both to the purchasers and to ourselves. 
Our aim has been, and will be, to place in tin- 
hands of the Farmer a Mower, light in weight, easy 
of drait, strong in construction, with the best and 
most simple mechanical arrangement and proportion 
of the working parts; the newest and most complete 
facilities for handling; a cutting apparatus second to 
none in use, and at a price at once fair and reason- 
able, and much below that heretofore charged lor 
the same quality ol lirst-class Mowers. 
In order to carry out these designs and to produce 
the required results, we have secured and combined 
the very best mechanical skill with the practical 
Mowing Machine talent of many years’ experience. The Machines placed in the field last season, were 
carefully tried and watched in all the different posi- 
tions, and upon all kinds of mowing. A lew im- 
provements have been made, and the Sprague Mow- 
er of the present day stands higher, and is nearer 
perfection than any Mowing Machine offered to the 
public. 
So well are we satisfied with the results ot last 
years' business, and with the promising indications 
of the coming season’s trade, that we have made 
great additions to our buildings, and have placed in 
them a large and increased assortment of the newest 
and most improved tools and machinery. With our 
present arrangements we are enabled to turn out 
lifly machines a day. 
Thanking the public for their very favorable re- 
ception ot the Bprugue Mower, anil their ready ap- 
preciation of its many good qualities, and for their 
liberal patronage ol last season, we respectfully 
solicit a continuance of the same, and promise to 
use every means in our power to give the best satis- 
faction both by the good qualities of our Machine 
and the fairness of our business transactions. 
\VM. ijPKAOUE, President. 
Catalogue Sprague Mowing Machine Co. 
I. The Machine is constructed entirely of Iron 
and Steel, without any woodwork except the Pole 
and its attachments. 
The Frame is an Iron Case, cast In one piece 
with the bearings for the Shalts cast on it. 
3. The Shafting is of the best relined iron, and 
running as it does iu bearings cast on the Frame, it 
cannot get out ot line froiu,any warping of Frame 
or loosening of Bolts; thereby avoiding the trouble 
which so often occurs from those causes on all wood 
en lrames that are made ot separate pieces. 
4. The Gears are cast from the best American 
Iron, and are the strongest set of Mowing Machine 
gears in use; they are arranged in a mechanical and 
compact manner within the Frame and are com- 
pletely encased; by this arrangement they are pro- 
tected lrorn dirt and grass, and it is impossible for 
the operator to be injured by them. 
5. But four Bolts (and those with check or double 
nuts) are required on the lrame, to hold In their 
proper places the Cover, Cap, Seat, Shafting and 
Gears. The Cover is hinged to the Frame, and by 
simply raising it, access is readily obtained to all the 
working parts ol the Machine. 
(*. Almost the entire weight is carried on the 
wheels while mowing, thereby giving the greatest 
possible amount ol driving power in proportion to 
the weight of the Machine. 
7. The Machine weighing but 000 lbs., is one ol 
the lightest, but from its peculiar construction, one 
of the strongest and most effective. 
8. Having the most simply constructed I.ilting 
Central Drait properly arranged, the labor upon the 
team is much lessened, and the liability of damage 
to the Machine from striking obstructions is greatly 
reduced. 
0. The Machine has been so carefully constructed 
and balanced, with a view of avoiding side draft, 
that no device is necessary to conceal that which 
does not exist. 
10. The Frame and Gearing arc placed in the 
centre of the Machine, bringing the weight equally 
upon the drive wheels, thus obtaining a more steady 
motion with less shaking of the driver. 
II. The apparatus for working and handling the 
Cutter Bar is the most complete, simple and efficient 
of any in use; with the single Lever, without mov- 
ing from his seat, the operator can bring the Cutter 
Bar to a perpendicular position and secured for the 
road, and with the same lever, unfasten and lower 
the Bar to the proper position for mowing, the 
whole operation requiring r.ot more than ten sec- 
lg. The Seat and Tool Box are combined, the 
Tool Box formiug the base jf the Scat and the Seat 
forming the cover oi the hex. By a slot in the bot- 
tom ot the base, the Seat c m be moved forward or 
back, according to the weight of the driver, thus re- 
lieving the horse 's neck. 
13. The Lever lor throw ing the Machine in and 
out of gear Is worked entirely with the foot, leaving 
the hands of the operator at liberty. 
14. The Cutting apparatus is regarded as the best 
ever placed upor a mower. Neither paius nor ex- 
penses have been spared to have the material ol the best quality and the workmanship of the first class. 
15. The Sprague Mower is preeminently the light 
drait machine lor the following reasons: The Gears 
are so carefully made and mechanically arranged; 
the Shalts arc so exactly litted into the solid bear- 
ings, both being so completely protected from dirt 
or grass, that they run with much less than the 
usual amount of friction; the Wheels and Gears are 
so correctly timed, and work in unison with such a 
perfectly constructed Cutting apparatus, that the 
amount of power used and required to cut the grass, 
is reduced to the smallest possible limit. 
10. Each Machine, after it has been set up, has 
power applied to it by means of a belt on one oi the 
driving wheels, and is run for iilteeu minutes at 
double the rate of speed that would be required 
when mowing. In this way the perfection ol every 
Machine is insured and its practical working ascer- 
tained belore leaving the shop. 
17. Every part ol the Machine is made in Dupli- 
cate, any one piece fitting all Machines. 
The One Horse Sprague Mower. 
This Machine is now ami is built expressly lor 
use with one horse. Some manufacturers have built 
u Mower to be used either with one or two horses, 
as the convenience of the farmer may require. This 
has proved to be a mistaken course, as a Mower de- 
signed lor two horses must necessarily be stronger 
and heavier to withstand without breakage the pow- 
er exerted by the team than one to be used with one 
horse. Another point is that when using a single 
horse on a Machine, built for two, the labor for the 
horse is too hard. The impression exists therefore, 
that a one horse machine cannot be built that will 
work as well with one horse as the regular machine 
does with two horses. We have determined to cor- 
rect this wrong impression by building a truly prac- 
ticable One Horse Mower. 
Our thills or shafts are lirm and strong, yet have a neat and tasteful appearance, and have been pro- 
nounced by many mowing machine men the best 
that have ever been attached to a Mower. 
We have taken the greatest care in the construc- 
tion of the machine that the horse, Inside shoe and 
right hand drive wheel shall all move in the cleared 
track. The Inside Shoe is of malleable iron, com- 
bining lightness with strength,and allowing the use 
of a Cutting apparatus weighing less than one-half 
of that used in the Two Horse Mower. These im- 
portant advantages, taken in connection with the 
strong points of the two horse machine, which are 
all included in the One Horse Mower, make it the 
light machine of the world. 
All who wish to cut their grass with one horse, 
should before purchasing, sic the Light Sprague 
Mower, the only really practical one horse Mower in 
tlK world. E. A. CALDERWOOD, Agent. 
The liny State 
HORSE IR^KE! 
For Salo by 
E. A. CALDERWOOD. 
P. O. Address, Morrill, Me. 2in4:i 
^jAUTlOW ! 
WHEREAS, I HAVE CONTRACTED WITH 
the town of Knox far the support ol’a pauper, John 
Smith, and have made ample provision for the sup- 
port of said Smith at my house,—this is to forbid all 
persons from harboring or trusting said pauper on 
my account. I shall pay no bills thus contracted. 
Knox,May ”., Is?!, Jwn* JAMES HIOOINS. 
Institutes 1871. 
-O-- 
THE SPRING SERIES OF TEACHERS’ IN- stitutes for Waldo County, will be held as fol- 
I lows 
BROOKS,.May 22-23. 
FRANKFORT, ^ 24-2T*. 
STOCKTON,.“ 26-27. 
SEARSMONT, .... 30-31. 
UNITY,.June 1-2-3. 
In these Institutes the County Supervisor will be assisted by W. H. BIGELOW, Esq., Supervisor of Kennebec County, and others. 
Will S. S. Committees of adjoining towns use their influence to secure a general utienaance of their 
Teachers ? 
All interested in the improvement of our Common 
Schools arc cordially invited to be present at the regular sessions of these Institutes, and especially at the evening lectures. 
lw43 N. A. LUCE, County Saperviaor. 
Farm for Sale, 
SITUATE IN NORTH PORT, 
^ 2 1*2 miles from Belfast, containing — about GO acres of land: a lartrn nr. 
cimra or tne Dest uruit, Grape, Cranberry, and other small fruit. Well fenced and watered. Build- 
ings good; House and L., new. Will keep a Horse and 12 to 15 head Cattle. An excellent Brick Privi- 
lege bordering on a brook. Near a School House 
and in a good neighborhood. Will be sold cheap and on the most liberaljerms if applied for soon. 
Apply to J. C. LEWIS, New Castle. Maine, or on the premises to THOMAS WATERMAN, or JOHN 
M. WOODS. tM3 May_4, 1871. 
SMOKED 
English Alewives! 
-O- 
A. E. DURHAM 
WOULD INFORM THE PUBLIC TIIAT HE is receiving large quantities oINm.t.il 
Alei.lv.., direct from St. John, which he offers 
at wholesale or retail. They will be sold to the 
trader at Boston Prices, freight and other expenses off. Country traders will please send in their orders. 
The subscriber still continues to sell FISH ol all 
kinds, such as 
FRESH SALMON, 
HALIBUT, CODFISH, 
HALIBUT’S FiNS 
AND NAPES, 
TONGUES & SOUNDS, 
SMOKED HALIBUT, 
SMOKED HERRINGS, 
EDRY POLLOCK 
AND CODFISH, &C. 
In addition to his Fish Market, he keeps constant- 
ly stocked up in all kinds of 
GROCERIES, CORN, 
FLOUR, MEAL, BEEF, 
PORK, LARD, BUTTER, 
CHEESE, DRIED APPLES, 
and everything that is usually found in a first class 
Grocery Story. 
As a quick ninepence.is better than a|slow shilling, 
we are going to sell at bottom prices and keep the 
thing a going. 
Parties on the line of the Railroad will have their 
goods delivered at the Belfast Station, free of ex- 
pense. A. E. DURHAM, 
Corner Main & Washington Streets, 
2m43 Belfast, Maine. 
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Ii. C. D1NSM0RE & SON, having sold 
oil' the most of their old stock, and re- 
placed it with new and desirable goods, 
would ask the people of Belfast and the 
Country around, to make them a call and 
look over their stock of 
Boots, 
Shoes, 
Leather, 
Findings, Trunks, (fee., 
before making any purchases, as they are 
satisfied that they have the best assort- 
ment ot everything in their line, ever of- 
fered in this city, and which they will sell 
at the lowest prices for CASH. They 
keep 
Boots & Shoes, 
made with the famous Cable Screw Wire, 
which never pulls out. They have a big 
lot of MENS’, BOYS’ & YOUTHS’sum- 
mer Shoes, and arc selling them at ex- 
ceedingly low prices. A httle of the old 
stock left which will be sold less than 
cost. |[W (10 AND SEE. 
71 Main St., Belfast, Me. 
MILLINERY 
DRESS MAKING. 
-o- 
New Co-partnership and New Goods! 
Mrs. A. L. Richards & Miss. A. F. Soutlimth, 
Would announce that they have purchased the stock 
ot MILLINERY and leased the rooms lately occu- 
pied by MlftH HAUL, and that they have just 
returned from Boston with all the New Styles of 
HATS & BONNETS. 
adopted to the wants of all classes and ages, tor the 
Spring and Summer of 1871, together with a very 
choice assortment of 
FRENCH FLOWERS, RIBBONS, COLORED 
VELVETS A SILKS, OSTRICH FEATH- 
ERS, ILLUSION LACES, IMITATION 
MILLINERY EDGINGS, HAM- 
BURG EDGES, INSERT- 
INGS, GLOVES, BUT- 
TONS, RUFFLFS, 
AC., AC. 
In the DRKSS MAKING Department, we have 
all the latest patterns for Ladles’, Misses’ and Child- 
rens’ Dresses, Over-Skirts, &c. 
I Soliciting a share of the patronage of the Ladies 
of Belfast, and of the Country, we offer our (foods 
and our Labor at entirely satisfactory prices. 
1 Booms over If. II. FORBKS Shoe Store, Main St. 
MBS. A. I,. RICHARDS, 
MISS. A. R. SOUTH WORTH. 
Belfast, April, Ian. 3wtc 
GRAND SALE 
O F 
A T 
54 Main St., Belfast, Maine. 
HERSEY & WOODWARD, 
being desirous of closing out their entire stock of 
Ready Made Clothing 
and common Cloths, propose to sell them f rom lO 
to *-80 per cent, below what they have ever been 
offered in this Market. They will sell good 
durable SUITS of heavy CLOTHING lor 
$*. Good all WOOL CLOTHS, 
Irom lO cents to $1.00 per 
yard, such as has been previ 
ously sold from $1.00 
to $1.25 per yard. A 
large lot of fur- nishing goods 
such us 
Shirts, 
Drawers, 
Flannels, 
Stockings, &c., 
will be sold at the same rates, during the next GO 
days. In addition to the above, we have $10. 
OOO of nice foreign and domestic goods 
for our CUSTOM D EPAK T M E N T. 
which we offer at a large discount 
from lormer prices, and warrant 
every garment to tit satislac- 
torily to the customer or 
no sale. Our Custom 
Department un- 
der the man- 
agement 
EXPERIENCED CUTTER, 
we believe the best in this part of the State and 
only ask a trial to make others believe the same. 
We invite every one in want of 
Cloth or Clothing, 
for whatever purpose, common wear or dress, to 
give us a call and take the great advantage we 
offer them In tills Sale, at GREATLY RE- 
DUCED PRICES. The assortment is 
very large and FIRST CLASS, and 
the utmost courtesy will be shown 
all who come for inspection. 
We have a few ot the 
CELEBRATED 
Weed F, F, Sewing Machines, 
the best in use, which we offer in the 
above sale. 
PAPER COLLARS, 
in large assortment, 5 f«*r vj.» 
(ViiIm. Remember the place, 
and be sure to give us a 
CALL. 
Horsey tfc Woodward, 
54 Main Street, Belfast, Maine. 
April 11, 1871. tMo 
OPENING! 
11. 11. JOHNSON 
Informs his customers that 
his STOCK is complete 
in all departments. 
MISS GARDINER 
Has charge of the MILLI- 
NERY and will be hap- 
py to wait on her 
friends and 
custom- 
MRS. FOWLER 
Has a full line of pat- 
terns for 
Ladies* Sacks 
ami Garments of the Latest 
Style. 
PURCHASERS OF 
DRY GOODS. 
at Wholesale or Retail, we 
are confident will find 
Styles and Prices 
satisfactory. 
HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR 
Grold. and. Bonds. 
Belfast, April 20,1871. tfP-2 
April 25, 1871. 
A LARGE INVOICE OF 
HEW CARPETS 
For Spring and Summer Sales, in new and 
beautiful Designs, iresh from the 
Mills, very cheap at 
G-. R. SLEEPER’S. 
ALSO 
New Cloths & Clothing, 
Hats & Caps, 
Curtains & Fixtures. 
And many other articles of utility, all ot which 1 
propose to sell at small advance, indeed so smal 1 to 
be undersold would be ruinous to the Dealer. 
(jf-TTf Ume and See Me.J£fl 
G. R. SLEEPER. 6\v4- 
aorw—fci»rtlTvl.«fciut.u. 
MISS SAWYER’S SALVE. 
-nV -M.wa.ll kw 
TTERE you have a salvo combining soothing ami Jl healing properties, with no dangerous ingred- ient. A remedy ut *1 land for the many pains and aches, wounds and bruises to which flesh is heir. 
Is more easily applied than many other remedies, 
never producing a bad effect, but always relieving 
pain, however severe. 
It is prepaicd by Mias Sawyer, who has used i: in her own extensive treatment of the sick, for 
nearly twenty years, with great success. 
The principal diseases for whu h this salve is re. 
oimneuded are, Chilblains. Bheumatisw, DC,-. 
Scrofula■, Old Ulcer;, Salt Bhenm, Strains, Jim 
Freer Slores,^ Felons, Pimples, Erysipelas, Sur Eyes, Barber's lick, Deafness, Boils, Piny-wot m 
Corns, Bites of Insects, Cancers, Toothache, Fa 
whe, Sore Nipples, Baldness, Swollen Jinasts, 
Itch. Scald Head, Teethinj, Chapped Hands, 
Scalds, Cuts, Bruises, Croup, Cracked Zips, and 
Sores on Children 
It never fails to cure Rheumatism if properly 
applied. Rub i* on well with the band three times 
a day. In sevrul eases it has cured palsied limbs. 
For Piles it has been discovered to boa miiv rem- 
edy. Persons that have been afflicted f y ir have been relieved by a few applications. V >r Fry 
sipelas it works wonder.-, allaying the inflammation 
and quieting the patient. For Chapped Hands it 
produces a cure immediately. Let those with Sa't 
Pin uni obtain this Salve, and apply it fr.-ely, and 
they will timl it invaluable. It. i-good in case.-, o! 
Smfulu and Tumor ;, Can<>rs have hi vu cured 
with it. The best Salve ever in\ mted f r Stool It 
Breast and Sore Nipples. No way injurious, but sure to afford relief. Sore or 117<tk Eyes—\luh a 
on the lids gently, once or twice a day. Cures deaf- 
ness l>y putting in the ears on a piece of c-dt.-n. For Felons this is superior to anything known. For Pimples this acts like a charm. For Burns 
and Scalds, apply the Salve at once and it gives 
Immediate relief. For Oi l Sores, apply on 
day. 
For Horses and Cattt.f. — F. p.-.r. 
Bruises on Horses or Cattle this Salw is inv-.lu d.i 
and lias astonishing etl’ei t in curing sent- I. 
horses, '.'.‘bis Salve l as worked its own w. im 
notoriety, and is a safe and sure remedy ibr ,u ;i 
above ailments. 
We, the undersigned, have been acquaint.-1 wii'n Miss Sawyer for mat > rs md heli her t 
a Christian lady aud a skilful nurse, and having used Imr salve in our families-, it giv. i,-. 
pleasure in saying it is the l..-t ml m h 
we have ever used : 
Rev. E. F. Cutter, 
ltev. W. o. Holman. 
Rev. Joseph Kalloc'i, 
Rev Ge >rge Pratt, 
(ini. J. p. Gilley an<l v.ifh, 
C’upt. J Crocker mid v* it. 
Cupt. David Amen and vvc 
Win Wilson uud wife, 
E. It Spear, 
Geo \V. K initial I. Jr (Mav'-r V 
of Rockland and u if. 
Joseph Fnrwi ll, 
C. li. Mallard, 
Ephraim Harrett, 
I.candvr Weeks, 
Hon. X. A. Hurpcc, Francis Cobh 
John T Hern-. 
Mrs. ('liarli s Sn. 
Mr.-. Ale.v. Snow. 
I)r. E. P. Chase mid vv il. 
J. WaketieM and vv it'., 
Wm. I’eattio a***.! •« in*. 
J ir..h Shaw and w .! 
.! -i n S use and wile. 
I I W. Wi^ht and wit. *" 
Fuller uin! wit.-. 
'1 l.oinns '.iIm.ii and w U 
0. J. C.-nant Postn.a :• 
Rockland > and w if. 
1. K. Kin an 1 
William Mel. 
TO THE AFFLICTED. 
If your Druggist is out of the .Salve, m.d neglect « 
to keep supplied, scud seventy-five dir.-u ! below, and receive a box by return mail. 
Put up in Boxes at 50 cent. h. Prepare ! by MISS ('. SAWVKlt. and pit 1,. j\. 
ROBBINS, Wholesale and Retail Drue 
(fiat, Rockland, Mo. A Trial i..,\ ....m u 
by mail on receipt of e venty-liv e.-ni-. bv I.. M. 
ROBBINS, Rockland, Ale. 
TTn.S VALUABLE SALVE is 
DEALERS IN MEDICINES. 
-OLD BY ALL 
lyrlois 
ICE I ICE I 
I HAVE IN STORE A LARGE LOT OF Till thickest, coldest, clearest ttnd purest ice rv. gathered in this or any other locality—frozen ex 
pressly to order. I shall be happy to supply custom 
ers regularly and in any quantity. 
THOMAS LOGAN. 
Belfast, March 2‘J 1871, t’uu.s 
City of Belfast. 
Till: JOINT STANDING COMMIT!KI OF the City Council, on Accounts ami Claims, will 
be in session at the Aldermen's room, on tin- lirsi 
Monday of each month ut o’cloc k 1*. M. 
All bills against the city must be presented at sai 
meetings, to be entered upon the Roll tor payment 
that month. Per Order. 
N. F. HOUSTON. Chairman. 
Belfast, April IS, 18*1. 2m.'sli 
City of Belfast, 
1 PROPOSALS FOR Till. COI.LKCTION OF Taxes in this City, tor this municipal year, will 
be received until Monday, June at 7 o'clock, 1*. M. 
All proposals must be >ealed anddcpo.-Jted with the 
City Clerk on or before said date ;the Council re -erv 
ing the right to accept or reject as they may d» em 
tor the interest ol the < ity. 
Proposals, to be upon the amount paid into the City Treasury. Per Order 
JOHN II. QU1MP.Y, City Clerk. 
April 18, 1871. 7w 11 
DR. E. R. CLARKE’S 
vegt:tai5L.i: 
Sherry Wine Bitters. 
THE BEST MEDICINE IN THE WORLD. 
*3 
tz* o 
>1 
P rf 
l°o i? V" 
I-' %p 
Composed of I)Oi'k Root. Sarsaparilla, n u,.- 
W'intergrc. n, 1 >amlcli>m. \V i!<1 ('berry, ‘1*11- .- I. 
wort, Prickly Ash. !*••;< 1;11 Hark, Rhubarb 
For Wt akiH'ss, Loss of \p|><titc, .Iiiint- 
likr, Hi iidiu lir, Sour Stomach, lkil«-s 
long .-Miolim;, Humors. :m< 1 ■■■■'' />R t.. ., 
nrite from nn nuto ulthij TC. <>/ tf,_ Sto)n<’ >•, 
Jiotci-l'n, mi-1 Worn/, for which valuable Hoots >i■> 1 
Herbs and tin- knowliolif. ,.f their great seme. t 
suil'cring humanity, man cannot fool to thankful 
to Him who wiy/} provi !• .1 ns with all thin..-). 
TO ALL PERSONS, 
BOTH SICK AND WELL. 
If a I.oim Life of Health ami Happiness 
is 1 let these Hitters ho taken, particularly 
In the Sni iinj ■in'/ W trm < d' the year, am! 
especially by the following classes of j.pie 
The MIX iSA\'I( wL from hi. constant m 
iloor labors, net having .-utUi'ient access to the 
bracing ami refreshing air out of doors, becomes 
weakened at the stomach, nervous, pale and -1«■!;.s 
his food not relishing nor properly digesting. lie 
should take these Hitters, and freely too, in .u 
tier to get his system up. right and strong, and ra 
prime condition to go through the warm wea!h. 
in good .shape, with his constant daily labors. The 
exhilarating ami cleansing p.-wer > f the Dock 
Root. Dandelion, Poplar. and l’riekly Ash Hark, 
i-. what will bring him up, ami make him, ph>st 
eally speaking, once more a man! The 
Al II Aw Ol'KKATIVi: .v ill timl this Medicine 
the very thing to cleanse the blood and strengthen 
the system, and >,/•// mil'l <!»■/ jit,’U8<inf t<> tak. 
The 1‘AI.i: AAI» ONCE KI AI TIl t I. 
I.AI>V has but to tak this compound freely, am! 
he V .b 'ne speedily restore.I *.o health, beauty 
and buoyancy. The IIOA'EST l AHMi:it. 
the t LERtiYMAA and LAH’YKH, m l 
ML\ OF SEWATVltY HABITS tin. 
is your Medicine! After once using it, you will 
neyer he without it. It will improve you twenty lifts per cent. The MAKI.\EH will find it tli ■ 
best medicine in the world for his ime; it mak. 
him, while at sea, hearty and rugged, and capable 
of great endurance and exposure; and when on 
shore, it renovates his blood, and restores ami r> 
pairs his system. 
The Lurgcst Botth the Lowest Price, 
and the most Effectual Remedy 
in the World. 
Diploma awarded by the Massachusetts Chari- 
table Mechanic Association. 
I'REPAUEU BV 
L. M, ROBBINS, 
Clieinisi, and Drufcigisl. 
ROCKLAND, ME. 
Sole Proprietor <d' l>r. E. R. Clarke’s Vege- 
table Sherry Wine Bitters. Formerly 
manufactured in Sharon, Mass. 
CAPTION EXTRA.—Owing to the great 
popularity and sale of these Hitters, worthless imi- 
tations may come up in the market, but a- you 
value your life and health, be sure and get the gen- 
uine Sherry Wine Hitters. See that the Portrait of 
Dr. Clarke and my fuc-simiU■ signatures are upon 
the label of each bottle. Xo other is genuine. 
SOLO BY DEALERS IN MEDICINES. 
NOTICE, 
I AMOS GROUT, ot Winterport in the County * of Waldo, hereby give public notice that I claim the following described real estate situated in said 
Wicterport, viz Beginning on the east side of tin 
road leading from Winterport to llumpdeni, on the 
line of land of Benjamin Stubbs, thence northerly 
by said road about S rods to a stone wall near tin* 
barn of Louisa Kenney, thence by said wall easterly 
to Penobscot River, thence by said River south 
westerly to land deeded by one Kenney to Herrick fk 
Hill, thence by said Herrick & Hill land south west- 
erly to a stake and stones in the line of said Stubbs 
lund, thence by said line to the place of beginning, 
containing 18 acres more or less, by virtue of it 
mortgage ot the same from Louisa Kenney to Reu- 
ben K. Stetson, dated May 8, 1>S(J0, Recorded in the 
Registry ot Deeds for Waldo County, Book 102. page 
532, which mortgage has been duly assigned to and 
is now owned by me, that the condition in said 
mortgage has been and is now taken by reason 
whereof I claim a foreclosure of the same. 
Winterport. May 1.1871. 13 AMOS IJ ROUT. 
A Strip of Blue. 
1JY LUCY LARCOM. 
I ,lo not own an inch of land, 
l>ut all I >oe is mine— 
The orchard and the mowing lields, 
The lawns and gardens hue. 
The wind my tax collectors are, 
They bring me tithes divine— 
Wild scents and subtle essences, 
\ tribute rare and free; 
And, more magnificent than all, 
My window keeps for me 
\ glimpse of blue immensity— 
A little strip of sea. 
Kieber am I than he who owns 
throat fleets an 1 argosies; 
I have a share in every ship 
H "ii by the inland breeze, 
I o loiter on votir airy road 
Above the apple trees. 
I freight them with my untold dreams. 
Kadi bears my own picked crew; 
And nobler cargoes wait for them 
Than ever India knew— 
My ships that sail into the Ea<t 
\> toss the outlet blue. 
'"inelimes they seem like living shapes— 
I'll" people of the sky— 
needs in white raiment coming down 
From Heaven, which i> close bv; 
1 < all them by familiar names, 
A one by one draws nigh. 
white, so light, so spirit-like. 
From violet mists they bloom! 
The .-idling wastes of the unknown 
Are half rodaimed from gloom, 
Mac »n life’s hospitable sea. 
All souls find sailing room. 
I In ocean grows a weariness 
With nothing else in sight; 
H> 1 a>t and West, its North and .South. 
Spread out from morn to night; 
\\ < mi>s the warm, caressing shore, 
lt> brooding shade and light, 
A part is greater than the whole: 
l’.\ hints are mysteries told. 
The fringes of eternity 
< >oil's sweeping garment fold. 
In that bright shred ot glimmering sea, 
1 reach out for and hold. 
I !m■ sails, like flakes of roseate pearl, 
• 'oat in upon the mist; 
1 :• waves are broken, precious stones— 
Sapphire and amethy>t; 
M i-died from celestial basement walls, 
Hy suns unsetting kissed. 
Out through the utmost gales of space, 
Past where the gray stars drill, 
I o the widening Infinite, my soul 
(Jlides in, a vessel swift: 
\ et loses not her anchorage 
In vender azure rift. 
Here sit 1, as a little child : 
The threshold of Clod's door 
that dear band of ehrysoprnse. 
Now the vast temple floor. 
The blinding glory of the dome 
I bow my head before. 
Tli> universe, O Hod, is home. 
In bight or depth to me; 
'i hen- upon Thy footstool green 
( oiitent am 1 to*l»e; 
(Had when is opened to my need 
some sea-like glimpse of Thee. 
The House of Death. 
* "!. .luliii 1 fay, in his *‘('a<tillian Days.” tells 
’C v'"ry of :i "noble Duke who shut up his 
Ueiv nnuision when his dead wife was carried 
"ill "t it, :uul left it to fall into decay ill the 
midst of surrounding life.] 
N >t ;i hand his lifted the lutehot 
Since she went out of tin* door: 
No footstep shall cross the threshold 
since she can come in no more. 
There is rust upon locks and hinges: 
And mold and blight on the walls. 
And silence faints in the chambers. 
And darkness waits in the halls; 
Waits as all things have been waiting, 
“since she went, that day ol Spring, 
I’.orne in her pallid splendor 
To dwell in the Court of the King. 
A\ ith lilies on brow and bosom, 
With robes of silken sheen. 
And her wonderful frozen beauty 
The lilies and silk between. 
Keil roses -he left behind her, 
lint they died long, long ago; 
"Twas the. odorous ghost ot a blossom 
That seemed through the dusk b* blow. 
The garments she lett mock the shadows 
With hints of womanly grace. 
An 1 her image swims in the mirror 
That was so used to her face. 
The birds make insolent music 
Where the sunshine riots outside. 
And the wind sare merry and wanton, 
With the summer’s pomp and pride. 
Km into this desolate mansion, 
Where love has closed the door, 
Nor sunshine nor summer shall enter. 
Since she can come in no more. 
The Outrage Business.” 
Thu Radicals are still engaged in work- 
ing up the "outrage business” in order to 
give -onte eolnr of excuse for placing the 
S'mlliern States again under military rule. 
They lmvi passed a bayonet election law, 
now they want a standing army to enforce 
it. It has been the policy ot the Republic 
not to liavi' a standing army—the people 
have been educated to believe that such 
an institution was the resort of tyrants, 
lint the Radicals are copying after the 
despotisms ot the old world in more ways 
than one. 
Tiie ether day, ltutler made a speech in 
i'ongres-. occupying about one 110111', to 
show up the outrages said to have been 
committed in the Southern States, lie 
dwell with peculiar unction upon the aw- 
ful Ku-Klux, which “murders legislators 
and judges, hui'ii school-houses and 
churches, murders mail agents, overawes 
courts and assaults the judges, breaks 
iaiN and kills or releases the prisoners as 
they are foes or lriends; hinders the col- 
lection of the revenue, and outrages its 
ollicers, and levies a stealthy war upon 
the United States,” etc., etc. 
Hut all his charges are general. He 
does not detail in specifications, but tries 
to work up a picture for the imagination 
to dwell upon, as a llaming basis for the 
maintenance of a standing army. Rut if 
murders, and robberies, and acts of in- 
cendiarism are frequent at the South, so, 
too. are they li equent at the North. Can- 
not lint let and his followers sec liow the 
North and West, as well as the South, 
may be trampled under the iron heels of 
military despotism by the infamous Ku- 
klux legislation which lie and his eo-oon- 
spirators are now endeavoring to force 
through Congress? 
The very day that Butler made his 
speech with references to crime at the 
South, the New York Express calls atten- 
tion to the fact tlint the Northern newspa- 
pers were recording, as every-day matters 
of fact, crime and outrages which no 
■•rebel” Ku-Klux could surpass in number 
or enormity, if it was to try never so 
hard. We quote the headings of a few of 
these, mainly 
r<mu iu*i>uL>ncan sources. 
Desperate Bobbery in Iowa—:i Serious Riot on 
the Pacific Kail road. 
Murder and Suicide in Illinois—A Man Dis- 
patches HisEntire Family,Including Himself. 
Homicide in Wisconsin. 
Terrible Murder in Cincinnati Over a Game of 
Cards. 
Deadly Assault on a Catholic Priest at Ottawa, 
III. 
A Corpse-Watcher Plunders Mourners in New 
York. 
Daring Outrage—Noon-Day Attempt to Rob a 
Third avenue Savings Bank—The Thieves 
Interrupted—Their Flight and Escape. 
Another Jack Reynolds—In a Cell with the 
Murderer of Thomas Brown. 
A Sailor Drives a Knife through a Comrade’s 
Heart. 
A Terrible Tragedy—The Story of a Forged Will and a Double Murner in Milwaukee. 
Burglary in Broadway. 
How a Gentleman was Robbed and a Pickpocket 
Arrested. 
The Murder at the Palisades. 
Desperate River Thieves—Burglary and Threat- ened Murder. 
The First Ward Wife Murder Case—Bowe, the Brute, committed to the tombs. 
Rogues Roughly Handled. 
Outrage on Shipboard—a Sailor Kidnapped. 
Fatal Stabbing Affray near Indianapolis. 
Shooting Affray in a Peoria Baguio. 
Stabbing and Shooting Affrays in Indiana. 
Lynch Law in Nevada—Execution by a Vigi- 
lance Committee. 
Row in a Chicago House of Ill-Fame. 
Shooting Affray at Peoria. 
[From the N. Y..Standard—Gen. Grant’s organ.J 
Lawlessness in Williamsburgh—The Forty- Seventh Regiment Torn by Internecine Strife 
Excitement and Tumult—Cries of “Trea- 
son/’ 
A Thief Inquires after a Man’s wife—Itolis (lie 
House anil threatens a pistol. 
A Drunken Wretch tries to Murder his Wife— 
Upon ill's; conviction the Despair in" Woman 
throws herself into the Kills. 
An Audacious Rascal in the Clutches of the 
Police. 
This catalogue could be extended, but 
it is enough to show the amount of crime 
and misery endured by the most orderly and best educated citizens ot the Union. 
If crimes at the South are to be made the 
pretext ior a standing army and a military 
despotism, then crimes at the North, or in 
any and all sections of the country may lie made the pretext for the infliction of a 
similar curse. [Albany Argus. 
JUfo ^tibcrfiscmciils. 
npilE ]?|ETHOMST,of New fork, has all 1 ways boon edited with marked ability by liev. 
Dr. ('kooks. Its publishers have just added to its 
editorial corps. Rev. Ahkl Stkvkns, an equally ex- 
perienced journalist, and author of the best History 
ot Mi thodism extant. They have also engaged con- 
tributions and sermons from the ltev. T. Dis Witt 
Talmagk, whose success and popularity as a preach- 
er, writer and lecturer, arc almost unexampled, aud 
whose free Tabernacle in Brooklyn, with its congre- 
gation ot over a,000 people, is one of the marvels of 
the age. Kiev. Hknuy Wai:i> 15i-:i:< hku has a 
Lecture Room Talk every Week. 
Tiik M l.i nonisT abounds in good things, is never 
dull or dry, has stories for children, hints for farm- 
ers, and something lor everybody. Mrs. Willing’s 
great serial story is almost ready. They oiler for 
the price of one year’s subscription ($2.50) to send 
Tiik Mmtiiodist lrom now until July 1st, 18.'-'. 
Specimen copies tree, li t Nassau.Street, New \ork. 
vromroon 3. J.—Professional Men, Man- 
ufacturers, Builders and others desiring busi- 
ness and homos near New York, should examine 
Norwood, where f sell sites and town lots at. lower 
prices and on easier terms than can be found else- -i»‘i iuntil' mini x-. » 
essible to the city: hotels,churches, 
•hools, stores, &c.; Is trains daily; Northern R. R. 
where, equally ace  
.-(• t  .
ot N. J.; '-’1 miles from City 
JONES, ion Broadway, N. Y. 
Mali. J. WYMAN 
A 
SELTZER 
Of a fill- Higher CliiNS thanjiny other pro- 
prietary medicine ot the day stands 
Tarrant's lilimse«nt S' ltczor Aperient. 
And lor this reason; it is an exact counterpart of 
one cl the most valuable natuval medicines in the 
world. Wo refer to the great Selte/or Spring ot 
Germany, to which thousands ot the dyspeptic, the 
billions, the rheumatic, and the victims of venal 
diseases resort annually, and return to their homes 
convalescent or cured. The Aperient is one of the 
lir<t and by far the most successful of all the ctlbiis 
made «u reproduce, in a portable form, the popular 
mineral waters ol Europe. Ni*e ilnit rou pur- 
tliitue oulv IIm* (fi'iiiiine article. 
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. 
BISHOP SOULE'S LINIMENT. 
Invented by the late Bishop Soule, is creating a 
revolution in the cure ol S» iatha, Khkumatism, 
Nil K A i.< IA IvlHNKV and SPINAL COMPLAINTS, 
Souk Tiikoat, Spkaiss, &c. The cures ellected 
by it are almost beyond belief. Try it, use nothing 
else, and vju will be cured. It is the only cure lor 
that ilro.dful disease, Sciatica. 
For sale by Druggists, price $1.50 per bottle. F. 
W. RYDER & SON, Proprietors, Boston, Mass. 
FRAGRANT SAPOLIENE 
Cleans Kid Gloves and all kinds of Cloths and 
Clothing;(removes Paint, Greese, Tar. &c., instantly 
without the least injury to the finest fabric. Sold 
by Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealers. l-'RA 
GRAN! SAPOLIFNE CO., 33 Barclay St.. New 
York, 10 La Salle St.,Chidago. 
! NATURE’S HEMEDY. X 
flilHIO 
,Jhe .Great Blood 
OVER 60,000 CORES 
Without a failure, the past 1:5 years, in all the worst 
« \SKS OK PILES, 1-Kl‘KOSV, S< TtOl't'LA, SALT 
Kiik.i m, Dvsi-KrsiA, Catarrh, Nki rai.oia, and 
all diseases ot the Skin and Blood, p.y sin< 
FOWLED PILE AND HUMOR CURE. 
Entirely vegetable. Used by more than 200 Physi- cians in their practice, here and abroad, as it is tin- 
only medicine ever di.-covered lor the permanent 
cure of all the above diseases. Call and receive back 
your money, in all cases ol iaiiure. Sent by ex- 
press, (as some do not like to sell it, because it lias 
never tailed to cure, thereby losing the sale of hun- 
dreds of dollar? ol remedies that never cure.) $1 a 
bottle, s.»!d everywhere. Send lor circulars lice 
11. 1 >. FOWI.K, Chemist, Boston. 
FOR $2 PER LINE, 
We will insert an advertisement 
ONE MONTH 
In Thirty-one First-class 
MAINE NEWSPAPERS, 
Including Five Dailies. 
We refer to the publisher ol this paper, to whom 
| our responsibility is well known. 
Hi 1st Sont 3?x* o o- 
Address €* EO. I». ROWELL *Y CO.. 
A«lY«‘rti«iii£ Agents. 
Xos. -tO >Y it Park Ron. Xen York. 
THE LITTLE WONDER. 
Patented Jan. 1, 1-71. Agents wanted everywhere, 
loo per cl. profit. Samples by mail, hoc. Send at 
once lor circulars and testimonials. Livtlk Won- 
i»i:u M’r\; Co., IT & 17 Court St., Boston, Mass. 
Agents ! Read This! 
WE W ILL I'll ACJEXTS A NAL- A HI OF *:iO PER WEEK ami 
or allow a large commission to sell our 
new and wonderful inventions. Address M. W AG- 
NKit & CO., Marshall, Mich. 
SIO 
Held, \ i. 
A nil FOIt iLL with Stencil 
Tools. Addres.- A. !•;. (Jkaiiam, Spring- 
(fOOC A MONTH Ilorse and Carriage furnished. 
Expenses paid. 11. Shaw, Allred, Me. 
33 XT Gr ID IKT I 33; 
Or, Lmlics’ Companion. 
The most beautiful invention ol the age. No lady 
should be without it. Price $2. Sent to any ad- 
dress in perfumed boxes. Female agents wanted. 
Send lor a circular. Du. FEEff.'ll UK, 117 Court 
Street, room Boston, Mass. 
P1BY*K'AL E XIB H VI IOY and the whole Sexual Science in man and woman. Send 
stamp lor pamphlet. Box •J'.'UU, Boston P. O. 
A CARD. 
A Clergyman, while residing in South America as 
a missionary, discovered a sale and simple remedy 
lor the Cure ol Nervous Weakness, Early Decay, 
Diseases ol the Urinary and Seminal Organs, and 
the whole train ot disorders brought on by baneful 
and vicious habits. Croat numbers have been cured 
by this noble remedy. Prompted by a desire to 
benellt tin uillicled and unfortunate, I will send tin- 
recipe lor preparing and using this medicine, in a 
scaled envelope, to any one who needs it.free of 
char ye. Address Jos. T. Inman, Station D, Bible 
House, N. Y. City. 
P N. X I < ft E It ft O j¥ 
Counseller Attorney at Law! 
OFFICE, HAYFOltD ISI.OCK, 
1,22 Belfast, Maine. 
NEW 
'Blacksmith Shop. 
3 H. A. IKLOUiiETT, having 
r lo CiiUd himselt in his new 1 trick 
IP Shop,opposite L. A. lviiowlton & 
Co’s. Store, would inlorm Ins old 
maiuim ifl .11111 nil- IKTU) ]MlL>ii, lull he is ready to attend to all jobs in his line, includ- in'' Ship work and general repairing. 
SHOE STORE! 
No. 13 Main Street, 
IS THE BEST AND CUE A TEST PLACE TO buy your 
Boots, Shoes and Rubbers. 
There you will lind the Largest and Best assort- 
ment (and the cheapest prices,) to select lrom in the 
Custom work done in the Latest i'tt/le, and of the 
best stock, at the Lowest Prices. Also repairing done in the best manner and at Short Notice. 
V3TC0ME ANI) 8EE!J& 
Belfast, Nov. 15, 1870. tf 19 H. H. FORBES. 
A First Class Investment. 
Belfast & Moosehead l, R, R, 
FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS. 
T11E attention of persons making investment of money is called to the above very desirable 
security. The Bonds run lor twenty years, at six 
per cent, interest in gold, and are secured upon the roadbed of the corporation, which costs nearly nine hundred thousand dollars. The whole amount ol these bonds to be issued is limited to one hund- red and lifty thousand dollars, each bond henrinor 
II. FORBES 
EVERY FAMILY SHOULD HAVE IT. 
DR. GUILMETTE’S 
Extract of Juniper, 
As a delicious tonic healthful, and curative for all 
diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder, Loss of Appe- tite. I IvinPnaln Viicimnu Oahlliti, Urn if ...wwm wi mu i&iuuv^D uiiu i/imn.' i uisrin u [It*, Dyspepsia, Nervous Debility, &c., it is unriYal- led. 'io Females it is especially recommen -V. a I'cjn.x uiij' ded for all irregularities of the menses, and disorders pecul- iar to their system, as it can be used with perfect safety. In malarious districts it is a great prevent- ive of I-ever and Ague. 
Cm as. 8. Faui.knkr, Wholesale Agent, 
,,, 4 
10 Barclay-st., New York. Sold by S. A. HOWLS & CO., Belfast, Me. 
T TT E 
RELIANCE WRINGER. 
SPIRAL GEAR. 
SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS, FOR THE 
FOLLOWING REASONS: 
1st. The ROLLERS are of large size and Brat 
Quality of White Rubber, and are secured to their 
Shafts in the most permanent manner, by the Moul- 
ton Process. 
till. The SPIRAL COGS used on this Wringer 
gives Ujo utmost ease and steadiness in working, 
and will not throw out of gear. 
u\. The ELASTIC, CURVED CLAMP readily 
adjusts this Machine to tubs of any size or thickness 
fastening the whole width of the Wringer. 
•1th. SIM P LICI TV, ST K EN GTH, and BE A l JT Y 
are combined in this Machine, with all the riijtiisitca 
of a tirst class Wringer. 
Prices as low as other standard Wringers. 
Orders by Mail or Express, solicited and will 
receive prompt attention. 
FOll MALI! 111 
ALHKRT HITHCxKSS, 
72 MAIN ST., Belfast, Maine. 
:iui:n 
STEREOSCOPES 
V I K ws, 
ALBUMS, 
('ll ROMOS, 
FR AM KS. 
E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO. 
591 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 
Invite tli<- attention of the Trade to their extensive 
assortment of the above goods, of their own publi- 
cation, manufacture and importation. 
Also, 
P1IOTO LANTERN SLIDES 
GRAPHO SCOPES, 
NEW VIEWS OF VOSKMWE, 
E. &Vl. T. ANTHONY & CO., 
501 Broadw ay, New York, 
Opposite Metropolitan Hotel, 
IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF 
l»llOT4M* 11.41M11 < 91 4TF.lt 1 ILS. 
lmos'.H 
CABLE SCREW WIRE, 
AS A FASTENIN'*• FOIL IIEAVV 
BOOTS AND SHOES, 
Has proved superior to either Thread or Peg?. For 
all the lighter grades of work it is equally applica- 
ble, and the most delicate lady’s slipper or the finest 
pump-soled boot is more pliable, more durable, and 
preserves its shape better, it lastened with 
CABLE SCREW WIRE 
popular Cnooritf are l»y 
llealert everywhere. C>\v3‘J 
GET THE BEST BLOOD. 
Morrill Chief! 
sTliis Splrnditl STALLION is 1 Tears Old, stands Id hands high and weighs lloo 
L pounds. Ho was brought from Vi-nuout 
ov u. Ij. i.u i, ;mu ins pedigree is as loiiows 
Morrill Chief was sired by Yount? Morrill, .Jr., he 
by Young Morrill, and he by Old Morrill, he bv 
Woodbury Morgan, he by Justin Morgan Old Mor- 
rill’s dam was by Harris Ilambletonian. Morrill 
Chiefs dam was by Napoleon, he by Flint Morgan, 
he by Sherman Morgan,and he by Justin Morgan. 
Morrill Chiefs grand dam by Sherman Morgan, ,Jr.. 
he by Sherman Morgan. 
Morrill Chief will stand at my Stable in NORTH 
SEARSPORT on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays 
and Fridays. At Searsport Village ou Tuesday fore- 
noon, at Stockton Tuesday afternoon, coining home 
through Prospect. On Saturdays he will be at Hol- 
la st. 
TF.KMS To Warrant, $12. By the Season, $10. 
Single Service, $0. Colts holdcn for service ol the 
horse. E. W. SEAVKY, 
North Searsport, April 23,1371. 2m 12 
ATTENTION ! 
/CONGRESS HAS PASSED A LAW, (11 VINO 
V A Pension ol $.s per month fo the oliiccrs and 
soldiers ol the War of 1M2, who served sixty days 
>r over, and to the widows of such as have died, 
thus doing justice to this brave and meritorious 
band ot Patriots. 
1 have all the Rolls and Records of this service, 
and they are not to be found at any other place in 
the State to my knowledge. 1 will give every sol- 
dier the benefit ol my records to establish his claim 
to a pension and I will assist him in the prompt 
and speedy prosecution ot his claim. It the discharge 
ol tin- soldier is lost, these records arc invaluable. 
The fee is fixed by law, at $0[, No charge made un- 
less a pension is obtained. 
Application can be made, in person, at my llieo 
in Huugor, or by letter giving name ol Com any 
Officers, date and length ol service. 
I\ IIHOM W. 
Office near T>. RUGREE'S Rook Store, c.nMvondus- 
kt ag Rridge, Rangor. 
Raugor, Feb, 20, 1S71, JmosJJ 
T 1 l K 
NEW DISCOVERY 
In nieinlral ami Mnlira! Kdeiice. 
DR. E. F. GARVIN S 
SOLUTION AND COMPOUND ELIXIR 
jT A R | FIRST AND ONLY SOLUTION ever made in 
one mixture ot AI.L THE 'I’W BJ, V K valu- 
able ^active principals of the well known curative 
TJIKK TAR, 
UNEtJUALED in Coughs, Colds, Catarrh, Asthma, 
Bronchitis, and Consumption. 
Cuves Without 'Fail 
A recent cold in three to six hours; and also by its 
VI 1 ALLS INC, 1*1 1:11 VINii and SUMl LA II Ml 
ellects upon the general System, is remarkably elli- 
curious in all 
■IISEASEN or THE 1ILOOI), 
Including Scrotula and Eruptions of the skin, Dys- 
pepsia, Diseases of the I.iver and Kidneys, Heart 
Disease, and General Debility. 
ONE TRIAL CONVINCES ! 
ALSO, A 
Volatile Solution of Tar 
For INHALATION without application ot HEAT. 
A remarkably VALUABLE discovery as the whole 
apparatus can be carried in the vest pocket, ready at 
any time tor the most efl’eetual and positively cura- 
tive use in 
All DiNeuMew of tl»«* \0*EL TIIHOIT 
and LI XLN. 
T1IE COMPOUND 
TAR & MANDRAKE PILLS, 
For use in connection with the ELI.X lit TAIt is 
combination ot the TWO most valuable ALTEItA 
11VE Medicines known in the Profession, ami renders this Pill without exception the very best 
ever ollered. 
Send for Circular ot POSITIVE ( I HEN 
to your Druggist, or to 
L. P. HYDE & CO., 
SOLE PROPRIETORS, 
110 /;. i-2, St; New Yurt-. 
Small Farm for Sale. 
Wi: OFFER FOR SALK I II K 
Eastern sections ol lot No. 1^, in 
the lirst division of lots in Soars- 
port. This section will extend 
irom the buy to the northern ex- 
tremity of said lot No. 12, embrac- ing tillage, pasture and woodland. 
It contains about 35 acres, and is 
Orchard of Young Apple Trees. Worth of the bay road is one of the finest building spots between Itel- 
fast and Searsport. This land is about three miles from Belfast bridge, and about two miles from 
Searsport Village. 
For Tjrrtis Apply to us on the Premises. 
JENNETTE D. HOUSTON. 
SARAH J. HOUSTON. 
Searsport, April 3, 1871. tl.'lO 
pjl PWARP SOfOlTOY, 
Attorney at Law anil Real Estate Agent, 
SAINT PAUL, Minnesota. 
Special attention paid to conveyancing and ex- 
amination of titles of Ileal Estate; The payment of taxes; or The collection and investment of mon- 
ey ; The purchase and sale of Lots and Lands in the 
city of Saint Paul, or elsewhere in Minnesota. 
Owing to the great and constant rush of emigra- tion to Minnesota with St. Paul it the centre of the 
Railroad and Commercial System of the North \\ est, real estate in this vicinity is rapidly rising In 
value, offering splendid inducements for the invest- 
ment of capital. Money freely commands high in- 
terest, with first-class security on real estate mort- 
gages. Further Information given without charge, 
to all desiring it. 
Post Office address, 217 1-2 Third Street, Saint 1 mil, Minnesota. tl31. 
Caution to the Public. 
My wife, adamne overlock, hav- mg left ray bed and board, without just cause, !,lis to forbid all persons from harboring or trust- ing her on my account, as I shall pay no debts of lo contracting. MARTIN OVKKLOCK, Liberty, April 21 1871. twit* 
Inside line to Bangor. 
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK. 
First Trip of The Season! 
,, THE STEAMER 
}. City of Richmond 
uapt. jnisuw 
Will leave RAILROAD WHARF, foot of State 
street, every Momlay, Weilnenlay, A Fri- 
day Kvonintfii.at 10 o’clock, or on arrival of G 
o'clock, 1\ M. Express Train from Boston, 
Commencing Monday, 27th, 
For Bangor, touching ai Rockland, Camden, Lin- 
colnville, Be-llast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucks- 
port, Winterport and Hampden. 
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wed- 
nesday and Friday mornings at G o'clock, touching 
at the above named landings, arriving at Portland 
in time to connect with G o’clock, P. M, Express 
Train for Boston. 
For further particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdi- 
vant, 170 Commercial Street, or 
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agent. 
Portland, March 20,1871. 157 
SPRING ARRANGEMENT, 
COMMENCING MARCH 10. 
INSIDE LINE TO THE 
O^i; TIIII* 1* E It WEEK. 
The favorite Steamer 
'LVIV 1ST ON, 
-.... -' < apt. luao. ur-i'.uii'iu, 
Will leave (until further notice) ituilroiiil 
lutrf. Portland, every 
FRIDAY MVENING, 
AT 10 O'CLOCK, 
Or on arrival ol Express Train lrom Huston, lor 
Kockand, Camden, Belta-t,Searsport, Oastlne, Doer 
Isle, Sed»wick, So. West llarhor, (Mt. Desert,) Mill- 
bridge, dunesport and Machiaspurt. 
Returning will leave Maohiasport every Tuesday 
morning at a o’clock, touching at the above named 
landings. 
For lull particulars inquire ot ROSS & SITDI- 
V\NT, 17;U Commercial Street,Or CVlllJS STUDI- 
\ ANT, (ieneral Agent. 
Portland, Feb. Ii5, lbTl. tf-’tf 
SANFORDS 
Independent Line! 
FOR 
BOSTON & LOWELL 
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK. 
-(i- 
On and alter FRIDAY, April 14, (lie 
STEAMER 
CAMBRIDGE, 
AND STEAMER 
K .A. I 1ST, 
Capt. H. S. RICH, 
Will leave Belfast tor Boston, every MONDAY, 
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, at 2 o’clock, I*. M. 
RKTDRMNd—Will leave Roston every MONDAY, 
V, EDNESDAY and FRIDAY, at f> o’clock, 1*. M. 
Fares and Freight Reduced ! 
GEO. G. WELL*. A-vut. 
Belfast, April 11,1871. 1124 
STEAMSHIP 
ALLIANCE, 
C'apt. T. K. SIIUTE, 
Will resume her regular trips, leaving Boston 
every Thursday at 2 o’clock, 1‘. HI., for TENANT'S 
HARBOR, LINCOLNVILLE, BEL FA ST .connect- 
ing with the Belfast and Moosehend Lake Railroad, 
SANDY POINT, BUCKS PORT, W1NTERPORT, 
| and BANGOR. 
Returning—Will leave Bangor Monday at S o'clock 
! A. M., touching as above. 
The ALLIANCE is in fine sea-going order, having 
j new Boiler, Shalt, &c., and being thoroughly re- paired throughout. 
38 ROSS G. LEWIS, Agent. 
The Great Remedy For 
RHEUMATISM ! 
WING’S 
; Myalgic Liniment, Myalgic Pills 
Myalgia is derived lrom two words, one meaning 
muscle, and the other pain or pang, if therefore 
means muscle pain. 
Among the medicines for Rheumatism, WING’S 
MYALOIC LINIMENT and MYALGIC PILLS 
stand far ahead of all others, none even approxi- 
mate a rivalry. 
The PAIN of Rheumatism fades away by the use 
of this Liniment so rapidly and so permanently that 
everyone who has used it, is astonished at its salu- 
tary effects. 
The MYALGIC PILLS restore all the secretions, 
and cleanse the blood, making a complete cure and 
preventing a return of the disease. Try them. Sold 
by all Druggists. 
Wing's Adhesive Phenol Salve, 
Is put up in roils, fitted for family use, and no family 
should be without it. In healing properties are uu- 
equalled by any Salve ever before In use. Its adhe- 
sive (|ualities are such, that it cannot be washed ofl 
ol exposed surfaces, like wounds on the hands, Stc. 
It immediately sooths and removes the pain ol an 
inllamed Sore, and quickly puts an end to all symp- 
toms ot malignancy. Try it and you will never hr* 
willing to be without it. 
WING’S PHEN OIjINE, 
Is an unsurpassed healing Vegetable Lotion, tree 
from staifi, and its healing properties are such, that 
if once one becomes acquainted with them, they will 
always keep it on hand. For Chapped Hands, Pim- 
ples bn the Face, Sore Lips, Sore Eyes, and Lesions 
of Cutaneous and Mucous .surfaces, it is the most 
positive cure. Among all the medicines tor Catarrh, 
nothing approaches the benign action of this ap- 
plication. It quickly restores the glands ol the 
mucous membrane ol the nasal cavities to a normal 
and healthy action, No family should be without it 
a single day. Full directions accompany ouch arti- 
cle. Sold by Druggists. 
Wing's Calliolieon. The Great lleinnly for l’ain. 
It has a wide range ol application. The sure and 
most immediate relict from pain. Indispcnsible for 
Colds, Cough, Diarrlnr, Dysentery, Cholera, .tc. 
Made expressly lor those who want the best, and 
know after they get it. None others need buy. 
Every person ought to have it, whether at home or 
abroad. Sold by all Druggists. 
March 30,1871. lyr3S 
Rare Chance for Sale 
A VALUABLE HOTEL STAND 
IN SEAKSl’OKT, ME. 
THE WELL KNOWN, Neamiiort lions**, three stories high, finished in Modern Style, 
and containing :’.j or more large and convenient 
rooms, is now offered lor sale. Attached is a Stable 
nearly new, 10x70, both House and Stable abundant- 
ly supplied with water. The LIVERY STOCK, 
S to lo Horses, Can iages. Harnesses, Robes, &c., 
will also be sold. 
This Hoti 1 is the only Public House, in the place 
Is situated in the central part of Searsport, at the 
head of Penobscot Bay, one of the most beautiful 
bays in the world for fishing and sailing, which 
renders Searsport a line summer resort, one that 
has already become very popular with the traveling 
public, and whose patronage is constantly increas- 
ing. Fine roads afford every facility, for pleasure 
driving. 
Boston and Portland Steamers call here daily 
within six miles of Railroad communication with 
daily trains lor Boston and Portland. One of the 
most desirable locations in Maine, lor the Hotel 
and summer resort, sold on account of business in 
California demanding the Proprietor’s immediate 
attention. 
Full particulars as to terms of sale &c., on appli- cation to the proprietor. 
W. 11. MATHEWS, Searsport, Me. 
Moses Fairbanks & Co. 
(Successors to FAIRBANKS & BEARD,) 
MANUFACTURERS 
Ginger Ale, Mineral Water, 
SODA AND SYRUPS. 
ALE, PORTER, 
Cider and Lager Kiel* 
In Bottles, or Barrels, Half Barrels, or Kegs for 
family use. 
HOWARD ATHENAEUM BUILDING, 
HOWARD STREET, BOSTON. 
Orders per mail or express filled on the same terms 
as if applied for in person, All goods warranted. 
Moses Fairbanks. Levi Fairbanks. 
3msll O. S. Neale. 
Boots, Shoes, Rubbers &c. 
The subscriber is still at the old stand, 
No. 3 CITY liLOCK, High Street, 
where may bo found a very large and well selected 
stock ot the above articles, embracing about eyery variety and style in the Market. He invites his old 
customers and all others in want ot anything in the SHOE line to give hint a call before purchasing. A good stock ot 
Sole & Upper Leather, 
Calf Skins, Splits, Lasts, 
And all kind of Findings constantly on hand. Also 
Trunks, Valises, and Travelling 
Bags. 
W.T.COLBURN. 
JMl'ast, April 2i'>, In?1. 
f^/WA WILL BE FORPEI TED BY Dit. L. OUv DIX if fulin^ to c x rc in 1 ess time 
an|any other physician, more effectually and per- 
manently, with less restraint from occupation or less 
exposure to all weather, with sate and pleasant med- 
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS, 
Their effects and consequences; 
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS, 
Incident to Married and Single Ladles, 
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS; 
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of 
the Skin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and Body; 
Pimples on the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Ner- 
vousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in 
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of 
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED. 
nil. Si. iisxs 
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE, 
21 Kndicott MlrvH, !$«»•*ton, .Hums. 
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each 
other. Recollect, the only entrance to Ins oll'sc-• is 
Ho. 21, having no connection with his residence, 
consequently no family interruption, so that on no 
account can any person hesitate applying .it his 
boldly asserts, (and it cannot lie contradicted, » x- 
cept by quacks, who will say or do anything, mu 
perjure themselves, to impose upon patient-', that 
he 13 THE ONLY UlCUUf.AK ■ It.\ I>U ATE I‘HV1<1,\N 
AUVKRTISINC IX J-.OSToN. 
TWENTY YEARS 
engaged in treatment of Special Di-.ae-es, a fact .• o 
we are known to many Citizens, Fublishers. Mer- 
chants, Hotel Proprietors, ffcc., flint hr i- much n 
commended, and particularly to 
STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS. 
To avoid and escape imposition of b*r« ign and m, 
tive quacks, mart numerous in Boston (!;an in niie 
largo cities, 
Hit. DEY 
proudly refers to Professors and respeo{a!>le F!i.\ 
clans—manv of whom consult him in critiea! ea.-es, 
because of his acknowledged -kill and repaint ion, 
attained through so long experience, praetiet and 
observation. 
AFFLICTED AND 1 N FORTE NATE, 
be not robbed and add to your su lie ring.-. in being 
deceived by the lying boasts, mi.-ropn ambitions, 
false promises, and pretentions of 
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QU \(‘h>, 
who know but little of Hu nature ami cliai kIitoi 
Special Diseases, and less to their cure, .-•oiiei hihit forged Diplomas <d 1 nstitnt ions or < oi!cp 
which never existed in any pari ol the world oth- 
ers exhibit Diplomas ol'the Dead, how obtained, 
unknown; not only assuming and advertising in 
names of those inserted in the diplomas, but to Lu- 
ther their imposition assume n imes of the celebrat- 
ed physicians long since dead. N either be deceived b\ 
QUACK NOSTRl'M-MAKF,RS, 
through false certificates and reference-, and recom- 
mendations ol their medicines by the dead, who 
cannot expose or contradict them; or who, beside -, 
to further their impositions, copy from medical 
books, much that is written of the qualitie- and ef- 
fects ol dillercnt herbs and plants, and ascribe ail 
the same to their Fills, Extracts, Specifies. ,\c.. 
most of which, if not all, contain Mi :eury, bec.ui-. 
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything.'' 
but now known to kill more than is cured,’’and 
those not killed, constitutionally in',tired tor life. 
IGNORANCE OF Ql ACK DOCTORS AND 
NOSTRUM-MAK MRS. 
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, 
knowing no other remedy, he relies upon !U:.m i:v, 
and gives it to all his patients, in Fills. Di. :xc.. 
so the Nostrum-maker, equally guorant ad.Is t.» 
his so-called Extracts, Specifics, A id idol.-, Sim, but h 
relying upon its effects in curing a few in a hundred, 
it i*s trumpeted in various wu \.- thr-ougliont t lie laud 
but, alas! nothing is said of the balance, -ome <d 
whom die, others grow worse ai d are left to linger 
and suffer for months or years, until reliiv d or 
cured, if possible, by competent ihysieiaus. 
BUT ALL (QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to 
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, re- 
gardless of the life and health < f others, there are 
those among them who even perjure themselve-y 
contradicting giving mercury t » their patient-, or 
that it is contained in their nodrums, so tiut tin 
“usual fee” may be obtained for prnfes-edly curing, 
or the dollar,” or fraction of it,” may be obtain- 
ed lor the nostrum. It is thus that many are de- 
ceived, also, and spend large amounts lor experi- 
ments with quackery. 
DIi. DI.W- 
charges arc very moderate. Communication* sa- 
credly confidential, and all may rely on lam with 
the strictest secrecy and confidence, whatever may 
be the disease,condition or situation of anyone, 
married or single. 
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to ail par* ■ 
the United States. 
All letters requiring advice must contain one dol- 
lar to insure an answer. 
Address Du. L, Dix, No.i Kmlicott Street, Bos- 
ton, Mass. 
Boston, .Jan. 1, 1S71 —1 yr. 
OTHK LADIES.—The celebrated Dll. L. 1>I.\ 
particularly invites all Ladies who need n Med 
ical or Surgical adviser to call at his Looms. Jl 
Endicott St., Boston, Mas.-.., which they will tint! 
arranged for their special accommodation. 
DR. PIX having devot-'d over twenty years to 
this particular branch oi the treatment of all dis- 
eases peculiar to females, i- now conceded by all. 
(both in this country an 1 Europe, that lie excel- 
all other known praeticioners in the safe, speedy 
and effectual treatment ol all lemal* complaints. 
IIis medicines are prepared with the express | ur- 
pose of removing ail diseases, such as dobilhy, 
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of 
the womb, also discharges which How from a mor- 
bid state of the blood. The Doctor i- now fully 
prepared to treat in hi peculiar-tyb both medi- 
cally and surgically, all diseases of the female .-ex, 
and they are respectfully invited to call 
Xo. £1 laiiii oK ttS. IIi»Hloa, 
All letters requiring advice must contain oae 1- 
lar to insure an answer 
Boston, Jan. 1 ls71 — tyr. 
WM. E. HOOPER & SONS, 
■OSf.Sond lor Price-List. dnidd fLili.inme. IW«I. 
FISHERMEN! 
TWINES AND NETTINGS, 
MANUFACTURED P.V 
') o h \ poo i;. 
BELFAST, Murin'. 
t u. 
SEWING 
i FLIIHl'.MlLUIliWi: 
^MACHINES 
FOH HAt.V. II 
Carlo & Morison’s 
HARDWARE STORE, Belfast. Me. 
«*j*Also needles, oil and all the littin,: 1 >r !•>> 1 !i 
Machines kept constantly on hand. tl 
TWO STORY DWELLING HORSE 
FOR SALE AT .1 Jl ARC AIN. 
A Porfoct Title Given ! 
IN <>um:u. TO C'LOSK A CON- 
corn, tin* Two Story House and I., 
in ltocklund, on South sideot lioek- 
j-laml street, adjoining lienjaniin Knowlton's, will he sold very low, 
aim jiunni'SKiim given uuiiiniuirn in' iiniim' I pleasantly situated, in a good neighborhood, live or 
six minutes walk from the l’ost oilier, High School 
and Churches. It contains sixteen finished :<>• ms, 
numerous closets and other convenience-. <'• 11:11* 
under the whole. The house is in good repair, ha- 
two handsome parlors, parlor chambers and spa- 
cious entries, above and below, all which are ele- 
gantly papered and painted. It is very suitable for 
a private dwelling, or for a Hoarding House, and 
convenient for one or two families. Apert t title 
will be given free from all claims to dower. 1 he 
premises may be examined on application to Heir. 
Ivnowlton, or to 
PETER THACHER, Agent of Proprietors, 
No. 2 Kimball Block. 
Rockland, Jan. :i5, lb.' 1. [I 
Schooner lor Sale. [' —<•— 
I The Sch IDA MOltTON, of IM tons, 
o. m.built of white oak, ami in good or- 
■ tier, will be sold ill a bargain. Knquire 
Belfast, March 1,1871 
F11 F W II AN I) SO Ij ID, 
Received daily Irom rortlnnd, by 
Edward. Gross, 
and for sale by the 1*1 XX. 4* IT A It T or A S, 
#LOA'. Also <lrac k«*r*. l»ickl«**. K «>t«lni|»*. 
Ac., besides a good assortment of fruit and con- 
fectionery. 
l¥evt floor to tlic C ourt llouwo 
SStt- llcllast, Maine. 
Ladies! Ladies T 
You can have your 
Dresses, Sacks, &c., 
DYED, CLEANED, & PRESSED, 
Without ripping, also with the trimmings on, 
GENT’S GARMENTS THE SAME. 
Kid Gloves Dyed or Cleaned, 
AT THE 
Steam Lye House. 
E. BARBIEXl^ CO., 
Office at B. F. WELLS’S Fancy tiood Store, No. IT Main Street, Belfast. lyriJ'd 
THE AMERICAN 
Movable Comb Bee Hive 
Having purchased this valuable pntcut for Waldo Countv, I will sell larm 
rights with,directions for making, for $11,00 each. Bee Keeper’s Text-Book, Hi pages sent post paid, 10 cts. Also Hives and Glass Honey Boxes ior sale, at low prices, Italian Queen Bees raised from 
selected stocks of undoubted purity, sent by mail or 
express. Purity and sale arrival guaranteed in all 
cases. New circular for 1871, sent free. 
Address 
fimos35eow 
J. F. GRAY, 
Dixmont, Me. 
WATUR1PS 
HAIR 
RESTORATIVE! 
M 
fi 
<! 
H 
A 
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Eh 
hj 
i> 
d 
1 H 
M 
d 
Contains no LAC SULPHUR— 
No SUGAR OF LEAD-No 
LITHARGE — No NITRATE 
OF SILVER, and is entirely 
froo from the Poisonous and 
Health destroying Drugs used 
in other Hair Preparations. 
Transparent ami clear crystal, it will not soil 
tlioliin -i fabric--peril elly Ai l. 1 hEAN and l.T 
111 1 ENT- desideratum- I.OMi HOI '.111 KOK 
AM) FOUND AT LAS T 
It re-t<,n mil prevent- tin- Hair from becoming 
*• *■'V iiiipurla soft, glossy appearance, removes 
I Vtmlrun, \< cool nii'l n n i--!iing to the head, clu cks 
tin Hair from tailin',' oil, ami restores it t great 
xlent ulieu pn maturely lo>t. pr<-v< tit- Headaches, 
curi-s 'l! Humors, cutaneous eruptions, and uniMit- 
ui:l Heat. AS A DUKSHI.NO FOR lllh 11AI It 
IT \< Nil. I:l-.ST Alt'! I( I.K IN THE AIAUKI-.T. 
UK. SMITH, 1'atentee, Oroton Junction, 
.V.; Prepared only by PKOUiKIt iUtOTllKItS, 
m’ i-ter, Mass, he (it inline is put up in a pan- 
ic ! I.of 11. made expressly lor it, with the name ol' 
iin- article Mown in the glass. Ask your Druggist 
for Nature's Hair Kcaorativ«*, and take no other. 
«r*-I .«icli>se a f hr- e ci id tamp, and send for “Troa- 
fi > null' Human I lair,” which is worth $5o<».00 to 
any person, Omos io* 
Scientific and Popular Medical Works 
Nervous Diseases, 
rirnnsiffi® nv the 
No. 4. Bullineh Street, Boston. 
(OpjMHtU1 fil»*V4*r<» IIhiim'.) 
1m:. W. II. l’ABKKU, Assistant Physician. 
ili.-ul l. noirlal'j everybody. r »<>,0«>*) copies 
A. Itoolt for Han. 
tii:. st ii.nvk or ui-k, ou ski.p -pukskr- 
VAllOM. A AI<-4ii«-;tl treatise on tin1 Cause and 
('up cl i:\ii \u-.i: i> Vi r.vi.i v L’hkma n t:r. Dt 
mini In M AN, Nii.-vm a Ni» LMusk \i. lM'.nn- 
\ II > >• Hon11i:i a, ami ,11 other disouses aris- 
ing from iiu- I ■:;.<•! **i ViM’Til, oi: thk Indis- 
i:i i.»n iJ.'xi ."i;. ot mature years. This is 
in'In .1 hook lor ev ery man. Prici only.-5l.0U 
pages, bound in clotli. 
,i Giooli for every Woman. 
Kmilli :1 SK.UAI. I’ll VSlOIaHiV OK WOMAN, 
AND 111,!; DISKAsKS; or, Woman tkicatkd of 
PlIYSf M'AI.I.V AND 1* A T11< >I.O< 1IC A U. Y t TOin 
Ini an* a '<> oi l* Adi:, with elegant It uvstka- 
iiyk Kn*.K VN'iNs. :;.v> pages, bound in beautiful 
French cloth. IT ice ,uu. 
A Etooh f<»r Kveryhoily. 
Flattered by tin1 reception of. and great demand 
(nr, t he above valuable and timely treatise, and also 
to meet a great net 1 ol the present age. the author 
has just published a new book, treating exclusively 
of NKUYors AND MMNIAI. D1SKASKS. l.Vo 
pp. cloth. Price i51.no, or si n i'kkk on receipt ol 
(or the otlier two books, postage paid. 
1 in se are beyond all comparison, the mod extra- 
ordinary works on Physiology ever published. 
There is nothing whatever that the Makkikd ok 
SiNt.i.i:, ot Kmiia: St-:x, can either require or wish 
to know. Dut what is fuily explained, and many 
matters ot the most important and interesting 
character are introduced to which no allusion even 
can b*1 found in any other works in our language. 
All the N i:\v Di>4 ov i.kiks ol the author, whose ex- 
perience is -itch as probably never before tell to the 
lot ol any man, are given in lull. No person should 
be ". itliout t!."'C valuable books. 
Vai.i ai-.i.k Bonus.—We have received the 
valuable medical works published by the Peabody 
Medical Institute. Those books are of actual mer- 
it and should lind a place in every intelligent fami- 
ly. They are not the cheap order of abominable 
trash, published by irresponsible parties, and pur- 
chased to gratify coarse tastes, but are written by a 
responsible prolessional gi ntlernan ot eminence, as 
a source ol instruction on vital matters, concerning 
winch lamentable ignorance exists. The important 
'Ubji cts presented are treated with delicacy ability, 
ami care, and, an ippemlix, many useful pre- 
scriptions ter jirev.iiiing complaints are added.” 
Ib-publieaii, !. .lica.-ter, N. II. 
fii autlior ol tin'Se books i- one of the most 
leaned ml popular phy.-icians ot tin* day, and is 
entitled to the grutitude-of our race i,.t these inval- 
uable productions. It seems to be liis aim to induce 
men ami women to avoid the cause of those diseases 
to which they are subject, ami he tells them just 
how and w h- ii to do it.” Chronicle, Farmington, 
Maine, .Sept. ;, 1m 
Father book sent by mail on receipt ol price. 
N. 11. The author ot the above named medical 
work.*- is the Chief Consulting Physician of the 
Peabody Medical Institute, and is so constantly pm- 
1 lo\i d in consultation with invalids from all parts 
ot the country, that he hn< no lime to attend to 
mere busines- details, therefore all letters should 
be addressed to the PKAItOD\ MKDK’AL 1NSTI 
IKTlvor Dr. W. II. PA UK Fit. the Medical As- 
-istant "i t!ie author, and lii< Business Agent, who, 
as well as the author himself, may be consulted on 
all diseases requiring skill, secrecy and experience. 
I N V IO ’. A I '• I. I <i:>KI V \N!> CKAKTl.V UEI.tl'IF. 
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I <i<> not \vi ;li to inform you,reader, that Dr. Won- 
d< rlul, or any other 111:111, has discover'd a remedy that cures c.>n.'tuii|>tiuii, when the lungs are halt 
eonsuim I, in short, will cure all disea.-a-s whether of 
mind, body or estato, muko men live forever, and 
lettN e deal Is to play for want t work, and is design* 
nl to make our sublunary sphere a blis.-ful Paradise, 
to w'liea Ilea .11 itseh .shall be but a side show. 
Voti Inn e heard enough of that kind ofhumbug- 
g<-ry. Hut when I tell you that Dr. Safe’s Catarrh 
I.Vmcdy will post ively’cure the worst eases of Ca- 
tarrh in the Head, 1 only a- -> rt that which thou- 
sands can testily t.*. A phamphlet giving symptoms 
and oih' 1 information sent tree to any address. This 
remedy is 
SOLD 15V MOSl DRUOOlSTS IN A LI PALIS 
of Tin: would. 
Price 50 Cei.ts. Sent !»y mail, postpaid, on rec ipt 
ol'sixty cents, or tour packages tor two dollars. Ih 
ware o( counterfeits and worthless imitations. See 
that my private stamp, which is a positive guaran- 
tee of genuineness, is upon the outside wrapper. Remember this private Stamp, issued by the United 
States liovcrnmeut expressly lor stamping my mod- 
em lies, has my portrait, name and address, and the 
words C. S. Certificate ot <icnutneness,” engrav- 
ed upon it, and need not he mistaken. Don’t he 
swindled by travellers and others representing 
themselves as Dr. Sage; 1 am the only man now liv- 
ing that has the knowledge and right to manufact- 
ure the (I’cnuiim Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy, and J 
ne\ er travel to sell this medieine. 
K. V. PIFLCF. M. D, 
huo 1 :; Seneca Street, P.ullalo, N. V. 
< 4 1 T fl O \ 
To Females in Delicate Health. 
-0- 
1)IL DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No.? F.ndi- 
eott street, I’.o-lon, is consulted daily lor all diseases 
incident to the female system. Prolupus Uteri or 
Falling of iho Womb, Finer Albus, Suppression, 
and other Menstrual Derangements, are all treated 
on new pathological principles, and speedy relief 
guaranteed in .1 few days. So invariably certain is 
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate 
complaints yield under it, and the atllicted person 
soon rejoices in perfect health. 
I>r. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in 
the cure ol diseases ot women than any other phy- 
sician in Huston. 
Hoarding accommodations for patients who may 
wish to stay in Boston a tew days under his treat- 
l>r. Dow, sine- 1*-Ih, having confined his whole at- 
tention to an oliice practice tor the cure ot Private 
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no 
superior in the United States. 
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or 
they will not be answered. 
Oliice hours from s A. M. to P. M. 
Boston, July 25, is?'.*. lyr-‘J 
The ScliooniM'Seimlor, •» tons, 
spect. Well found in Sails and Rigging, has lgo 
fathoms new cable. Will be sold very low. 
K. 15. GAUDNEK. 
Hucksport, Me. tf 18 
Buy too, and I’ll do you Good.” 
DII. LAXUl.KVS 
ROOT AND HERB BITTERS. 
This medicine is, without the possibility of a doubt, 
the very best remedy known for the following and 
all kindred diseases Indigestion, Ccstivcncss, Liver Complaint, Piles, Headache, Heartburn, Dyspepsia, 
l)i.-.iness, Scrofula, Suit Rheum, Languor,ness, 
Debility, Jaundice, Flatulency, Foul Stomach, <) e. 
By the timely use of this medicine the blood is 
purilied. The appetite is restored. The system is 
strengthened. The liver is invigorated. The breath 
is sweetened. The complexion is beautified. And 
the general health is 
It E S T O It E I > 
The best Roots, Herbs and Barks enter into the 
composition of this Remedy, making it a simple 
and sate, as well as an unfailing cure lor all diseases 
of the blood. 
GKO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston. For sale 
by all Druggists. 4mos31 
N OTIOE 
THIS IS TO FORBID AM. PKRSONS FROM 
crossing my land in Burnham, without liberty, as 1 
hall prosecute according to law. 
A. I. FDMONDS. 
twlvi* Iturnii:iin, April Jt, IS? I. 
A GREAT MEDIGA! 
9Di'. WALKEE'3 CM.U -J 
VINEGAR BITTj. 
w 
p ■/' 
P t th«•>« 
Tunic 
Bitters 
have 
no 
equal. 
ffST'Send 
or 
a 
circular. 
Hundreds ct J'housaiid: 
Boar testimony to tin ;r Worn). 
fui Curative Effect:-.. 
WHAT ARE THEY 
THEY ARE : -T A \ 
FANCY DRINK, 
M.i l> Poor Bum, \\ lnshey, iroi.t > 
a ml K«Tu*i* h-cior. d,; .1 
cued t-i |.ieas<; tli** taste, culled 1 onlcs, "•• App.t 
ers,” Restorer*.” ac., that lead the tippler on to 
drunkenness and ruin, but are a true Medicine, made 
from the Native Hoots and Herbs ot California, tree 
Irani a!! Alcoholic SliiuuluuiM. They are t!i. 
GREAT HI.ODD PIKIl’IER and A Mi l. 
GIVING PR I NCI PI.E apori ct Renovator and 
Invigorutor ofthe bystem, carrying oil all poisonous 
matter and restoring the bloo.l ,i healthy condition. 
No person can take the a* Hitters according to <1:r< r- 
lion and remain long unwell. 
8100 will be given tor an ineurahi' .. proud- I 
the bones are not destroyed by mineral poison 
other means, and the vital organs wu.itod beyond the 
point ol‘repair. 
or Itiilamiiititorv ami Chronic I’hcumu- 
liMin umt (•out, l))spi|>sia *>t liulicrsliuii. 
Bilious. ({eminent and I at cr mitt cm IVo i«. 
Discuses of tile Blood, l.ivei, Kidneys, and 
Itludder, these ltitteri* hav Xh-.&ti most s:u.-« ■ 
ful. Such Disease* are cau-.-vt by Vitiated 
lllood, winch is generally produced by d rang meat 
of the Digestive Oceans. 
DYSPEPSIA OR 1N DIGESTION, Head- 
ache, Pain In the Shoulders, Coughs, Tightness of the 
Chest, Dizziness, Sour Eructations of the Stounteh, 
Pad taste in tho Mouth, Bilious Attacks, Palpitation 
<.f tin Heart, Inflammation of the Lungs. Pain in the 
regions ofthe Kidneys and a hundred other painful 
Symptoms, are the offsprings of Dyspepsia. 
They invigorate the Stomach and stimulate the t r- 
pld liver and b< wels, which render them of um suali- 1 
efUcacy lu cleansing the blood of ull mipurlth and 
imparting new life and vigor to the w hole system. 
FOR SKIN DISEASES, Erupt., n.-.lett.'v. 
Rheum,Blotches, Spots, Pimples, i’ustui, >, lb-...-, ( 
buncles,King-Worms,Scald-IIead,Sore Eyes. lv.y-:; 
elas. Itch, Scurfs, Discolorations of tho Skin, II 
and Diseases of the Skin, of whatever name < :•*. itur 
arc literally dug up and carried out ofthe syst m m 
oliort time by the use ofthese Bitters. One botth- » 
such cases will convince the most incredulous of taeir 
curative effect. 
Cleanse the Vitiated Blood whenever you hud its 
impurities bursting through the skin in Pimples, Ei 
tlons or Sores cleanse it when you Urn! it obstructed 
and sluggish in the veins; cleanse it when it is foul, 
and your feelings will tell you when. Keep the. bh 
pure and tho health ofthe system willb ih>w. 
PIN, TAPE and other WORMS, lurking in the 
systemof so many thousand-, are effectually icstr-»> 
edond removed. For lull directions, read ear fully 
the circular around each buttle, printed i.i f-mr 1 m 
guages—English, German, Fr inch and Spanish. 
J. WALKER, Proprietor. R. II. M- DONALD &C<»., 
Druggists and Gen. Agents, San Franc.-eo. Cal., 
and 3*2 and34 Commerce Street, New York 
Jjjr SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AN 1) DI ALERS. 
lyrdO 
( 
THE GREAT CAUSE 
OF 
HUMAN Mlsr.lt Y. 
Just I’nbUthC'I, in a SralM //'rise sm cents. 
\ Lecture on tk \;iture, fmilinent ami ll.ulioal 
Cure of Seminal Weakness, or Spornintorrho t. ’!i- 
duced by Sell-Abuse. Involuntary Emissions, Ini]1 
tency, Nervons Debility, and Impediments t > M tr- 
riage generally; Consumption, Epilepsy. mid l-it-, 
Mental and Physic.d Incapacity -Bv lb'l'-t.lM 
.1. ( U L\ EllWELL. M. !>., Author of tin “‘in on 
Book,’’ &c. 
The world-renowned author, in thi- admirable 
Lecture clearly proves from his own experience that 
the awful consequences of Self-Abuse may be eiVi-ct- 
ually removed without medicines, and w it < ut 
dangerous surgical operations, bougies, inst ruments, 
rings, or cordials, pointing out a mod*- of cure at 
once cerfaiti and etlectu.il by which every suil'erer, 
no matter what his condition may fie, may care 
himself cheaply, privately, and radically. THIS 
1 K(TL’liE WILL PROVE A BOON' I " 111< >1 S 
ANDS AND THOISANDS 
Sent, under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ol- 
dress.on receipt ot six eents. a tw»g< •• o..t-- 
y addressing the publish) rs. 
Also, DR. Cl LYKRWLU.s Y1 .= rn ■ t.iu-b 
Address tie Publishers, 
CH AS. ,1. C. IvI.lXl. CO., 
I •£7 llowerr. .lien ”6 oil*. 1*. O, Box -4,.’>*<>• 
lyrS 
CAUTION.—All ytnuirw has the name PKnrvi* >j 
SvRt’P,’A(Hor“Peruvian Bark, ') blown ii. the 
A 3*2-page, pamphlet^sent;- free. J. p. lfiNdaioiiis 
Proprietor,30 l)*y St..-New York. 
SoltLby all Druggists. 
IlieskHls SsiIip 
Cl Ii E S 
TETTER! TETTER! TETTR! 
tlTII! ITCH!! ITCH!!! 
Liysipelas, Scald Head, Ringworms, fleer-', Linn 
Salt lilu-um, Chillblains, SeiJds, Pimph Li-Uehe- 
frosted Limbs, Inflamed Eyes, Pile-, ami iil Erup- 
tions of the Skin. Also good lor Scratch on 
Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded. 
For sale by till Druggists and country store-. 
F. 15. HIESKELL, Proprietor, Bangor, Me. 
(i. f. (Joodwin Sc Co., Wholesale Am nt -, Man- 
over Street, Boston, Mass. Price rents per 
United States Hotel, 
I Cor. FULTON AND WATER SIS 
N i:All I I'l. < N 1 M .\V V >!:!: 
This well known ami luyorib IIot> ! in- 
been renovated, remodel, d and lurni-ln d in \v 
elegantly throughout. It i- k*-pt «• n 11« F ir >p> 
plan, and lias ample accomodation for loin 1 n: Ir. 1 
'flu location is more acn >-dbh t" all part- e X- w 
York and Hrookl.n than any other h u in th< 
city. The Hroadway -luges pass the Hotel ever, 
three minutes besides various lines ot -treet car-, 
one of which intersects every other route ii: N- v 
York 
It being blit two block ti in Fulton 1 rrv. •• ... 
it convenient tor thos* wishing to visit the "City < 
Churches,” as troin this Ferry diverg. all the pi in 
cipal railroad routes in tin eity <-t I’.m. klyn. 
GEO. N. & H. S. TERRY, Proprietors. 
lyrdi 
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE 
IN THE TOWNS OF MONROE & JACKON, 
(^ONSISTJXC OF A C.UIST Mil.I., mi l privi J leges, with tour run ot Stones, two <l them 
French Hurs.and two Holts; it i- one of the best 
Country Mills in the State, the lower part is con- 
structed of Stone and Cedar. Also one Saw Mill in 
good repair with opportunities tor other Machinery. 
till the lumber manufactured tin.Is a ready market at 
the Mill. Also two Stores, Hlacksmith’s Shop, 
House lots, &c., all situated in the nourishing Vil- 
lage of Monroe, which Is distant from tide water, or 
[ Heltust&M. L. It. K. some six miles. Also in the | town ot Jackson, several lots of valuable tiiubir 
lands, most of them containing a heavy growth ol 
Hemlock, Spruce, Hardwood and Cedar. 1 lie above 
lots lie six miles from the Mills in Monroe when 
I the logs may be driven at small expen-e. M. -t of 
j tlie land is within four miles of H. & M. H. I It. ii ! The Hemlock Hark finds a market at Plymouth \\ hi. h 
is distant about ten miles, or at Helfust. For p .r- 
ticulars apply to 
JOSEPH PALM Ell, Monroe Mills or P.FNJ 
J WILMS, liangor House, Hanger, Me. 
NO CAPITALIST IS TOO RICH 
NO FARMER IS TOO POOR, 
NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR 
to buy an Earth Closet, which is a substitute for 
the water-closet or common privy, and places with- 
in reach of all, rich and poor, in town and in the 
country, a simple means lor providing, in the house, 
a comlortable private closet, affording comfort, 
neatness and health. Prices $'J to $35. Send for 
Circulars to 
lyrll 
Earth Closet 
Company. 
•i IIOANK ST 
UOSTON, 
Vf 4('E WASTEH! 
AS AN EDITOK, OH ASSOC IAIE KlffcTOli, 
Onoil references f'i' Address \. \ Z. iimi nnl oilin'. 
fg;;7 Belfast, Muino, 
Money Cannot Buy It! 
FOR STOUT IS PRICELESS! 
THE DIAMOND GLASSES, 
JIANUFACTIKCD llY 
j E. SSJENCER & CO., N. Y., 
\Yh (!i :i r»- non otlVn 1 I olio1 public, are pronounced 
bvall tli" celebrated (tpticians of tlie* World to be the 
MOST PERFECT 
N dural,A rlilicial help to t hr human eye mi' know n 
Tucy arc ground umb-r their own supervision, 
tront minute Crystal I'cbble melted together. ami 
ili.T'vi' their name, Diamond, c*n account ol tin ir 
h.irdi;i■ ami brilliancy. 
Tho Scicntilic Principle 
(tn which the.-an’ constructed brings the core or 
venire ol the b us directly in front ot tho eye, pro- 
ducing char and distinct vision, as m tho natural, 
h. d'hv sight, ind preventing all unpleasant sen 
-alioii-, u, !> as eminm ,;i" and wavering'd sight, 
di/.yim s.s, &c., i-. „!i:'r to ail others in u-t*. 
They are Mounted in the Finest Manner, 
hi 1 rames ot the h.-t inalit}. < f ill materials used 
tor ili.it purpost. 
Tin'll: nx/sii j.v/> in iiAinui v 
CANNOT UK St KIWSS l-.D. 
CAI'IION. -None genuine unless bearing their 
trade mark <> stamped on every lrmne. 
ISA AC Alai, V RD, 
Jeweler and Optician, is Sole Agent for 
IIKl.r 4MT. M.iine. 
From whom they can only he obtained. 1 1ipp<- 
gnods are not -iipntied to I'edlers, at any price, 
lyric, 
1 l nil lor IS; 111 •. 
111 .vi kii in no in H i-oni, 
licr. uit the shon* road. I'Me hu m contains sixtv 
acris of laud, hu~a house, barn, slu-d, good well ot 
wafer, orchun.1, iml two hundred cor.Is of standing 
wood, soft and hard. I'll is farm will he sold at good 
advantage to tie purchaser. Apply to 
Mrs. ItOliKIt I II. (:Ol)Ml:S, 
Belfast, March 1. ls;i. tfaf 
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, 
I OK ri lUI VIM- TIBI ULOOl). 
I 
The reputation tins ex- 
cellent medicine enjoys, 
is derived from its cures, 
many ,»i which are truly 
marvellous. Inveterate 
ra s of Scrofulous «11 s- 
ea.se, where the .system 
seemed saturated with 
corruption, have been 
purilied and cured b\ it. 
S' rofnlmis a fleeti.and 
di l' r-. which were si.tr* 
H ivat'- 1 by the scrofu- 
1 -us contamination nutd 
L.M y 'iiTi' [Kiimmiv ainmung, run e '.n rudirallv 
nurd m surli great numbers in ulmo-t, e\rrv -<•. 
tion of the t'Mintn .that th«* pn! lie M-ar ely need > 
he informed ol its virtues .»r u.-rs. 
Scrofulous poison is on,* of the most destructive 
eii'.-iiiii ot ur race. Often, tins un-ivti and unfolt 
tenant of the organism undermines the constitution, 
an I invite-the attack of enfeebling or fatal diseases, 
v iihout exciting a -.;-j ici.oi of it- presence. Again, it com- to loved info: tion throughout the body and tin u. on some favorable occasion, rapidly dev elo| 
mf > me .-r other of its hideous forms, either oil it 
Mirfu.i or among th.* vitals. In the latter, tuber 
• l>'s may be .-uddeuly depo-;te«i in the lungs ->r 
hcail.-r tumors boated in the liver, or it •diuws 
it ~ presence by eruptions on the -kin, or foul ulcer 
Mioii- on -'.me part of the body. Hem e the o. 
sionai u-e <>f a bottle of this Sarsa partita is nd 
vi. able, even when no active symptoms of disease 
appear. I’emoim alllicted with the following emir 
I lauds generally lind immediate relief, and, at 
length, cure. by the me of thi- N I US I l‘.l l{ ! 1 
/ t: St. Iutfunip's Fire, /hiv.' or lirt/sipelas, 
Tt ttcr, Soft Flu am, Sealtt Iletal, Itintjieoriu, 
Sore 1-Jiies. Sore Furs, and other emotions -o 
vi-ibie forms i.f Semj'utous disease Ai-o m tli 
loore com e.tlod form a Di/spepsia. Droiisi/, 
Heart Disease, /'its, /.'/>i/>fis 1/, S itrafi/ia, and the various f'l> irons affect of trie mu •. u 
lav and nervoiw -tenm. 
subduing these ol 
lint long routine. 
t ter rut ions ti 
>11 lv soon relicv 
\ < u. 
It. tie 
’•eat and Mercurial Diseases 
tgh .1 long time is re.juiicd 1.«r 
mate maladi. by any mediumc. 
use of this medicine will cure 
run ha it or M hites, terin 
I eiitalt /Useases, are c. m 
I and ultimately cured by 1 1 
purifying and invig nailing eile. t. '.Minute In.e 
tion.- for each ca-e :;>e fmind ill eiir Ahnarum, -up 
plied gratis. Fh'inuniisin and Font, when 
cau-ed by a liumlaf e n of extrancoii- matters 
in tin hired, yield .piiekly to it, as al.-o Lie., 
Complaints. TiWfiiiti///. ( t>n//estion < lii/lam- 
111 at 1011 «.f il,e l.irer, ami ./aantHee, \v'hen ari-nu 
a- thee often «h>, from the rankling poi-.om in th 
h: 1 hi s Fs I F I FI I l.A 1- 
i'o tin 
Th 
if- at. st, ,./ 
/•>'< hensiiu,* 
s\ inp.temal a- 
relief and coi 
pow e| Up, a t: 
id 11 r of the -y-tem. 
^ m aus ij, 
ol the atlecti.m 
1 tied imine li.it>' 
of its restoiatii e 
I'll/ /'A F r I) 1; Y 
Ur, J < U i H A « 4*. 
| 
> U tU " * *.. 
SOl.li r.v am. id:i «;«; 1 -1 
SOI.DUY Aid. i*i;i 
cow 
ioMcll. >I.m 
IA I I; 'i Will dl 
.i.lblS. 
AMERICAN HOUSE 
B E I, FAST. 
I 
J. C. ROBBINS 
(it lilillllU'Ilt ill.' 
inlorins his Irh-iiii* 
it .1 -> if i-..‘il t In* ttbnv <• 
;i\ < 11 i»»*r Jiul'lic. 
"i iki imj nifiK- :u I tv u iv eontnrm to mod 
1 ill need I hf* table W!l: It suppli-d with ait Ihi* 
| il<-licac i. s can I | •• ired, :t i:• 1 -prclul ull. n 
tion i»ivi n to order ami in atm in tin- -1 > i.»«: 
ipartmcnts. 
All thi' Mu;.'' !* :i-. is.;' tii" ri’ tnk.' their 1 
pnrtnre from thi' Iioii-t. t o M in run iv^nlm •• 
to the boats, ami gu< I- o- .m.I t any put 
tin- city or c untry, 
! UtIt:.Jt, May 1", U It 
Belfast Savings Bank 
NOW ! S till 1 I M I K) l»K POM 1 
A penny saved is a penny earned.” 
nK POSITS mull- on or tutor'- tin 1st of am month, w ill 1m plan-d upon interest even 
month, vexPrpt M:i) ilml No. .mhci iml int- r. -r 
computed upon tin- --aim in .him- and ln<vmhi r. 
Deposits rcceivtd dad' it tin- It.Hiking II in 
from •• to 1J V. M.. ini! t• I ’. M aturd ■ :ii 
•.•t.. I t \.U. 
JOHN !!.',>( niP.V Ir A ^ A I M Ml- Pr -t. 
It. Hast, .lu!\ t ;, ttl 
l>i k ta s oti 1 > 
At w hoi. 1 ni'U 4.--! prm. by 
A. .1. IIA UKLM AW & CO., 
No. 60 Main St Belfast, Maine. 
IM!., II. 1. tl'ti 
St iMMc 1.1 tB' Ul 1 11*. 
J SA1!.. i: \V >\ •• ■ Mi S |T|: !> V 
NKW \')KK \M> «il.A.Mit'W 
< ailing :it 1 v• 1 ■: ii M .no l*a ;s, 
lh- St ••am -I I !ii l. onte line in r-uiit < 
prc>s|y tor flu- A4 Mi!!'- I' nj." If oi. ai’.J lilt* I 
np in vrrv rr>|■• ot vvilli all tin* modern improvi 
incut cali-nlat» i to insure t!..' -.Met >, com!. it. ami 
eonveideii.a oi pa-sender 
I*Aa<; K V -, l\w \i:I »•: IN Cl kkI Ni v 
rOt.LASilOW, I. I \ KltlNMH. \ la )N IX >N 1> K. It K ^ 
I KST CA KIN. t" A "i-lii..; to la- (lion 
abiu Return rick t $1 a > iirin:' !•« : aeeomme 
I Kit M KDI A i: ?i; \ S II: K If \ 11 !•'. r >, 
Parties -ending for their In.-ml- in f!i id < oun 
Iry can purchase tieket-at reduced rat.- !•. :i.r 
I tlicr particulars apph to IIKMM PS«'\ l'.KOIH 
| i.KS, 7 bowling I; ia eii, N 'i orr»>\ A lilt «», 
! I ii'uruitee Agents, It. Ma t. Main. "mo 
^ I* « k i: •» » \ i> bb a ■* **’ 
a t s r tv i a • i; i \ i: i» 
>4MiO It.st New I!. Ill] ha Will II V K AM’ 
IlirivOli’t S POk l. •. 11 "in 1 1 to ■ M •! 
Wide. Al-o c •• 1 a T nicl'it "l '.a tne.l III Its 
I will a irrant tin above goods to bo ■•! tbe In* t 
1 |ii iliiv :»i t will ! i- 1 a pi ic. #*•( all m 
'•on : i"" -ix P (IAKI..S AM.IKIh 
A. S. LUCE, 
Attorney at. Law. 
fTuitfurtl Block Bril list, U 
All business entrusted to his care will meet with 
prompt attention, lo st ol references nr. n it r. 
•luircd. timw 
Plows! Plows! 
JIST 1IK*|IV1I» A 
I A10 I'. MU' OF Hu- 
Plows ’u 11 i va11>is. 
Also 11 fine a.- ormn-iit. < t Mtoii-ls, Hoe*. 11a* 
iiitr<* I'oi-Ui. hi I "“■! urn-tv ot Punning Im 
pigments in general l or salt- at the iowost market 
> A. J. HARRIMAN & CO., 
*«». «n> Main Ht.. iii ir.iit, ti«- 
April 11, is; 1. 2m4o 
Spokes! Spokes! 
.1 ust received ten thousand 
HICKORY and oak spokes, 
For light and heavy Carriages. All sizes thorough 
ly seasonal, and tor sale low by 
ALBERT C. BURGESS, 
?*! Main ** Bi-lfait. Maine. 
